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1. Introduction 

 

Knutton, Cross Heath, Silverdale and Chesterton are located in an attractive area 

on the western fringe of the North Staffordshire conurbation.  The area lies to the 

north-west of Newcastle-Under-Lyme town centre and is home to nearly 20,000 

people, as well as significant areas of open space and local employment.   

 

The four villages are together the focus of the Government’s Housing Market 

Renewal (HMR) initiative to stimulate the housing market, regenerate the area 

and improve the quality of life and environment. Although currently suffering 

from high levels of deprivation and low levels of housing investment, the area is 

recognised as having the potential to become a popular and sustainable place to 

live in North Staffordshire. 

 

As part of this initiative, RENEW North Staffordshire, the HMR Pathfinder, have 

commissioned the preparation of an Area Regeneration Framework (ARF) to guide 

future regeneration activity and investment in the area.  This report presents the 

draft Area Regeneration Framework (ARF) for Knutton, Cross Heath, Silverdale 

and Chesterton.   

 

The ARF has been prepared on behalf of RENEW North Staffordshire by Building 

Design Partnership (BDP) with King Sturge, FSquared and JMP Consultants.  

 
 
 

Background to RENEW  

RENEW North Staffordshire is one of nine Housing Market Renewal Pathfinders 

established by the Government in 2002 as part of the Sustainable Communities 

Agenda. The aim of the Pathfinders is to enable housing to play a part in the 

creation of sustainable cities and towns, by revitalising weak and failing housing 

markets. Up to 2006, the Pathfinders have together invested over £550 million in 

transforming housing markets in their areas. 

 

RENEW North Staffordshire (RENEW) is the North Staffordshire Housing Market 

Renewal Pathfinder, covering the majority of the old six towns of Stoke-on-Trent, 

the large social housing estates to the south and east of Stoke-on-Trent, the 

former Coal Board estates of Crackley, Galleys Bank and Biddulph East, as well as 

the communities in Knutton, Cross Heath, Silverdale and Chesterton.   

 

RENEW’s Vision is that by 2019 North Staffordshire will be a thriving and diverse 

conurbation where people will want to live, work, invest and study.  This 

transformation will be evident through population retention, rising income levels 

and sustainable neighbourhoods.  RENEW’s mission is to facilitate a permanent 

solution to the problems of low demand and abandonment in the housing market 

in North Staffordshire.  

 

In 2004 RENEW published their Market Renewal Prospectus which set out their 

evidence base and objectives to secure funding for the period 2004 -2005. During 

this period RENEW sought a total of £60 million in funding from a range of 

sources, including local authorities, English Partnerships, social housing providers 

and the Housing Corporation.  The Prospectus has since been updated and the 

current programme for intervention for the Pathfinder is the Scheme Update 

2005, which secured funding for 2006-8. This ARF, as well as other studies 

elsewhere in the conurbation, will inform RENEW’s next Scheme Update in 

November 2007, which will seek further funding from the Government for 2008-

10.  

 

Role of the ARF 

A number of ARF’s are currently being prepared across the RENEW Pathfinder 

area to guide RENEW’s investment over the next 10-15 years and to establish 

priorities for HMR funding.  

 

- a robust evidence base 

The role of the ARF is to establish the evidence behind, and the requirements for, 

a broad pattern of interventions to secure housing market renewal and 

sustainable neighbourhoods.  The ARF considers current conditions, the impact of 

recent and planned regeneration initiatives and the requirement for, and scope 

of, future interventions. 

 

 

- a spatial framework and strategy 

A significant amount of investment is already being made within the Knutton, 

Cross Heath, Silverdale and Chesterton area and the ARF has an important role in 

reviewing this activity and co-ordinating it with future investment to maximise 

value and benefits to the area.  The co-ordination of planned and future 

investment is presented through a comprehensive spatial plan for the area and a 

supporting strategy.  This strategy considers both physical intervention and the 

need for co-ordinated socio-economic measures. 

 

- a corporate strategy 

Given the scope of the challenges facing the ARF areas (both physical and social), 

the ARF is also intended to establish a ‘corporate’ strategy shared by all key 

partners guiding future investment decisions in Knutton, Cross Heath, Silverdale 

and Chesterton.   

 

The North Staffordshire Regeneration Partnership, including RENEW North 

Staffordshire, will work to ensure that finite funding resources are used 

effectively to deliver the Core Spatial Strategy and that the agreed targets and 

outcomes are achieved.  The Area Regeneration Framework will help to 

determine these investment streams. 

 

The ARF is overseen by a Steering Group comprising of: 

 

• RENEW North Staffordshire 

• Newcastle-under-Lyme Borough Council 

• Staffordshire County Council 

• Knutton and Cross Heath Neighbourhood Management Pathfinder (NMP) 

• Bellway Homes - Developer partner for Knutton and Cross Heath 

• Aspire Housing - Lead Registered Social Landlord for Knutton and Cross Heath 

• Staffordshire Homes – Lead Registered Social Landlord for Chesterton  

• Beth Johnson RSL 

• English Partnerships 

 

- a deliverable plan of action 

The role of RENEW requires an emphasis on the renewal of the housing market 

and how direct investment by RENEW can support it.  The ARF strategy is 

therefore a robust and deliverable plan of action for the short term, set within a 

longer-term vision for the area. 

 

Delivery partnerships between key stakeholders will have a key role in delivering 

the ARF strategy.  It is also important that the ARF links to current and emerging 

planning, housing and economic policy and strategies developed by the partners 

in putting forward a strategy for investment in these areas.  In particular, the link 

between the ARF, the emerging Regional Spatial Strategy and the emerging Local 

Development Frameworks will be critical for determining the level and location of 

potential housing change in the ARF spatial plan.    
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The ARF, therefore, is a flexible plan of action, which can respond to changing 

policy decisions, stakeholder needs, local area needs and funding opportunities. 

 

Nature of the ARF  

The ARF area comprises four identifiable communities and large areas of open 

space and countryside centred around Apedale Country Park and the Wammy.  

Knutton and Cross Heath lie central to the ARF area and are a little over 1.5 km 

from Newcastle town centre.  However, the A34 and other factors serve to 

detract from this proximity.  Chesterton and Silverdale are further from the town 

centre, to the north and west respectively.   

 
Knutton is a long established, mixed community centred around the cross roads 

of High Street and Lower Milehouse Lane and Church Lane. The village has a 

historic core and housing that dates from the 1880. It also includes inter-war 

social housing as well as more recent development.  Knutton has a current 

housing stock of around 1,500 dwellings and a population of around 3,400 

residents.  Knutton is identified as an Area of Major Intervention (AMI) in the 

current RENEW strategy.   

 
Cross Heath is adjacent to Knutton and is an area of predominantly interwar 

semi-detached properties.   Its centre is historically located along the A34.  

Within the ARF, Cross Heath has a housing stock of 1500 properties and a 

population of 3400 residents.  Cross Heath is identified as an Area of Major 

Intervention (AMI) in the current RENEW strategy. 

 
Silverdale is the western-most community in the ARF area.  It has two clear 

phases of development; with pre 1919 housing stock centred on the historic 

village centre and Coal Board developed social housing in more peripheral areas.  

Silverdale has a housing stock of around 2000 properties and a population of 4600 

residents. Silverdale is not specifically identified in the existing RENEW 

programme, however English Partnerships are facilitating a major investment in 

the village through the redevelopment of the former Silverdale Colliery. 

 
Chesterton is again a long established mixed community centred along London 

Road.  There is a clear centre to Chesterton, however this has suffered from a 

decline in local retailing. Chesterton has a housing stock of around 4,600 

properties and a population of 11,700.  The centre of Chesterton is identified as a 

General Renewal Area (GRA) in the current RENEW strategy. 

 

Approach to the ARF 

The Knutton, Cross Heath, Silverdale and Chesterton ARF has been developed 

alongside the other RENEW ARFs through a clear and consistent process.  This has 

involved a detailed evidence base, the development and testing of a number of 

options and the selection of the preferred options as the basis for the final ARF.  

The Final ARF is therefore one of a suite of five documents, which should be read 

in conjunction with this report.  They are as follows: 
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• Baseline Report – The Baseline Report provides a robust evidence base for 

the ARF area, considering spatial, housing market and socio-economic 

challenges.  The baseline stage was completed in June 2007 and involved 

both desktop and site based assessments, as well as consultations with key 

stakeholders.  

 

• Options Paper – The Options Paper presents and appraises a series of 

potential options for the ARF area, ranging from a continuation of the 

existing RENEW programme to the potential for a significant amount of new 

housing in the area.  The appraisal of these options is set within the context 

of a clear role for the ARF area and a series of ARF objectives. The Options 

Paper was completed in August 2007 and identified a preferred option to be 

taken forward in the ARF, subject to a combined review of all the ARF’s by 

RENEW and the availability of funding.  This review was undertaken in 

September 2007 and has informed the final ARF. 

 

• Sustainability Appraisal – The Sustainability Appraisal (SA) process has 

helped to ensure that all sustainability issues have been considered in the 

development of the preferred option for the ARF. 

 

• Consultation Paper – The consultation report presents the feedback from 

consultation undertaken throughout the ARF process, ranging from 

stakeholder meetings to presentations to the key local area groups. The 

consultation undertaken on the ARF builds upon the extensive process of 

community consultation and engagement that has already been carried out 

within the area as part of both the RENEW programme and the preparation of 

the LDF.    

 

These reports are included as a separately bound technical appendix report 

accompanying this ARF.   

 

ARF Structure 

The ARF Final Report is structured as follows: 

 

Section 2: Understanding the ARF 

Section 3: Vision and Objectives for the ARF 

Section 4: ARF Strategy and Proposals 

Section 5: Delivering Local Benefits 
Section 6: Delivery Strategy 
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2. Understanding the ARF Area 

The Baseline Report provides a robust evidence base for the ARF, highlighting the 

key issues, challenges and opportunities in the Knutton, Cross Heath, Silverdale 

and Chesterton area.  To provide a detailed understanding of the ARF area, it 

presents spatial analysis for the area, an assessment of the current housing 

market, socio-economic analysis and a review of the ongoing regeneration 

initiatives. 

 

This section of the ARF summarises the findings of the Baseline Report.  In doing 

so it draws together the spatial analysis and people, economy and housing 

evidence base to capture the key issues and challenges for the ARF, in terms of: 

 

• Physical Environment 

• Transport and Accessibility 

• Housing 

• People and Economy 

• Regeneration 

 

This section also reviews the current RENEW programme and other proposals that 

are ongoing in and around the ARF area. 

 

 

 

 

Physical Environment 

 

The Knutton, Cross Heath, Silverdale and Chesterton ARF area is well located in 

proximity to the strategic road network, Newcastle-under-Lyme town centre and 

large areas of open space. Consisting of three main village areas, the area is 

predominantly residential, but employment and open space uses are also key land 

uses. 

 

The area experienced the majority of it’s growth during the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries in response to the emerging collieries and mills.  Some good 

examples of Victorian terraced workers housing still remain around the village 

centres, particularly in the Silverdale Conservation Area.  However, the original 

form of the area has been greatly altered by the addition of large housing and 

industrial estates on the outskirts of the villages and by poor quality infill and 

redevelopment in central areas. 

 

There are three village centres In the ARF area at Knutton, Chesterton and 

Silverdale. The village centres are the historic core of the villages, although in all 

cases historic layout and buildings has been largely replaced with more recent 

development, although some fragments of the historic centres remain in the form 

of street layout and building style. The village centres at Silverdale and 

Chesterton are well defined and provide for a range of local needs, shops and 

services. They do, however, require improvements in terms of their 

environmental quality and in their retail and service offer. The village centre at 

Knutton is less well-defined and has very limited retail provision.  

 

Cross Heath’s local centre is located on the A34. However it comprises only a 

small parade of shops. Cross Heath is also served by a major Morrisons store 

located on Lower Milehouse Lane. There are two other smaller local centres in 

the ARF area, at Parksite and Crackley. They provide local retail facilities to the 

more remote residential areas of Silverdale and Chesterton respectively.   

 

Since the 1920’s the development of housing in the villages has predominantly 

been on an ad-hoc, estate-by-estate basis; with little thought to the wider 

relationship of new housing with the village centres and other residential areas. 

There is a broad range of housing types however there is a high proportion of 

interwar and post-war terraced and semi-detached properties.  Much of this 

period of development was built as council stock and nearly 40% of housing 

remains in this tenure following a transfer to RSL ownership in 2000. 

 

Much of the housing in the ARF is of a relatively good design, with many houses 

addressing the street with ample private space. In terms of condition, the older 

house stock (pre-1919) is quite poor with a high proportion of properties not 

meeting Decent Homes Standard.  Although stock transfer has resulted in 

significant investment by the RSLs, much of the social-rented stock in the area is 

also yet to be improved to Decent Homes Standard. The Visual Assessment, 

undertaken as part of p, has identified areas of particularly poor housing and 

quality of environment, which tend to be focused around the social housing areas 

in Knutton and Cross Heath, in Beasley Avenue and Crackley in Chesterton and 

Parksite in Silverdale. 

 

Open space is a dominant feature of the ARF area due to both internal open 

spaces and surrounding countryside. Open spaces exist in the form of formal 

parks, informal recreation areas and playing fields, community woodlands and a 

country park. The Open Space Audit found that the open space in the ARF area is 

of variable quality. Open spaces of high quality include Apedale Country Park, 

Douglas Road and Meadow Lane and poor quality open spaces include The Wammy 

and Cotswold Avenue playing fields.  

 

The pattern of development is strongly dictated by disused collieries ands spoil 

tips that make ground conditions unfavourable for development in some 

locations, particularly on the urban fringe. This has led to many disused spoil tips 

being landscaped, contributing to the overall undulating topography of the area 

and creating many areas of greenspace, most significantly Apedale Country Park. 

 

The employment areas are a significant and distinctive land use in the ARF area. 

They include Lymedale Business Park between Cross Heath and Chesterton, 

Apedale Industrial Estate and Parkhouse Industrial Estate in Chesterton, Knutton 

Industrial Estate and Silverdale Enterprise Centre. These employment areas 

consist of medium to large single use estates on the edge of the villages. While 

this permits local access to employment opportunities, the position and size of 

some of these employment areas means they can act as barriers to movement 

between the villages and they can create unpleasant residential environment 

where they neighbour areas of housing. 

 

Summary of Key Issues and Challenges for the Physical Environment: 

i) Pattern of development 

The pattern of development across the ARF raises a number of issues and 

challenges for its future attractiveness and sustainability: 

• The area comprises three village areas in a linear layout presenting issues of 

connectivity and accessibility between them and to/from local amenities and 

facilities.  If they are to remain as distinct villages, then there is a need to 

improve the mix of development, open space and local facilities to allow 

each village to be more self-contained and sustainable. 

• Within each village, a significant amount of housing development has taken 

place since the 1920’s and has not reflected the historic origins of each area.  

This has resulted in a series of disconnected housing estates with poorly 

defined and illegible layouts.   
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Also as a consequence of the pattern and form of development, there are clear 

marked physical differences between housing types and tenures.  This creates 

challenges in creating mixed, attractive and sustainable neighbourhoods and 

contributes to parochial attitudes in some communities.   

• Topography and ground conditions provide unique challenges in the ARF due 

to the former collieries in the area. 

ii) Character and Distinctiveness 

Over recent decades, the character of the historic village centres and traditional 

housing areas has been undermined by both poor quality infill development and 

traffic pressures, Traditional terraced streets are now typified by on-street 

parking and areas of infill where housing has been cleared.  Poor infill 

development also detracts from the key corridors, gateways and landmarks 

throughout the ARF. 

 

iii) Quality of Physical Environment 

The overall quality and condition of the physical environment is typically poor in 

the ARF, particularly in the large interwar social rented housing estates.  Much of 

the area requires investment and improvement in the street environment, as well 

the condition of the buildings.  The presence of void buildings, graffiti and 

vandalism is limited to certain pockets in Knutton, Crackley and Parksite.  

However, the poor quality of lighting in the housing areas, and the quality and 

maintenance of pedestrian routes and open spaces raise issues of use and safety.   

 

iv) Village Centres and Retail/Community Provision 

The Village and local centres are at the heart of the communities and essential 

for providing local retail and service provision and addressing social exclusion in 

an area which is relatively isolated and insular.   Vacant and underused sites, 

declining retail viability, poor pedestrian facilities and unattractive environments 

all undermine each of the centres.  Key issues are: 

• The conflict between the historic building environment and traffic is a 

particular issue in Chesterton.   

• The elongated nature of Chesterton centre impacts on retail vitality. 

• Residents in Cross Heath have no clear focal area for accessing retail and 

other services, other than the local shops on the A34 and Morrisons  

• Local retailers are facing competition from other locations, including 

Morrisons. 

• The village centre in Knutton is strung our along High Street and does not 

provide a clearly defined and attractive centre. 

• The inherent character of the village centre in Silverdale has been eroded 

through infill development, vacant sites, poor linkage and the design of the 

1960’s shopping parade.  However, it is a self-contained and well-used 

centre. 

v) Employment Provision 

Employment areas are distributed throughout the ARF area providing local 

employment opportunities.  Lymedale Business Park is a significant land use 

within the ARF and the largest employment area within Newcastle-under-Lyme 

Borough.  The issues that arise through the presence of these employment areas 

are i) adjacency to residential areas ii) impact on quality of environment, iii) 

impact on design quality along key corridors, iv) poor linkages to villages and 

barrier to movement between areas and v) limited opportunities for further 

employment provision in the ARF. 

 

Transport and Accessibility 

The Knutton, Cross Heath, Silverdale and Cross Heath ARF area is well related to 

the strategic road network, which provides good access to the motorway and 

wider conurbation.  The A34 is an important strategic link connecting Chesterton, 

Knutton and Cross Heath, and the town centre along the eastern boundary of the 

ARF.  However, there is limited connectivity through the ARF area, particularly 

between Knutton and Chesterton.   

 

Bus provision and accessibility is generally good with most residents within a 10 

minute walk of a bus stop.  However, there are some localised movement issues 

affecting pedestrian and cycle linkages between each of the villages and to 

surrounding areas. These are exacerbated by instances of poor environmental 

quality and local safety concerns. The strategic road network hinders movement 

for pedestrians and cyclists across the A34 to the east and between the ARF area 

and Newcastle Town Centre.  Within Knutton and Cross Heath, linkages across 

The Wammy are poor and limit accessibility to facilities in Knutton Village.  

Knutton and Cross Heath are also isolated from the town centre by the disused 

rail line. 

 

 

Summary of Key Issues and Challenges for Transport and Accessibility: 

i) Poor Pedestrian and Cycle Linkages 

Knutton and Cross Heath are located to the immediate north west of Newcastle-

under-Lyme town centre, lying within walking distance of many amenities.  

However, the existing transport infrastructure, particularly the A34, creates 

severance reducing the attractiveness of pedestrian and cycle accessibility to 

Newcastle town centre. 

 

The A34 creates a physical and psychological barrier to pedestrian movements 

between the residential areas to the north-west and the employment and retail 

services in the town centre.  This results in the following key issues: 

• The existing linkages between Knutton and Cross Heath and Newcastle town 

centre are poorly defined and of limited quality; 

• Off-street pedestrian and cycle routes, such as the dismantled railway lines, 

generally offer poor surveillance and lighting, leaving users vulnerable to 

anti-social behaviour and crime; 

• Pedestrian crossing facilities at a number of key junctions is limited and 

unsatisfactory, especially at the Knutton High Street / Lower Milehouse Lane 

/ Knutton Lane double mini-roundabout junction 

In Silverdale, the introduction of traffic calming measures along Mill Street and 

the High Street has contributed to a relatively good environment for pedestrian 

movement in the village centre.  The street layout between the High Street and 

New High Street also contributes to a good level of permeability for pedestrians 

in the centre of the village. 

 

Pedestrian facilities away from the village centre are limited and pedestrian 

connectivity from the residential areas south west of Scot Hay Road are generally 

poor.  Situated to the west of the historic centre of the village, the residential 

estates served by Buxton Avenue / Bath Road / Cheddar Drive and Peebles Road 

are remote and isolated from the village.  The Silverdale Enterprise Park is also 

remote from residential areas and there are limited facilities to encourage either 

pedestrian or cycle access to the development. 

 

Pedestrian accessibility in and around Chesterton, especially along London Road 

in the village centre raises a number of safety issues with regard to: 

• A number of pedestrian desire lines across London Road between its 

junctions with Church Street to the north and five-arm roundabout with 

Wolstanton Road, 

• The volume and speed of traffic using London Road at different times of the 

day; 

• HGV traffic on various routes due to the mix of land-uses in the area causes 

concern for pedestrian safety, such as Wolstanton Road and Loomer Road; 

• There are limited provisions for pedestrian movements across key junctions, 

such as the Castle Street / Victoria Street junction. 

 

ii) Traffic Movement  

Issues related to access to the strategic highway network are not critical to the 

regeneration of the ARF area.  The A34 provides easy access to the A500 and 

subsequently the M6 can be easily accessed.  As a result there is little need to  
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modify the strategic highway network.  At a local level a number of key issues 

have been raised with regard to the existing road hierarchy and its potential 

future role, these have been highlighted for the ARF areas below: 

 

In Knutton and Cross Heath, the ‘village’ centre of Knutton is dominated by 

traffic with a poor streetscene and limited public realm provision.  Traffic 

calming measures have been introduced in a number of locations, specifically the 

Wilmot Drive Estate, which has seen the introduction of a ‘Home Zone’ scheme 

throughout the estate.  Staffordshire County Council have highlighted the 

importance of building upon these measures. 

 

The approach to Silverdale via the Church Lane / Silverdale Road junction is 

constrained by the existing signalised junction. 

 

In Chesterton, the volume and mix of residential, commercial and industrial 

traffic on routes has been suggested as inappropriate and excessive in locations, 

particularly on sections on London Road, Wolstanton Road and Loomer Road. On-

street parking on London Road contributes to a perception of localised congestion 

with negative impacts on the local retail provision and environment.  The existing 

network of internal routes, particularly to the north of the settlement, is 

incoherent and confusing. 

 

iii) Local Bus Services 

The following issues have been identified with regard to the existing level of 

access to public transport within the ARF area: 

• The vast majority of the area is reasonably served by buses providing direct 

services to Newcastle, with better than half-hourly services available for the 

majority of residents; 

• Off-peak frequency and coverage is less extensive; 

• The quality of bus infrastructure and information across the ARF area at bus 

stops is generally basic, if not poor, 

• The Knutton Lane bridge ‘pinch-point’ restricts the type of buses that can 

utilise this route; 

Direct linkages to key destinations beyond Newcastle are restricted to a number 

of key services from Chesterton and along the A34.  This limits the attractiveness 

of bus access to wider destinations, such as Hanley, from Knutton and Silverdale. 

 

Housing 

Data from the Land Registry indicates that despite a period of strong house price 

growth between 2003 and 2005, housing values in Newcastle continue to remain 

well below the average for the West Midlands and England and Wales as a whole. 

The picture within the North Staffordshire conurbation is however more 

favourable with average house prices for the ST5 Newcastle postcode being 

fourth highest in the area and only losing out to more affluent rural locations. 

 

The housing market in the ARF area also experienced rapid growth during the 

period 2001 to 2004 that has since levelled off, mirroring market trends for 

Newcastle Borough and the limited availability of new housing within the ARF.  

Terraced properties have represented the highest number of properties sold 

despite semi-detached properties being the dominant house type in the area. 

 

Overall, property prices are significantly lower in the ARF area than for Newcastle 

Borough.  In 2005 a semi-detached property value was approximately 75% of the 

Borough average.  However, based on local incomes, this is still relatively 

unaffordable for local residents.  Highest property prices were found in Silverdale 

and lowest property prices in Knutton and Cross Heath. 

 
The ratio of owner occupied to rented in the ARF area is 1 to 1, compared to 3 to 

1 Newcastle, indicating a high dependency on rented housing. The new housing 

that has taken place in the area has generally been larger 3-4 bedroom semi-

detached and detached housing indicating that there is potential demand for this 

type of property.  However, apart from the proposals for Silverdale Colliery and 

Collins and Aikman, there has been little new build in the area in recent years 

and recent development has been typically on small windfall sites. 

 

In terms of housing demand there are low void rates in the ARF area, attributable 

in large part to good management of social rented stock. There are, however, 

two hotspots where there is a higher number of void properties and long-term 

voids, namely Chesterton and the Lower Milehouse Estate. However the latter 

relates to the current RENEW clearance programme. 

 

The comparatively low house prices are a reflection of the need for support and 

investment in the area. Whilst the area does not necessarily match the normal 

geographical profile of a HMR area i.e. it is not an inner city suburb and does not 

have large swathes of vacant properties the ARF and Knutton and Cross Heath in 

particular, do exhibit characteristics of housing market failure with low demand 

in both the owner occupied and rented sector.  This is a result of a number of 

factors combining, namely:  

 

• high levels of deprivation and benefit dependency  

• High levels of perceived and actual of anti social behaviour  

• housing stock in poor condition 

• difficult to let homes particularly to those in priority need  

• negative image of the area held by those outside 

 

Summary of Key Issues and Challenges for Housing: 

 

i) Housing Choice 

The 2004 housing market assessment identifies the lack of housing choice as a 

particular issue in the ARF. This is due the proliferation of interwar public sector 

housing in the AMI area and the high numbers of small Victorian terraces in 

Chesterton and Silverdale associated with the former coalmining communities.   

In respect of the public sector housing, the lack of diversity has led to high levels 

of single person households in essentially family accommodation. Due to the low 

incidence of Right to Buys this is an issue for the public rented sector. In the 

private housing market the terrace properties are in need of modernisation and 

too small for larger families. 

 

In most Pathfinder areas there is an aspiration to provide more aspirational and 

family housing and to reduce the proportion of public sector housing stock. Whilst 

there is an aim to provide this type of housing in the ARF area this needs to be 

counterbalanced with a need for smaller units to reflect the higher number of 

single person households. The new extra care facility is addressing this in respect 

of elderly residents but other dwellings will need to be provided to cater for the 

first time buyer or occupier. 

 

Demolition in the area is reducing the social rented housing stock and although 

more owner occupation will help to lift the image of the area it is important to 

provide a mix of tenure in the new housing provision to avoid a distinct ownership 

divide between the new and older housing stock.  

 

ii) Low House Values 

House prices within the ARF are lower than the Newcastle averages and notably 

lower than the averages across England. This is indicative of a weaker housing 

market within the ARF area.  The average price of a terrace was just less than 

£80,000 at the end of 2005 and approximately £100,000 for a semi-detached 

property. This compares with £149,905 for a terrace and £174,744 for a semi-

detached house across England and Wales.  Relative to the housing numbers in 

the ARF, most market demand has been in the terraced areas.  Semi-detached 

areas demonstrate a particularly weak market with house prices nearly 30,000 

less than the Newcastle average.  Average prices for Knutton and Cross Heath are 

the lowest within the ARF. 

 
iii) Affordability 

Affordability varies widely across the North Staffordshire conurbation. The 2004 

HMA found the Knutton/Cross Heath area to have the weakest social housing 

market in the North Staffordshire conurbation thus requiring HMR. Within the AMI 

2005 data shows a ratio of household income to house price of 1:4.7 leading to 

housing becoming increasingly out of the price range of local people. This is 

despite the fact that this is occurring in one of the lowest priced areas in the  
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Figure 4: Silverdale Photosheet 

November 2007

Silverdale

1.	 Church	Street,	Silverdale

2.	 St.	Luke’s	Church,	Silverdale

3.	 Abbey	Street,	Silverdale

4.	 High	Street,	Silverdale

5.	 The	Parade	Local	Centre,	Silverdale

6.	 Vacant	site	adjacent	to	the	Parade

7.	 Childrens	play	area,	Silverdale

8.	 Silverdale	Cricket	Ground

9.	 Mill	Street,	Silverdale

10.	 Newcastle	Street,	gateway	to	Silverdale

11.	 Dale	View	Silverdale	

12.	 Farmers	Bank,	Silverdale

13.	 Treacle	Row,	new	residential	development	
	 in	Parksite

14.	 Cheddar	Drive,	Parksite

15.	 Tunbridge	Drive,	Parksite

16.	 Local	Centre,	Parksite
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Borough highlighting the fact it is not only rising house prices which are an issue 

but also lack of earning capacity. 

 

iv) Stock Condition 

The condition of the housing stock across the ARF area is variable.  Particular 

pockets of poor condition are focussed on the social rented sector and the need 

to bring houses up to decent home standard.  Other pockets are focussed on pre-

1919 terraces within the traditional centres.  Although the ARF is located in a 

former mining area, issues of subsidence and ground stability are not generally 

evident.  There are though some small pockets of non-traditional housing, which 

may be prone to structural issues and may be unsustainable in the future without 

significant investment. 

 

v) Scale of New Development 

The ARF area may offer limited opportunity for new housing development, 

beyond that which is already proposed in the area.  However, the scale of new 

development in the area has to be of sufficient density to support local services 

and use land efficiently. It also needs to support wider policy objectives within 

Newcastle, the Pathfinder and the emerging draft RSS for the region. 

 

The Borough has been keen to constrain housing development in the recent past 

under policies the Structure Plan.  However, the draft RSS is now anticipated to 

increase the amount of housing completed within the Borough on an annual basis 

until 2025.  A challenge will be to focus this new development towards the 

Pathfinder areas, including the ARF area, to support their regeneration, but to 

also balance this with the needs of the housing market across the region. 

 

vi) Phasing of New Development 
 

A number of new housing projects are already in the pipeline including the EP 

sites at Silverdale Collins and Aikman site. Other major opportunities are the 

extension of the Collins and Aikman development onto the adjacent former Kier 

site, and the redevelopment by Bellway of the Lower Milehouse Estate. In 

addition to this there are a number of smaller sites scattered through out the 

area, which could provide opportunities for infilling and remodelling. A key 

challenge is the phasing of development not only to tie in with housing numbers 

(to be agreed with RENEW under the RSS) but also to ensure that development in 

one part of the ARF does not adversely affect that in another. 

 

vii) Perceptions and Reputation 

The areas within the ARF are some of the poorest and most deprived areas of 

Newcastle.  High levels of crime, worklessness and poor health, along with the 

poor quality environments result in poor perceptions of the area and low pride 

and respect amongst residents.  In recent years, Knutton and Cross Heath have 

had a reputation for crime and drugs and although this is improving through the 

work of the NMP, a key challenge will be to remove this stigma from the area. 

People and Economy 

The ARF area is home to around 19,000 people in approximately 8,000 homes. 

The socio-economic profile of the local community suggests a vulnerable 

population with concentrations of deprivation, high levels of crime and 

unemployment, and poor health and education and skills. 

 

Communities within the area are defined by high levels of economic inactivity, 

with low skill attainment and they are amongst some of the poorest 

neighbourhoods in the country.  The steady decline of local industries has led to a 

local acceptance of worklessness.  This situation has led to cycles of deprivation 

with second and third generation unemployment being common place in certain 

areas. The impact of which is entire communities falling prey to a culture of low 

expectation and low achievement. 

 

Summary of Key Issues and Challenges for People and Economy: 

i) Pockets of very high levels of deprivation  

The Index of Multiple Deprivation shows pockets of deprivation within the ARF 

area. A significant proportion of the ARF area lies within the worst 20% of areas 

nationally.  Lower Milehouse in Cross Heath falls within the 1% most deprived 

areas in the country and Saints Estate falls within the worst 10%. Parts of Cross 

Heath, Silverdale and Chesterton focussed around the social housing areas also 

fall within the 20% most deprived output areas within the country. 

 

ii) A high proportion of people with vulnerable needs 

In terms of vulnerable population, a higher than average level proportion of the 

population is under 16 and there are a high number of lone parent households 

with dependant children in the ARF area. Overall, the ARF area has a high 

percentage of lone parent households with dependent children (9.2%) compared 

with the Staffordshire average of 5.3%.  These high levels are particularly 

concentrated in the Knutton and Cross Heath AMI (9.4%).   

 

Furthermore, teenage pregnancy levels are much higher than the national 

average in the ARF area, particularly in Chesterton, Knutton and Silverdale.  This 

raises specific challenges for the ARF in tailoring housing provision, local services 

and employment to support the needs of these households. 

 

iii) High levels of economic inactivity  

Although there is significant employment opportunity on the doorstep, there 

remain high levels of economic inactivity in the ARF area. This is demonstrated in 

high unemployment rates across the villages, particularly in Saints Estate, Lower 

Milehouse Estate, Parksite and Chesterton East. In addition in Silverdale Village, 

Lower Milehouse and parts of Cross Heath and Chesterton a significant proportion 

of the economically inactive population are permanently sick or disabled. 

 

Concentrated levels of worklessness is a priority issue for partners operating in 

the ARF and a barrier to an inclusive regeneration process.  Moving high numbers 

of people from long term economic inactivity into a programme of skills and work 

is a significant challenge which will require high levels of partnership working and 

a focusing of resources.   

 

There is a low enterprise culture within the North Staffordshire area as a whole.  

Business start-ups and levels of small medium enterprises are exceptionally low, 

impacting on overall employment rates within the area.  Barriers to enterprise 

growth are seen as poor skills, access to financing, the low profile of support 

agencies and a lack of softer skills such as assertiveness.    

 

iv) A high number of working residents in low skill employment.  

Employment opportunities generated by the industrial areas and business parks 

comprise a high proportion of distribution and warehouse activities, which 

typically provide low skill and low-income employment. This is reflected in the 

occupational groups and skills of local residents.  Key employment sectors in the 

ARF area are typically low skilled including manufacturing and retail and 

wholesale sectors that make up almost half total employment with far fewer than 

the national average employed in higher paid, professional roles. 

 

The low skill base within the ARF is a significant barrier to its future success.  On 

average 48% of the Knutton and Cross Heath and Silverdale populations have no 

qualifications. This is significantly higher than the County (31.3%) and National 

(29%) averages. Only 27% of people within the area have a Level 2 or 3 

qualification and a very small number of people (7%) have a Level 4 or above.  

Impacting on this is a higher than the national average levels of basic skill needs 

and a historical low level of investment from employers in workforce 

development.  One in four employers in the area reported a skills shortage in a 

recent survey by the Staffordshire Learning and Skills Council.    

 

v) Poor educational attainment and high numbers of NEETS 

Education attainment figures are an improving picture but still remain below 

average.  Eight of the ten primary schools within the ARF currently achieve scores 

below the national average.   All three secondary schools made improvements 

during the period of 2004 – 2005 in the number of pupils achieving Level 5+ in 

Maths and English at Key Stage Three.  In 2005 St John Fisher Catholic High School 

was achieving higher than the national average figures for Key Stage 4 pupils 

achieving 5+ GCSE’s grades A*-C.  However, both Chester Community High School 

and Wolstanton High School’s figures fall below the national average.   

 

The area experiences high levels of young people who leave school and do not 

enter into any employment or education and training activity (NEET), with 

particular concentrations in Knutton and Cross Heath.  The ARF area has the 

largest proportion of children under 16 in the North Staffordshire conurbation.  

This means that unless aspirations are raised amongst young people currently 

within full time education the issue of NEETs could become more profound. 
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Figure 5: Knutton & Cross Heath Photosheet

November 2007

Knutton & Cross Heath

1.	 Houses	to	be	cleared	in	Charter	Road,	Cross	Heath.

2.	 Poor	quality	maisonettes	in	Cross	Heath

3.	 Good	quality	properties	on	Albemarle	Road	in	
	 Cross	Heath

4.	 Lower	Milehouse	Lane	–	Gateway	to	Cross	Heath

5.	 Morrisons	in	Cross	Heath.

6.	 Coling	and	Aikman	site	next	to	Morrisons	in		 	
	 Cross	Heath	

7.	 Lower	Milehouse	Estate,	Cross	Heath

8.	 Recent	Residential	clearance	site,	on	Lower		 	
	 Milehouse,	Cross	Heath

9.	 Character	terraces	in	Knutton	Village

10.	 Recent	housing	development	in	Knutton

11.	 Saints	Estate,	Knutton

12.	 Residential	environment	on	Silverdale	Road

13.	 Shops	in	Knutton	Village

14.	 The	single	lane	bridge	on	Lower	Milehouse	Lane			
	 between	Knutton	and	Cross	Heath.

15.	 The	Wammy	from	Saints	Estate

16.	 Children’s	play	area,	Knutton
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Figure 6: Chesterton Photosheet 

November 2007

Chesterton

1.	 Cedar	Road	

2.	 View	from	Crackley	Bank	across	Chesterton

3.	 Local	Centre	on	Birch	House	Road,	Crackley

4.	 Whitethorn	Way,	Crackley

5.	 Terraced	properties	on	London	Road

6.	 London	Road,	Chesterton	Village	Centre

7.	 Flatted	properties	on	Church	Street

8.	 Church	Street,	Chesterton	Village	Centre

9.	 Faircroft	Avenue,	Chesterton

10.	 Heath	Street,	Chesterton

11.	 The	Willows	new	residential	development	
	 in	Chesterton

12.	 Housing	on	Beasley	Avenue	

13.	 Apedale	Valley,	part	of	the	Three	Dales	Strategy	lies		
	 to	the	west	of	Chesterton.

14.	 Rural	urban	fringe,	Audley	Road

15.	 Employment	Area,	Audley	Road

16.	 Lymedale	Park	Employment	Area
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vi) High levels of residents with a limiting long term illness and/or 
mental health problems 

According to the 2001 Census 24.8% of the ARF population stated that they had a 

limiting long-term illness. This figure is higher in a number of areas including 

parts of Chesterton and Lower Milehouse in Cross Heath.   The NMP also reports 

notable mental health problems in the ARF and across the borough as a whole.   

Suicide levels within Cross Heath are particularly high.  

 

vii) High levels of violent crime in hotspot areas along with issues 
of anti-social behaviour   

Although crime rates are improving, the ARF still suffers from relatively high 

crime levels and a perceived fear of crime.   Cross Heath has the highest 

percentage of youth offenders (11.08.90) compared with the rest of the Borough 

this is followed by Chesterton (10.6%).   High levels of domestic violence, 

domestic burglary, motor thefts and arson are also evident within the ARF. 

 

viii) Low Aspiration Culture 

Poor physical linkages across the ARF area combined with a culturally engrained 

unwillingness to travel lack of are barriers to people taking on new opportunities 

within the area.   

 

In broad terms the people and economy issues for the ARF area are similar to 

those of the Borough as whole, only more acute. The demographic information 

sourced shows a profile of: 

• Young people, who have relatively low attainment levels, who are failing to 

settle in further education or employment post full time education and who 

are more likely to be lone parents.  In the Cross Heath area there are higher 

than average levels of offending amongst the younger population.    

• Residents within the Lower Milehouse area experience profound issues in 

relation to economic inactivity, long term sickness and poor skill attainment.    

• Residents within the Cross Heath area experience high levels of violent crime 

and domestic burglary.  Residents here are more likely to commit suicide in 

comparison to other people in the Borough.   

The combined nature of these issues means that unless the local profile changes, 

it is unlikely that these communities will be able to take advantage of the 

opportunities opened up by the planned regeneration activity.  The high levels of 

worklessness, low educational attainment and skills levels, along with low levels 

of mobility of the population mean the residents are also not well placed to 

benefit from the growth in the newer service, financial and knowledge based 

industries.  The complex nature of these issues means that long-term 

interventions may be necessary to move people away from worklessness, raise 

aspirations and gain new skills. 

 

Regeneration  

A significant amount of regeneration activity has and is taking place in the ARF 

area, reflecting the scale and long-term nature of the challenges highlighted.  

Knutton and Cross Heath has been the priority area for many of these initiatives, 

including RENEW’s programme in the area, but regeneration proposals are now 

also being brought forward in both Chesterton and Silverdale. 

 

The table and plan overleaf provide a summary of the current regeneration 

activity in the ARF.  Further detail is provided in the Baseline Report.   

 

RENEW identified the housing market and regeneration needs of the ARF area 

through its first Prospectus in 2004; identifying Knutton and Cross Heath as one of 

eight Areas of Major Intervention (AMI) within the Pathfinder area.  Its status as a 

Phase One AMI reflects its complex issues of limited housing market choice and 

high levels of deprivation.  A masterplan was prepared for the AMI in 2005/6 and 

many of the projects identified are now being delivered on the ground. 

 

The village centre core of Chesterton was subsequently identified as a General 

Renewal Area (GRA) through RENEW’s second prospectus, which has led to a 

series of environmental improvement initiatives as part of a lighter touch 

approach to housing intervention in this area. 

 

Alongside the AMI and GRA initiatives there are also a number of other initiatives 

within and around the ARF area that will be significant to the success of the 

regeneration framework.  These include the Knutton and Cross Heath 

Neighbourhood Management Pathfinder (NMP), the Three Dales Strategy, Local 

Transport Plan Improvement (LTP) and a series of development proposals. 

 

A major opportunity for the ARF area will be to capitalise on this investment and 

to use it as a platform for further change and improvement within the ARF over 

the medium to long term. By reflecting on both the current programme and wide 

range of issues and challenges highlighted within this baseline, it is possible to 

gauge the likely impact that the current work will have on the ARF and to identify 

the further opportunities and gaps. This assessment indicates: 

 

• That the focus of investment and activity has been and will continue in the 

foreseeable future to be on the Knutton and Cross Heath AMI area. Whilst 

this focus continues to be justified and will provide cumulative regeneration 

benefits for the AMI area, the baseline indicates that some investment is 

required in other parts of the ARF area, namely the social housing areas 

around Chesterton and Silverdale and in the village centres. 

 

• That the proposed layout and quality of design of new development is not 

achieving best practice standards in terms of good urban design, building 

design and sustainability. 

 

• Linked to the above point, a holistic view of the ARF and in particular to 

creating linkages is not being fully embraced. Although there is a masterplan 

for the AMI and significant work has been down in designing Silverdale 

Colliery, Collins and Aikman etc, the design of these suggests that each of 

the sites and initiatives are still being considered in isolation from each other 

and from the wider ARF context. 

 

• Clearance and redevelopment is targeted at particularly poor housing areas 

in the AMI and is progressing well. However, whilst it removes the poorest 

quality housing stock and offers the opportunity to provide a wider range of 

housing choice and tenure through new homes for sale and rent, including 

affordable housing, the nature of the clearance areas constrains the 

potential value and profile of new housing development with small sites and 

limited road frontage. 

 
• New development is attracting the private sector to invest in the area and 

offers the opportunity for capitalising on s106 benefits for the ARF area as a 

means of delivering other projects such as transport or environmental 

improvements. Recent planning approvals appear not to have fully captured 

this opportunity.  

 

• New housing development will assist in offering a wider range of housing and 

tenures, from smaller 2-3 bed affordable options to 4-5 bed larger homes.   

 

• Housing and environmental improvements are being targeted on the areas of 

heritage and character in the ARF, such as the village centre and the 

terraces, and on the social rented housing areas.  Where these have been 

undertaken, these measures have been successful in improving the quality of 

environment and making the ARF area a more attractive place to live. 

 

• The social rented stock decent homes improvement programme is ongoing 

but is not targeted on an area-by-area basis. This piecemeal approach 

potentially limits the opportunity for targeting a package of measures at the 

most problematic areas, in turn reducing their cumulative impact and the 

potential to raise the profile of the area and local pride. 

 

• There has been little focus so far on enhancing the key corridors in the ARF 

and strengthening linkages to improve accessibility across the area on foot. 

Poor accessibility and connectivity has been highlighted as a key issue 

through this baseline. 
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Current Regeneration Activity in the ARF 

Knutton and Cross Heath AMI Chesterton GRA Other Proposals 

Chesterton is a GRA as part of the RENEW programme, which focuses on 

environmental improvements in the central area of Chesterton village centre. 

The Chesterton GRA Delivery Plan 2006-2008 draws together the key elements of 

a number of previous studies undertaken in Chesterton to provide an agenda for 

future action around the village centre.  A number of measures are being 

implemented through the GRA 

 
• Facelift Schemes - to improve residential frontages including new windows, 

doors, front boundaries and re-pointing.  

• Environmental Improvements – targeted programme of environmental 

improvements to raise the appearance and perception of the area. 

• Property elevation painting scheme – programme of painting to selected 

properties at key gateway sites  

• Purchase and conversion of existing commercial properties for residential usage 

– commercial acquisitions at strategic locations within the GRA followed by 

property conversion and change to residential use. 

 

There are also proposals for the NMP to be extended to include Chesterton. 

 

Silverdale 

Knutton and Cross Heath AMI is the focus are of RENEW’s activities and investment in 

Newcastle and has a significant amount of ongoing regeneration projects.  These are 

predominantly focused around the proposals of the AMI Masterplan and the work of 

the Neighbourhood Management Pathfinder (NMP).   

 

The AMI Masterplan for Knutton and Cross Heath was produced by BM3 during 2005 

and early 2006 on behalf of RENEW. The current programme is: 

 

Phase 1 (2006-10): 

• Clearance and redevelopment of new build housing on Lower Milehouse Estate 

• English Partnerships residential development, extra care units and LIFT Centre on 

the former Collins and Aikman site on Lower Milehouse Lane 

• Knutton Village projects, including the preparation of the Knutton Village High 

Street Environmental Strategy and the implementation of Intensive Heritage 

Works (English Heritage) to terraced properties 

• Cotswold Estate Environmental Improvements (off street parking bays) 

Phase 2 (2008-onwards): 

• Clearance and Redevelopment in the Cross Heath estate, around Charter Road 

and the Wilton Street flats 

• Clearance of selected housing alongside the Wammy in the Saints Estate, to be 

replaced by open space 

• Sports Village proposals for new leisure, recreation and community facilities on 

the southern part of “The Wammy”  

 

Knutton and Cross Heath Neighbourhood Management Pathfinder (NMP) support 

the delivery of the AMI programme in Knutton Cross Heath by co-ordinating service 

provision and engaging local people.  The NMP is leading on the delivery of socio-

economic initiatives across the AMI area and was recognised by the ODPM’s 

Neighbourhood Management Awards in 2004 for : 

• Pioneering a new approach to engaging young people 

• extending the NM approach to housing market renewal and councils’ action plans 

• targeting additional funds at health and education at neighbourhood level 

• building a ‘learning champions’ network of local people who encourage others to 

take part 

RENEW currently fund a number of staff at the NMP to provide additional support to 

local people within the proposed clearance areas 

 

Silverdale is not a current focus area within RENEW’s investment programme. 

However, the former Silverdale Colliery is part of English Partnerships National 

Coalfields Programme and planning approval has recently been given to a large 

residential development in the village, which it is hoped will be a catalyst for wider 

regeneration and investment in the area. 

 

The Silverdale Colliery residential development area will comprise of 

approximately 300 units ranging from 2 bed to 5 bed dwelling, a community building 

and an area of proposed amenity space. On the remainder of the 100 ha site 

landscaping works will be undertaken, including planting of vegetation and 

woodland, creation of new open watercourse, habitats for wildlife, informal 

recreation areas and improvement of existing footpaths and development of new 

footpaths to create a footpath network.  

 

The Silverdale Enterprise Centre has also recently opened to the west of the town 

and new employment development is ongoing adjacent to the junction of Silverdale 

Road/Church Road. 

Newcastle College, Sainsbury’s and St John Fisher School 

A new development is proposed on the southern edge of the AMII boundary, which 

will have a key role to play in improving community facilities in the area, as well 

as connecting Knutton and Cross Heath to Newcastle Town centre.  It involves: 

• the relocation of Newcastle College adjacent to Sainsburys  

• a new Sainsburys on the former college site  

• New sports hall, outdoor sports, a day nursery, commercial offices and 

housing. 

 

The Building Schools for the Future programme is also anticipated to provide 

significant investment in to St John Fisher RC School in 2011/12. 

 

Employment Areas 

Lymedale Park Extension and Lymedale Cross adjacent to the Lower Milehouse 

Estate have both has new development including small to large warehouses and an 

enterprise centre on Lymedale extension.   Apedale Industrial Estate in Chesterton 

is largely owned by Newcastle Borough Council and has remaining land allocations. 

There have been applications for B1, B2 and B8 for the site but no permissions as 

yet. Applications are for fairly standard industrial estate uses/premises.  

 

Three Dales Strategy 

The ARF area is ideally located to benefit from the Three Dales Strategy 2002 – 

2008, which was published in April 2003.  It covers much of the ARF area and 

surrounding open space to the west and includes the former colliery sites of 

Lymedale, Silverdale and Apedale. Together the Three Dales represent the 

opportunity for economic, social and environmental regeneration on the western 

edge of the North Staffordshire conurbation. 

 

Local Transport Plan 

The LTP proposes a number of access, environmental and safety improvements to 

road corridors, bus routes and cycle and pedestrian linkages that will be delivered 

over the plan period 2006 – 2011 across the ARF area.  These include: 

• A34 improvements to bus movements and road safety 

• Bus stop improvements on service 95 to Knutton and 94 to Silverdale; 

• Cycle strategy measures along Chatterley/Chesterton/Lymedale to Town 

Centre and Knutton/Silverdale to town centre cycle routes; 

• Various traffic management, signing and minor improvements to existing 

routes 

• Local Safety schemes and Safer Routes to School measures. 

 
The majority of the schemes will be LTP funded with the remainder funded with 

developer contributions.  LTP expenditure will also be spent on measures to 

improve bus reliability and contribute towards Real Time Passenger Information. 
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• Similarly to the physical regeneration activity, the socio-economic initiatives 

have been focussed on the AMI area. The potential expansion of the NMP to 

cover Chesterton will widen this scope and the potential range of activities 

that the NMP undertakes. However, there is also a need to support residents 

in Silverdale with similar issues to those in the AMI. 

 

• New facilities for community activity are being delivered alongside housing 

improvements in the AMI, such as the Children’s Centre in Knutton and the 

proposed LIFT and Sports Village facilities. 

 

• Notable progress has been made in tackling health, education crime and 

overall deprivation in the AMI area with crime levels falling and education 

attainment levels rising. The socio-economic profile of the area is steadily 

improving with the opportunity for continued success.  A lot of work is being 

undertaken to tackle worklessness through a wide range of initiatives such as 

Groundwork and Building Futures. However, worklessness still remains a big 

issue and opportunity for the ARF area. 

 

• Although the ongoing regeneration programme can provide socio-economic 

benefits for local residents, such as job and training opportunities through 

new development, the expansion of the business parks and the provision of 

new facilities, this opportunity has not yet been taken on current 

development proposals.  

 

• The challenge of effective communication and co-ordination between 

stakeholders is detracting from the potential benefits and effectiveness of 

the range of socio-economic regeneration taking place in the ARF. The 

uncertainty of consistent funding streams from key partners is further 

exacerbating this issue.  However, there is a clear consensus on core 

objectives and a review of stakeholders policy and decision making structures 

would be beneficial.   

 

Summary of Key Issues and Challenges for Regeneration: 

i) Building on the existing RENEW Programme and linking Physical 
and Socio-Economic Regeneration 

A significant amount of regeneration activity is already ongoing within Knutton, 

Cross Heath, Silverdale and Chesterton, which requires careful co-ordination if 

the area is to maximise the benefits from this investment.  In developing and 

delivering the regeneration programme for the area, the key challenges will be to 

integrate planned and proposed projects in the area, to create strong linkages 

between the physical and socio-economic needs and opportunities in the ARF area 

and to widen the focus of activity from the Knutton and Cross Heath AMI area to 

Chesterton and Silverdale. 

 

Much of the current activity has been focused on physical improvement within the 

ARF, but unless the socio-economic issues are also addressed, the communities of 

the ARF cannot be assured a sustainable future regardless of any physical changes 

which may be made. 

Physical development activity is the most significant investment taking place 

within the area and offers an appropriate vehicle for securing social and 

economic outcomes. Failure to manage the regeneration process as a means of 

enabling local communities to gain increased local benefit will result in the 

potential it offers being severely weakened. 

 

ii) Links to the NMP 

Ensuring a strong strategic focus and constantly linking back to strategic priorities 

will be important for the NMP to ensure that front-line services match the wider 

regeneration aspirations for the region.  As the NMP is focused on changing the 

way that mainstream services are delivered, its success is dependent on the 

active involvement of the service providers themselves.  The involvement of 

service providers can be focussed more sharply and maintaining these 

partnerships is a key challenge for the NMP. 

 

The NMP represents the joining up of services at a local level so their perspective 

is necessarily a broad one.  In order to maintain that breadth of focus, they are 

keen that the ARF encourages greater partnership working at all levels.  They are 

also keen that a strong focus be maintained on social and economic aspects. 

 

iii) Forming partnerships for delivery 

A challenge for the ARF will be to capitalise on the RENEW programme and other 

existing funding initiatives within the area through strong delivery partnerships 

between both public sector and private sector partners.   

 

There is the opportunity maximise the effectiveness of the existing programmes 

through a co-ordinated and integrated approach between key partners, such as 

NULBC, ASPIRE and SCC. Whilst all partners are investing in the area and working 

towards a common goal, further work is required to help maximise the 

regeneration opportunities in the area.   

 

Current development activity provides the opportunity to create well-designed, 

high quality new housing areas in the ARF and to generate jobs and training for 

local people through this process, but only with a co-ordinated approach to 

planning and delivery.   

 

There is also the potential to attract further investment from the private sector if 

the right opportunities and partnerships can be created.  The private sector are 

already involved in a number of developments across the ARF.  Continuing to 

create the right environment for continued investment in the area will be critical 

to the future delivery of projects within the ARF. 

 

iv) Complementing regeneration in Stoke and the wider RENEW 
area 

Priorities for regeneration in Newcastle will continue to need to be seen in the 

context of the wider RENEW area and the particular pressing challenges (and 

thereby opportunities) facing Stoke-on-Trent .  Stoke-on Trent (Hanley), as the 

largest of these towns, is rightly the focus for most new development and 

investment in North Staffordshire and it is recognised that this will continue to be 

the case for the foreseeable future through both the RENEW Pathfinder and other 

funding initiatives.   

 

Although Newcastle exhibits high levels of deprivation and low housing market 

demand, these issues are more evident and acute within Stoke. Therefore, whilst 

Knutton ARF will continue to play a key role in the RENEW programme, the 

priority for RENEW will be to ensure that activity in Knutton complements rather 

than detracts from investment in the urban core and puts Knutton and Cross 

Heath in a position to capitalise on opportunities arising from the strengthening 

of the housing market and economy across the conurbation.   
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3. Vision and Objectives for the ARF 

 

Through the discussion of issues and challenges in Section 2, it is clear that the 

ARF area has the potential and opportunity to become an attractive and 

sustainable area to live and work.  In response to these issues and challenges, the 

ARF sets out a future role for Knutton, Cross Heath, Silverdale and Chesterton, 

that will guide regeneration activity and investment in these areas.    

 

This section presents the vision and future role for the ARF area and identifies a 

number of objectives that will enable RENEW and its partners to achieve this 

vision.  These provide the context for the ARF strategy, which is set out in 

Section 4.  This section also clarifies how by meeting these objectives, the ARF 

will contribute to meeting the wider objectives of RENEW and relevant local and 

regional policy and strategy. 

 

Role of the ARF 

The ARF evidence base highlights the potential of the ARF area to become an 

attractive housing area within the RENEW Pathfinder for a wide range of 

households and lifestyles.  The ARF area currently caters for a ‘traditional’ mix of 

households by size and has remained stable in recent years with limited new 

development activity.  The high level of social renting within medium sized 

terraces and semi-detached areas reflects a family suburban area.   

 

Although the profile of the area is currently dominated by interwar social housing 

estates focussed around traditional village centres, the area already offers a mix 

of more affordable/lower value small private terraces and larger bungalows and 

detached houses on the urban edge of Newcastle.  This mix will be further 

diversified by the ongoing programme of new housing on the EP sites at Collins 

and Aikman and Silverdale Colliery, as well as the redevelopment of the 

clearance areas in Cross Heath and Lower Milehouse. 

 

The housing market in the ARF is currently undermined by the poor perceptions of 

the area due to high levels of deprivation, worklessness and crime.  The relatively 

small amount and choice of housing for sale and the limited new development in 

recent years has also stagnated the market and it remains relatively low value 

compared to other parts of Newcastle and the Pathfinder.    Adjacent to the ARF 

and in the remainder of the Borough, housing in Newcastle forms a buoyant and 

desirable sector of the wider North Staffordshire housing market; indicating the 

potential of the ARF if the quality of the housing offer can be raised and socio-

economic issues tackled effectively. 

 

From a wider housing market perspective, the area is potentially desirable and 

sustainable, with excellent access to the strategic road network, to employment, 

to Newcastle Town centre and to the village centres, each of which still retains a 

traditional and distinctive village feel.  Its urban edge location presents ease of 

access to and views over plentiful open space, which could be capitalised upon 

from a number of potential new housing sites.  Within this context, the ARF has 

the capacity to deliver any mix of housing required locally, at the Borough level 

or Pathfinder wide.  In so doing the area can positively contribute towards 

address out-ward migration from the conurbation, stabilising population decline 

and encouraging a more broadly based community.   

 

The area has the potential to continue to increasingly cater for families and to 

also attract and retain more economically affluent, higher skilled residents 

engaged in the higher wage sectors of the economy.  It can cater for households 

seeking a more attractive/suburban/village location and provide a housing offer 

not currently available in the urban core.  The area can provide for residents 

both seeking to relocate from the urban core but wishing to remain in the 

conurbation and those seeking to relocate in North Staffordshire and/or 

Newcastle.  The area can also seek to provide a greater role in providing for the 

relatively strong Newcastle housing market.  

 

Alongside this potential wider housing role, the ARF area will also continue to be 

a residential location of choice for existing residents by offering affordable 

housing options through both the social rented and private home ownership 

sectors. Increasingly the relatively low house values can be complemented by a 

new affordable housing offer and options for people to be able to move onto the 

housing ladder. 

 

In so doing the area can play a positive role in stabilising population numbers in 

the conurbation, reducing onward migration.  The ARF area is well located in 

terms of employment opportunities, including one of the largest employment 

sites in the Borough and having both the Town Centre and Keele University 

Campus within a couple of miles of its boundary.   The area will continue to have 

market potential in distribution and industrial sectors but it is not considered that 

an expansion in this role will contribute significantly to the development of a 

sustainable community in the ARF area.  Instead the emphasis in the ARF area will 

be on upskilling the existing population and attracting and retaining workers in 

professional sectors.  These jobs will increasingly be found in the town and city 

centres, which are easily accessible from the ARF area.  In doing this an emphasis 

will need to be placed on raising standards in local schools and in supporting 

young people and families to develop a more positive, aspirational attitude to 

education and training.   

 

The key actions in realising this role for the ARF area are reflected in the 

objectives and projects within the ARF.  To achieve the full potential of the ARF 

area, key actions will be to reinforce local centres (to underpin a more positive 

image) and to provide additional choice in the housing market whilst addressing 

issues of perception (including worklessness), affordability and the quality of 

local environment and educational facilities.  

 

 

 

 

 

In summary then the role of the ARF area can be said to comprise:  

 

• A suburban/village location for a range of families and other households, 

including higher income households. 

• A location with a wide ranging housing offer, with good levels of 

affordability as well as more aspirational properties. 

• A location attractive to existing local residents as well as those seeking a 

suburban/village location – either from within the conurbation or 

elsewhere. 

• A location that capitalises on its accessibility and the proximity of a 

range of employment opportunities. 

• A location that complements the improving housing offer in the urban 

core. 

• A community that is increasingly engaged in the wider social and 

economic life of the sub-region and where there is an increasing 

emphasis on education, training, employment and achievement.   

 

Vision for the ARF 

The vision for the ARF area is to provide an attractive, popular and 
sustainable residential area in Newcastle-under-Lyme.   
 
The three village areas of Knutton and Cross Heath, Silverdale and Chesterton 
will be self-sustaining attractive places to live, supported by high quality 
village and local centres at the heart of community activity and a mix and 
choice of affordable and aspirational housing. The villages will benefit from 
ease of access by public transport, walking and cycling to Newcastle Town 
Centre, the abundant open space and recreation, good health and education 
facilities and new and existing employment and training opportunities for all. 
 
As part of these self-sustaining villages, current outlying and isolated areas 
such as Crackley, Waterhayes and Parksite will become an integrated part of 
village life through better accessibility and inclusive activity.  Knutton and 
Cross Heath will also be better connected to one another both physically and 
perceptually, enabling residents to benefit from the full range of local 
provision that this area provides. 
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ARF Objectives 
 

The objectives of the ARF seek to capture the potential role of the ARF in the 

housing market and to tackle the issues and challenges highlighted. In doing so 

they are also underlined by the opportunity to build on the current regeneration 

activity in the area and to capitalise on the area’s assets.  

 

The ARF Objectives are: 

 

• Creating Sustainable Neighbourhoods  
 

• Capitalising on assets 
 
• Balancing housing market and raising quality 
 
• Strengthening village centres and facilities 
 
• Strengthening linkages  
 
• Raising the quality of environment 
 
• Tackling worklessness and deprivation 
 
• Attracting and co-ordinating investment 
 
• Changing perceptions and aspirations 
 

 

Creating Sustainable Neighbourhoods  

This is the overarching objective for the ARF underpinned by objectives and 

action on a number of fronts.   

 

In delivering on this objection we would expect each village, and the principal 

neighbourhoods in those settlements to present a positive image, founded on 

strong local pride and identity; to offer a good choice and quality of housing; to 

be accessible and to accommodate movement and greater community integration 

and use of services; to have good local (village centres) and to have a positive, 

energising relationship with the surrounding countryside; to be safe and be seen 

to be safe.  

 

 

Capitalising on Assets 

The evidence base and vision illustrates that the ARF area is a potentially 

attractive and sustainable area.   The area has a wide range of assets, including 

its: 

 

 

• close proximity to Newcastle-Under-Lyme Town Centre 

• ease of access to the strategic road network 

• potentially attractive suburban housing areas 

• adjacent to popular housing areas in Wolstanton and Brampton 

• employment areas on the doorstep 

• on the urban fringe and adjacent to open space, including Apedale Country 

Park 

• village feel to the settlements with potentially attractive village centres 

• retains some heritage and distinctiveness, with traditional terraced areas and 

colliery-related regeneration. 

 

By capitalising on these assets through a co-ordinated series of proposals, the ARF 

should capture the market demand and potential in Newcastle and deliver a 

popular and attractive place to live with a wider choice and quality of housing. 

 

In meeting this objective, proposals for the ARF should seek to: 

 

• improve accessibility and linkages, including to the town centre, employment 

and open space 

• enhance the village centres 

• invest in the condition and layout of the existing housing stock and 

surrounding environment 

• improve the street environment, including along corridors and gateways 

• protect and enhance local character and distinctiveness 

 

 

Balancing housing market and raising quality 
 

It is important to create a more balanced housing market and raise the quality of 

housing in the area to ensure the current and future housing needs of the local 

population are met as well as attracting new people to live in the area. Both 

investment in housing condition and the provision of new housing development 

offer notable opportunities to raise the quality and choice of housing across the 

ARF, to increase confidence in the area and to encourage greater home 

ownership. 

 

The key challenge for housing is to readdress the balance of supply by providing a 

range of housing to meet the needs of all residents i.e. sheltered/smaller homes 

for the elderly, a range of family housing and housing for single people. In effect 

to create a ladder of accommodation for the area which people can move up or 

down depending on their needs and circumstances.  The provision of a range of 

tenures will also be important in achieving a balance that is sustainable in the 

future. Therefore the ARF strategy needs to address the provision of a range of 

housing tenures i.e. social renting, shared ownership arrangements and houses for 

outright purchase. The choice of tenures will also need to be combined with a 

number of affordability options to allow those on lower incomes access to better 

quality more appropriate housing. 

 

 

In meeting this objective, proposals for the ARF should seek to: 

 

• diversify the housing in terms of type and tenure 

• improve the condition of existing housing 

• stimulate value and choice in the existing housing 

• provide a housing offer that fits with policy and provision across the wider 

area 

• make the best use of opportunity sites to provide a wider range of housing 

choice 

• achieve affordable home ownership options 

 

 
Strengthening village centres and facilities 
 

The village centres are the focal point to each of the three village areas and can 

offer a range of retail and facilities within easy access of residents.  The 

opportunity should therefore be taken to improve these centres and ensure that 

they can provide for local retail and service needs, acting as a hub for the local 

community in a safe and attractive environment. They should provide new 

facilities, a better range of shops and a better retail environment.  They should 

also be highly accessible for the whole community, providing strong links to 

residential areas in each village.  

 

In meeting this objective, proposals for the ARF should seek to: 

 

• improve provision of good quality local shopping and community facilities 

within easy access of residents 

• improve the quality of the Village Centres 

• improve access to good quality education 

• improve access to good quality health provision 

• improve opportunity for recreation and leisure  

• help to support the future viability and sustainability of the local shops and 

community services 

 

Strengthening linkages  
 

The whole area can benefit from the proximity of local employment, centres, 

new and existing community facilities in the area and ease open space if 

accessibility and key linkages are improved.  To ensure the sustainability and 

integration of new and existing residential development and to ensure movement 

within the ARF area is attractive and safe, the ARF area should seek to 

significantly improve the provision and quality of pedestrian and cycle linkages in 

the ARF and to introduce measures that improve the attractiveness and use of the 

existing public transport provision.  
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In meeting this objective, proposals for the ARF should seek to: 

 

• contribute to an accessible transport network, by improving accessibility by 

public transport, walking and cycling 

• contribute to public transport network improvements to improve the 

attractiveness of the public transport provision in the ARF area 

• create good quality pedestrian and cycle links throughout the area 

• improve traffic movement and parking through the area 

• improve overall accessibility to employment and other neighbourhood 

services 

 

 

Raising the quality of environment 
 

Raising the quality of environment can contribute to a much more effective and 

sustainable housing market in Knutton, Cross Heath, Silverdale and Chesterton, 

by offering a safe, attractive and accessible quality of place for both existing and 

new housing.  Better quality streets and spaces, parks, private spaces can all 

contribute to an improved environment in the ARF as well as raising aspirations 

and attracting investment.   

 

In meeting this objective, proposals for the ARF should seek to: 

 

• raise the quality and design of the existing and new built form and layout 

• safeguard and capitalise on the heritage and character of the area 

• raise the profile, prominence and quality of Apedale Country Park and other 

green spaces and improve access to them 

• improve the quality of the street environment, including the key corridors 

and gateways into the ARF 

• help to reduce the potential for crime and anti-social behaviour through 

better design 

• promote a positive the image of the area 

 

Tackling worklessness and deprivation 
 

Stakeholders in the ARF area are acutely aware of the impact of continuing high 

levels of worklessness on the regeneration process and recognise the need to 

address this issue on a more strategic level than at present.  It is therefore 

important to continue to deal with worklessness and deprivation within the ARF 

to raise incomes, educational attainment, improve skills levels and improve 

overall well-being and health in the area.  

 

In meeting this objective, proposals for the ARF should seek to: 

 

• reduce the levels of multiple deprivation 

• improve access to existing employment opportunities 

• provide the opportunity for new jobs and training as part of the regeneration 

of the ARF area, making maximum use of the potential construction related 

opportunities 

• improve community health 

• raise education attainment levels 

• improve levels of crime community safety 

• potential to raise aspirations and quality of life amongst local residents 

 

Attracting and co-ordinating investment 
 

By attracting and coordinating investment in the ARF area, it is recognised that 

its ongoing regeneration can potentially be secured for the long term through 

sustained private investment, with decreasing reliance on public funding. This 

can be facilitated through continued involvement of the private sector in the 

development of the regeneration programme for the ARF area, and provision of 

development opportunities in the ARF area that are closely knit to securing wider 

regeneration benefits.   

 
In meeting this objective, proposals for the ARF should seek to: 

 
• be a catalyst for further investment to support the wider regeneration of the 

area 

• support and maximise the benefits of existing regeneration activity 

• be attractive to the market place (developers and potential occupiers) and 

attract private sector investment to the area 

• generate a critical mass of development that will provide funding for 

projects in the wider ARF area 

• be supported key stakeholders and the local community  

• promote cross-working between RENEW and its partners 

• offer certainty for deliverability 

 

 
Changing perceptions and aspirations 
 

It is important to alter perceptions of the ARF area and the aspirations of the 

community in the ARF area in order to attract and maximise investment in the 

ARF area. This can be achieved through community involvement in regeneration, 

positive branding and marketing of the area and delivering high quality 

development in both the short and long term to kick start and sustain changing in 

perception and community aspirations. 

 

In meeting this objective, proposals for the ARF should seek to: 

 
• support and maximise the benefits of existing and future regeneration 

activity 

• identify projects that are highly visible in improving the area and can be a 

catalyst for future regeneration 

• communicate progress with the local community and gain their support 

• involve close working with the community to raise aspirations and awareness 

of the regeneration potential 

• Identify potential and opportunities for rebranding the area and marketing 

success. 

Meeting RENEW’s Objectives through the ARF 

The objectives for the ARF are closely aligned with the overarching objectives of 

RENEW, which are: 

 

• To balance the supply and demand for housing 

 

• To provide a quality housing stock 

 

• To retain and attract population 

 

• To transform the urban form and local environment 

 

• To promote social cohesion and meet housing needs  

 

• To achieve sustainable neighbourhoods 

 

 

The ARF will deliver sustainable neighbourhoods in Knutton, Cross Heath, 

Silverdale and Chesterton through a well-managed and co-ordinated approach to 

meeting each of its objectives, both physical and socio-economic.  These 

neighbourhoods will have attractive village centres, better quality housing and an 

improved quality and form of local environment.   The ARF objective to balance 

the housing market and raise quality will contribute to providing a quality housing 

stock that in turn assists in balancing the supply and demand for housing to 

create a sustainable housing market in the area.  Together by meeting the ARF 

objectives, the area will become residential location of choice, both retaining 

and attracting residents. 

 

 

 

Linking the ARF to Wider Policy Objectives 

The ARF is being developed at the same time as the West Midlands Regional 

Spatial Strategy and Newcastle-under-Lyme Local Development Framework, 

including the North Staffordshire Core Spatial Strategy.  This therefore provides 

the ARF with the opportunity to respond to and influence these important policy 

documents.  It is important that the ARF contributes to meeting the objectives of 

the statutory policy documents to be deliverable. 

 

Issues of particular importance to the ARF relate to  

• Housing supply 

• Housing policy 

• Land use policy 

• Maximising development potential 

• Transport policy 
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Housing Supply 

The amount of housing to be built in Stoke and Newcastle will be set out in the 

emerging Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) and the Core Strategy being prepared 

jointly by the Borough and City Councils.  It is important that the ARF delivers 

new housing development that is in line with the RSS in terms of both overall 

numbers and annual rate of development. 

 

The RSS review is likely to propose 5,700 net additional dwellings in the Borough 

for the period 2006 to 2026, of which 4,800 should be located within the urban 

area.  The area covered by the ARF lies wholly within the urban area. 

  

Affordability is considered to be an important issue in the West Midlands region. 

House prices have risen steeply in Newcastle under Lyme since 2001. This 

combined with low economic status of residents in some parts of the region, 

including the ARF area, has created and housing affordability problem. It is 

important the ARF provides affordable housing that is in line with future local 

planning policy requirements. 

 

Housing Policy 

The emerging Core Strategy, encompassing housing policy, will be submitted to 

DCLG in Spring 2008. The Strategy has been prepared jointly with Stoke-on-Trent 

and seeks to identify how the overall allocation for the two authorities in respect 

of housing is dealt with. 

 

Ensuring that the area’s existing and future housing stock meets identified 

housing needs is an essential part of the Councils’ housing strategy aim. The 

document recognises the importance of creating high quality residential 

environments that help to encourage people to live in the more sustainable 

locations. Ideally, people would choose to live in the main urban area rather than 

outside it, and by preference within the Inner Urban Core itself.  It is intended 

that the policies set out in the Core Strategy will set out the general priorities of 

this approach and that further Development Plan Documents will provide the 

focused site based approach to put this policy into effect.  

In order to ensure that new housing is concentrated in the urban areas, the Core 

Strategy covers the distribution of new housing.  Although the priority for housing 

development will continue to be the development and regeneration of the Inner 

Urban Core in Stoke, it is recognised that there will however be some need for 

continued urban renewal in the area surrounding the town centres outside the 

Inner Urban Core; principally Newcastle, Kidsgrove, Tunstall, Longton and 

Fenton. 

 

Land use 

The RSS is likely to increase the housing allocation in Newcastle Borough beyond 

the current Structure Plan allocation. Consequently, to meet demand additional 

sites for housing development will need to be identified in the Borough.    The 

ARF area presents a sustainable location for additional new housing in the 

Borough, which will also support HMR and regeneration objectives by increasing 

housing choice and opportunity.  However, new housing in the ARF will also need 

to be balanced with opportunities for new homes elsewhere, as part of mixed 

housing offer across Newcastle. While the ARF will play an important role in 

delivering new housing allocated in the RSS, it is important that sites identified 

are done so in line with land use planning policy, particularly the LDF, that will 

the support the North Staffordshire Core Spatial Strategy.   

 

Development potential 

Planning policy requires that the value from private development should be 

harnessed through Section 106 agreements. This is especially important in terms 

of delivering affordable housing, ensuring community safety, providing 

educational facilities and provision of new and improved highways, public realm 

and open space. It is important the ARF harnesses wider regeneration benefits 

from the development it proposes, particularly for the large developments such 

as Silverdale Colliery, Collins and Aikman, Kier and Newcastle College / 

Sainsbury’s.  

It is particularly important that employment and training opportunities emerge 

from the regeneration projects implemented in the ARF. This will deliver on 

economic policy to decrease worklessness and improve skills base within the ARF 

area. 

Transport and Accessibility 

The key local transport policy document is the North Staffordshire Local 

Transport Plan (NSLTP), produced jointly by Stoke-on-Trent City Council and 

Staffordshire County Council.  This sets out policies and proposals for local 

transport schemes across the northern Staffordshire region for five years.  The 

NSLTP is structured around a seven shared transport priorities, agreed upon by 

Stoke-on-Trent City Council (SoTCC) and Staffordshire County Council (SCC): 

 

• Tackling Congestion,  

• Delivering Accessibility to Essential Services and Facilities,  

• Ensuring Safer Roads, 

• Better Air Quality, 

• Supporting Regeneration, 

• Maintenance and management of the transport system, 

• Improving Quality of Life. 

 
The ‘Accessibility Strategy’ also identifies the importance of the development 

control process, with the need for all major planning applications to include 

detailed information on how accessibility of the site will be maximised.  Within 

this context the access by walking, cycling and public transport are key issues.  

Furthermore the importance of improving access to jobs and local services is 

recognised as crucial.  Partnership working is essential to ensure that the location 

and design of services and facilities fully consider accessibility by all modes of 

transport.
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4. ARF Strategy and Proposals 

 

In meeting the objectives for the ARF, a range of interventions will be required in 

the Knutton, Cross Heath, Silverdale and Chesterton area that range from housing 

improvements to better parks and open spaces.  The ARF strategy sets out these 

interventions, their proposed location and the priority for their implementation. 

 
The ARF strategy is based on a preferred option taken from the options appraisal 

for the ARF and subsequently refined as part of a funding review by RENEW in 

September 2007.  This was based on an Option Paper which is included in the 

Technical Appendix to this report.  Each of the proposed projects will be subject 

to a successful funding bid to the Government as part of the latest RENEW 

scheme update in November 2007 and/or will require partner investment. 

 

The overall strategy for the ARF is founded on a continuation of the existing 

regeneration programme, with an additional series of proposals for delivery 

within the next 5-6 years (2008-2013).  The potential of each area beyond this 

timescale is also broadly explored on the basis of the evidence base and range of 

options considered during the options proposals.    

 

This section presents the ARF strategy, the Spatial Framework and the proposed 

projects for each of the villages. 

 

 

 

A Spatial Plan of Action 

To deliver the ARF objectives within Knutton, Cross Heath, Silverdale and 

Chesterton, the ARF is focussed on a broad spatial plan of action, which identifies 

key areas of intervention and investment within a comprehensive regeneration 

programme for the area.  This spatial plan, the ARF Spatial Framework, is shown 

opposite. 

 

THE ARF strategy builds on the current regeneration activity and the current 

housing and community provision within the area to create a comprehensive 

framework for regeneration.  The current programme of activity is therefore 

mapped alongside the ARF proposals to demonstrate the integration and 

locational connectivity between them.  

 

The framework also clearly illustrates how the vision of three sustainable 

communities is achievable through strengthened centres, better housing and 

improved design and accessibility within each village. 

 

ARF Proposals 

Six types of intervention or investment are highlighted on the spatial framework.  

These are strongly linked to meeting each of the ARF objectives.  Each 

intervention contributes to the overarching objective of creating sustainable 

neighbourhoods.  The core contributions of each intervention typology are 

highlighted below.  The intervention of investment areas are as follows: 

 

A. Housing Improvement Areas 

Improvements to the existing stock are vital if the ARF is to become a residential 

location of choice in the Borough.   Much of the existing housing in the area is 

already of a relatively good design and therefore continued investment in this 

stock to bring it up to decent home standards will improve the housing quality, 

particularly in the large social rented estates. 

 

Projects in the Housing Improvement Areas will focus on improvements to existing 

housing areas where the existing quality of housing is poor, including 

refurbishment and environmental improvements. They will seek to protect and 

enhance the local character and distinctiveness of housing in the area.   

 

They are aimed at meeting the ARF objectives of capitalising on assets, balancing 

the housing market and raising the quality of environment.    

 

 

B. New Housing Development Areas 

These projects include the existing plans for clearance and redevelopment of 

poor quality housing and the utilisation of opportunity sites that arise to deliver 

new housing development.   

 

There is unlikely to be any further significant clearance in the area in the future 

and no additional clearance is identified within the ARF proposals. As such, there 

is therefore a reliance on new build and other measures, such as right to buy, to 

create tenure shift in the ARF and to provide a wider range of house types.   

 

The new housing areas will deliver high quality housing in well-designed layouts 

that will improve accessibility and broaden the housing offer in terms of both 

tenure and type.  

 

These projects will contribute to meeting the ARF objectives of balancing the 

housing market, strengthening linkages, attracting investment, changing 

perceptions and delivering local benefit. 

 

C. Strengthened Centres 

The centres are at the heart of each of the villages and are important in creating 

and attractive and sustainability residential location.  These projects will focus 

on improving the existing village and local centres and their surroundings to 

create local hubs of retail provision and community activity that will serve the 

needs of their local communities.  

 

The projects to improve the centres will include new development, property 

refurbishment and environmental improvements.    

 

These projects will contribute to meeting the ARF objectives to strengthen 

centres, balance the housing market, raise the quality of the environment and to 

change perceptions. 

 

D. Community Provision and Employment 

Across the ARF, there is a need for improving and providing new community 

provision and employment to meet the following: 

 

• Employment 

• Sports and Leisure facilities 

• Community facilities 

• Education and health 

 

Many of these projects are already in the pipeline but there are further 

opportunities for new community and employment projects, particularly in and 

around the village centres. These projects will focus on development 

opportunities for new facilities and will aim to meet the ARF objective of 

strengthening centres and facilities and delivering local benefit. 
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E.  Parks and Open Spaces 

The abundant open space in the area will be used to improve recreational 

opportunities and to improve accessibility across the ARF.  These projects will 

focus on improving open spaces, enhancing recreation provision and creating easy 

and safe access to it.   

 

They aim to meet the ARF objectives of raising quality of environment and 

changing perceptions. 

 
F. Corridors and Linkages 

The spatial framework includes measures to strengthen and improve public 

transport, pedestrian and cycle linkages within the villages, particularly focussed 

along key corridors.   These projects will include improvements to bus 

infrastructure, environmental and public realm projects, gateway improvements, 

highway improvements and road safety measures.  

 

These projects will meet the ARF objective of strengthening linkages and 

strengthening centres and facilities. 

 

G.    Delivering Local Benefit 

Alongside the physical interventions, the delivering local benefit projects will 

target the socio-economic issues such as worklessnesss and health.  

 

These projects will support the wider regeneration activity, meeting the ARF 

objectives of strengthening centres and facilities, tackling worklessness and 

deprivation, strengthening linkages and changing perceptions and aspirations. 

ARF Proposals 

The ARF provides a broad framework for future regeneration in Knutton, Cross 

Heath, Silverdale and Chesterton over the next 10-15 years.  However, the 

detailed proposals within the ARF are targeted towards a much shorter timescale 

of 5-6 years, which is linked in to the RENEW HMR funding programme.  As such, 

the ARF strategy prioritises a number of projects over this shorter timescale with 

other projects or project areas subject to further monitoring and review over the 

next 6 years.  The ARF has therefore been split into a number of phases to reflect 

the housing market renewal priorities: 

 

Phase 1:  Knutton and Cross Heath AMI  

The ARF continues to focus regeneration activity in the Knutton and Cross Heath 

AMI in the short to medium term.  The programme of clearance and 

redevelopment is currently being undertaken in Lower Milehouse, with further 

clearance and significant new development to be completed over the next 5-6 

years.  The ARF proposals seek to support this programme with a wider 

programme of environmental improvements in the housing areas and investment 

to support the village and local centres in the AMI.   

 

Phase 2: Chesterton GRA and Silverdale Colliery  

Chesterton and Silverdale still have a complexity of issues and challenges, but 

additional baseline work undertaken by RENEW indicates that they are benefiting 

from an improving housing market relative to other areas within the Pathfinder.  

A significant amount of activity is still to be completed in these areas with the 

expectation of further improvements in housing quality and values.  The 

Chesterton GRA initiatives will continue to be funded in the short to medium 

term, along with measures to complement the implementation of the 

development proposals in Silverdale Colliery. 

 

Phase 3:  Chesterton and Silverdale Regeneration Masterplans          

The ongoing progress in Chesterton and Silverdale will be reviewed periodically 

by RENEW and its partners over the next 5-6 years.  It is anticipated that 

regeneration masterplans will be undertaken for both villages during this 

timescale to guide further funding, particularly in the village centres and areas 

such as Crackley, Parksite and Beasley Avenue. 

 

A review of additional opportunities for new housing development will also be 

undertaken in this timescale as the Local Development Framework progresses and 

the housing numbers within the Regional Spatial Strategy are reviewed. 

 

Delivering Local Benefit  

The Delivering Local Benefit programme of projects and initiatives will run 

alongside each of the above three phases, offering opportunities for residents 

across the ARF, rather than being focused primarily in Knutton and Cross Heath.  

The role of the NMP may potentially expand to these areas, creating a link 

between the physical and socio-economic needs of the area.  Particular focus 

areas beyond the AMI will be the social rented estates of Crackley, Beasley 

Avenue, Loomer Road and Parksite. 

 

ARF Proposals 

The ARF project proposals are detailed in the following pages on a village-by-

village basis.  An overall project table is provided in Section 6. 

 

The supporting strategy for delivering local benefit is addressed in Section 5. 

 

 

 

Knutton Cross Heath AMI 
 

RENEW’s vision for the AMI is: 

 
To strengthen the identity of Knutton as a village and create a stronger and 
more balanced community.  Cross Heath will be consolidated as a sustainable 
community with access to local services and well connected to Newcastle Town 
Centre. 
 

Knutton and Cross Heath is a well-located residential area adjacent to Newcastle 

town centre, open space and Lymedale employment area.  It is the focus of 

RENEW’s programme in the ARF, recognising the limited housing choice in the 

area, the poor quality of environment and high levels of worklessness and 

deprivation.  The area is dominated by social rented housing and is currently 

separated physically and perceptually into three areas – Cross Heath, Lower 

Milehouse and Knutton – by The Wammy and Douglas Road open spaces.   

With the exception of the existing clearance programme, this area will continue 

to provide affordable housing options (including social-rented housing) for 

families on the edge of Newcastle town centre.  This will be mixed with existing 

pockets of privately owned stock and new housing development on the clearance 

areas, the Collins and Aikman and Kier sites and within Knutton Village Centre.  

Proposed new housing will be focused on catering for higher levels of home 

ownership and opportunities for low-cost home ownership amongst local 

residents.    

Existing housing will be supported by an ongoing programme of refurbishment by 

RENEW and ASPIRE, plus a package of targeted environmental improvements.   

New community facilities (LIFT, Sports Village), stronger village and local centres 

and improved pedestrian linkages are also important in changing this area and 

raising local aspirations.  Improvements to the Wammy will provide a stronger 

role and purpose for this important open space and connect Knutton and Cross 

Heath with the town centre and Apedale Country Park  

 

Knutton Village Centre is an area of focus of the ARF recognising the 

opportunities for further new development and environmental improvements to 

complement the housing initiatives in the area.  The completion of the LIFT and 
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Sports Village will remove the need for the health centre and recreation centre in 

Knutton Village, opening up opportunities for new housing, retail and community 

development. 

 

Housing Improvement 

Existing proposals: 

• English Heritage sponsored intensive terraced housing refurbishment 

programme in Knutton Village Centre; 

• Rolling programme of decent home improvements by ASPIRE in Cross Heath, 

Cotswold, Lower Milehouse and the Saints, Moran and Camillus Road estates; 

• Environmental improvements, including new off-street parking areas on 

Cotswold Estate. 

 

ARF Proposals: 

• Boundary and garden improvements to complement the decent homes 

programme and the clearance and redevelopment programme in ASPIRE 

housing areas - Cross Heath, Cotswold, Lower Milehouse and the Saints, 

Moran and Camillus Road estates; 

• Additional terrace refurbishment to selected properties in Knutton Village. 

 

New Housing Development 

Existing proposals: 

• The ongoing programme of clearance at in Lower Milehouse and Charter Road  

• Redevelopment for new housing on Lower Milehouse and Charter Road  

• New housing development on the Collins and Aikman site, along with a LIFT 

development and Extra Care residential units. 

 

ARF Proposals: 

• Development of the Kier site for new housing , linked closely to the Collins 

and Aikman development, the Sports Village proposals and improving links 

between the Wammy and Douglas Road open space; 

• Redevelopment of sites in Knutton Village Centre for new housing (see 

strengthened centres below). 

 

Strengthened Centres  

Existing proposals: 

• Minor environmental improvements in Knutton Village Centre, including 

boundary railings and new recycling facilities; 

• Knutton Urban Farm, adjacent to the recently completed Children’s Centre. 

 

ARF Proposals: 

• A masterplan for the redevelopment of Knutton Village Centre to improve 

the retail offer and environment 

• Redevelopment of Knutton Recreation Centre and Enterprise Centre site, AD 

Booth club site, Health centre/community centre in Knutton Village Centre 

for a mix of new housing, new retail units on High Street and a new 

Enterprise Centre; 

• Environmental and streetscape improvements to High Street, including shop 

front improvements, widened footways, parking and better lighting; 

• Environmental and streetscape Improvements to the terraced streets; 

• Remodelling of the Knutton roundabouts as a key gateway into the village 

centre (see corridors and linkages below); 

• Improvements to the retail offer and gateway environment at Cross Heath 

Local Centre. 

 

Community Provision and Employment 

Existing proposals: 

• NHS LIFT Centre as part of the development on the Collins and Aikman site; 

• Newcastle College redevelopment to provide new college, associated sports; 

facilities, a new Sainsbury’s and new offices and housing to the south of the 

AMI; 

• Redevelopment of John St. Fisher Secondary School as part of Building 

Schools for the Future; 

• Sports Village proposal on the Wammy for a range of community uses. 

 

ARF proposals:  

• New retail units and enterprise centre as part of the Knutton Village Centre 

investment (strengthened centres above). 

 

Parks and Open Spaces 

Existing proposals: 

• Extension of open space on St Bernard’s Road to encourage natural 

surveillance over The Wammy; 

• Improvements on the Wammy to the north of Lower Milehouse Lane including 

new play space, pedestrian links and habitat areas. 

 

ARF Proposals: 

• Further Wammy improvements to improve west-west pedestrian linkages 

between Kier Site and St Bernard’s and to extend good quality and safe 

pedestrian links to Apedale Country Park; 

• Improvements to Douglas Road open space to make it more attractive and 

provide better access between The Wammy and Cross Heath. 

 

Corridors and linkages 

Existing proposals: 

• Bus stop improvements on Service 95 to Knutton; 

• Cycle strategy measures on Chatterley/Chesterton/Lymedale to Town Centre 

and Knutton/Silverdale to town centre routes, including improvements to the 

disused railway line; 

• Knutton High Street Traffic Management; 

• Minor improvements and improved signing for pedestrians and cyclists – to 

improve access to key local facilities and employment. 

 

 

 

ARF proposals: 

• Remodelling of the Knutton roundabouts as a key gateway into the village 

centre – part of existing LTP proposals but will also be completed by 

environmental improvements as part of the ARF; 

• Lower Milehouse Lane environment and streetscape improvements; 

• Knutton Lane environment and streetscape improvements. 

 

 

Chesterton 

RENEW’s vision for Chesterton is: 

 

A popular, attractive and sustainable urban village that is served by a viable, 

prosperous village centre 

 

Chesterton benefits from its proximity to the A34, to open space and recreation 

at Apedale Country Park and to Lymedale employment area.  The housing offer is 

dominated by social rented housing in large estates with the private market 

concentrated mainly around the terraces in the village centre and outlying 

estates such as Waterhayes, which have little relationship with the rest of the 

village.  At its heart is Chesterton Village Centre, which has a range of shops and 

facilities, but is currently underperforming. 

 

The role of the Chesterton area will continue to be a sustainable suburban 

housing area providing a range of housing around an improved village centre.  An 

ongoing programme of housing and environmental improvements will continue to 

raise the quality and accessibility of the area.  Environmental improvements in 

the village centre are important in permitting better access to the centre for the 

residents of Chesterton as well as raising the general quality of the environment 

and raising perceptions of the area. 

 

Chesterton is particularly well positioned to benefit from Apedale Country Park, 

which is being improved as part of the Three Dales Strategy. The Country Park 

provides space for leisure and recreation close to Chesterton. 

 

The ARF proposes the continuation of the Chesterton GRA delivery plan in the 

short term with a longer-term regeneration masterplan to be prepared within the 

next 5-6 years. 

 

 

Existing Proposals - Chesterton GRA 

Housing Improvement  

• Ongoing ASPIRE and Beth Johnson decent home standard improvements in 

Crackley, Beasley Avenue and Loomer Road; 

• External improvements (facelifts and painted elevations) to terraces along 

London Road and surrounding streets as part of the GRA programme; 
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• NULBC also have an on going programme to improve older typically private 

terraced properties in Chesterton Village Centre. 

 

New build housing 

• ASPIRE development of new social rented/affordable properties on the 

Beasley estate. 

 

Centres and Community Facilities 

• ASPIRE improvements to Edensor Street shops and flats in Chesterton Village 

Centre. 

• GRA environmental measures within the village centre to improve public 

realm, traffic movement and key gateways. 

• Conversion of vacant retail units to residential uses in the village centre. 

• Potential new development on infill/car park sites as part of the GRA 

delivery plan. 

 

Parks and Open Space 

• Ongoing improvements to Apedale Country Park. 

 

Corridors and linkages 

• Cycle strategy measures on Chatterley/Chesterton/Lymedale to Town Centre 

route; 

• Local Safety and Safer Routes to School schemes, including: 

- London Road parking enforcement 

- Castle Street traffic calming 

- Crackley Bank traffic calming 

- safety improvements around Wolstanton Road, Hodgkinson Street, 

Brittain Avenue and Cedar Road 

- Potential new pedestrian crossings on London Road and the A34. 

 

ARF Proposals - Chesterton Regeneration Masterplan 

The evidence base for the ARF indicates that the regeneration activity should be 

extended in Chesterton, as funding and resources allow.    The ARF therefore 

proposes that a comprehensive regeneration masterplan is prepared within the 

next 5-6 years to consider the need for further investment and funding by RENEW 

and key partners. At this stage the majority of the projects in Knutton and Cross 

Heath AMI and the Chesterton GRA will be underway or nearing completion. 

 

Key considerations of the masterplan should be: 

 

• The co-ordination of the findings from previous studies both within and 

around the GRA area; 

• The opportunity for wider housing, environmental and local centre 

improvements in Crackley; 

• The opportunity for strengthening the northern end of the village centre and 

improving the retail offer and environment; 

• The means to improve the links from the village centre through Crackley to 

Waterhayes; 

• The opportunity for wider housing and environmental improvements in 

Beasley Avenue and Loomer Road; 

• The opportunity for improved school provision and other community 

facilities, such as the potential for a LIFT centre; and 

• The opportunity for new housing development, through redevelopment or use 

of open space. 

 

These will build on the ARF proposals and further enhance the sustainability of 

Chesterton as a high quality and self-sustaining village. The potential future 

improvement of the social housing areas will be important in reducing the 

polarity between the social and private housing areas, as well as improving the 

linkages between Crackley and the more affluent areas to the north of 

Chesterton.  

 

In addition, new housing development projects could potentially emerge from a 

partnership between NULBC and Aspire Housing Association. This partnership aims 

to pool land ownerships to be used for development opportunities including 

residential development.  A number of these opportunities are likely to present 

themselves in Chesterton and Crackley.  Further information on this partnership is 

contained in Section 6. 

 

 

Silverdale  
 

RENEW’s vision for Silverdale is for: 

 

A joined up and cohesive community where residents of all housing types share 

facilities and recreational spaces. 

 

Silverdale is perhaps the most attractive of the three villages areas, with a strong 

core of traditional terraces and villas focused around the High Street and village 

centre.  However like Chesterton, it has some isolated housing estates, most 

notably Parksite. 

 

The role of Silverdale will be to capture this village feel and create a more 

attractive and accessible place to live for a range of households. Silverdale has a 

particular opportunity to provide housing for more affluent households and this is 

reflected in the large-scale housing development proposals for Silverdale Colliery. 

 

The Colliery is expected to have notable regenerative impact on the Silverdale 

area and therefore the ARF proposes that the impact of these proposals is 

reviewed in 5-6 years, as part of a longer-term regeneration masterplan for the 

area. 

 

 

Existing Proposals 

Housing Improvements 

• Decent Home Improvements in social rented areas, including Parksite. 

 

New build housing 

• Development of Silverdale Colliery for 300 new homes, a community facility 

and amenity spaces. 

 

Community facilities 

• The Colliery development proposes the inclusion of a new community 

facility. This community facility will improve help to improve access to 

community facilities for Parksite.  

 

Open space and environment  

• The Colliery development includes landscaping of the wider Colliery site and 

the provision of a series of footpaths towards Apedale Country Park. 

 

Corridors and linkages 

• Bus stop improvements on Service 94 to Silverdale; 

• Cycle strategy measures on Knutton/Silverdale to town centre route; 

• Transport improvements as part of the Silverdale Colliery development; 

• Improvements to the disused railway line for use by pedestrians and cyclists, 

including improvements to the disused railway line. 

 

 

ARF Proposals 

Silverdale Colliery 

Although the ARF does not have a programme of projects for Silverdale in the 

short to medium term, it is recognised that there is a need to capitalise on the 

proposed development of Silverdale Colliery.  The colliery proposals propose a 

network of pedestrian and cycle routes through the site and north to the open 

space.  However connections south to Parksite, and in particular to the village 

centre are not proposed. 

 

In order to capitalise on the benefits of the colliery development for the wider 

community and to ensure that it becomes and integrated, rather than isolated, 

housing area in Silverdale, the ARF proposes streetscape improvements to the 

pedestrian link between the development and the village centre, along Vale 

Street and Station Road.  It is hoped that this will improve pedestrian and cycle 

linkages between the development and the remainder of the village. 

 

It will be important to review the housing and socio economic impact of the 

Silverdale scheme on adjoining established estates ad the village centre and to 

consider any future requirements in the light of them impacts.   
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Silverdale Regeneration Masterplan 

The evidence base for the ARF indicates that the regeneration activity could be 

extended in Silverdale, as funding and resources allow.  The area, as yet, has not 

benefited from any significant RENEW funding, reflecting its status as the more 

attractive, popular and stable village area of the ARF  

 

The ARF proposes that a comprehensive regeneration masterplan is prepared 

within the next 5-6 years to consider the need for further investment and funding 

by RENEW and key partners, beyond the completion of the Colliery development. 

At this stage the majority of the projects in Knutton and Cross Heath AMI, 

Chesterton GRA and Silverdale Colliery will be underway or nearing completion. 

 

Key considerations of the masterplan should be: 

 

• The integration of the Silverdale Colliery development; 

• The opportunity for wider housing, environmental and local centre 

improvements in Parksite; 

• The opportunity for targeted improvements to pockets of social rented 

housing throughout the village; 

• The improvement of the village centre; 

• Enhancements to the Conservation Area; 

• The opportunity for improved school provision and other community 

facilities; and  

• The opportunity for new housing development, through redevelopment or use 

of open space. 

 

There are notable opportunities to enhance the character of the Silverdale area 

and make it an aspirational housing area within the RENEW Pathfinder.  However, 

reducing the feeling of isolation of Parksite and dealing with issues of poor 

quality housing, bad landlord management, high deprivation levels and limited 

accessibility are likely to be the priorities of a future masterplan for Silverdale. 

 

 

Supporting Strategies  
 

These Proposals are underpinned by three strategy areas, namely  

 

1.   Housing Choice and Quality  

2. Delivering Quality Design 

3. Access for All. 

 

1. Housing Quality and Choice 

The success of the ARF projects in bringing about the changes to deliver a 

sustainable housing market in the ARF depends on the quality of the project 

delivered.  The supporting strategy for housing provides key principles for 

delivering the housing projects, with regards to: 

 

• Housing numbers 

• Housing market potential 

• Phasing of new development 

• Housing quality and mix 

• Widening Tenure 

• Developing approaches to affordable housing 

• Vulnerable needs 

• Housing management 

• Housing Investment 

    

Housing Numbers 

The Regional Spatial Strategy will set out allocations for net increase in housing in 

the Borough's urban area for the period 2006 to 2026.  Currently (in the published 

phase II review of the RSS) a figure of 4,800 is given.  (As a net figure, the 

number of dwellings cleared in the same period must be added to take account of 

their replacement.)  Within the Core Strategy, currently being prepared jointly 

with the City of Stoke on Trent, a housing trajectory for distributing this net 

increase across the urban part of the Borough, indicates the following for areas 

within the ARF. 

 

Knutton Cross Heath (AMI)  600 

Silverdale   600 

Chesterton   300 

TOTAL    1,500 

 

In the AMI, a further 310 dwellings should be added for replacement of 

demolitions. 

 

 

 

 

A further 3,000 net completions are expected outside the area covered by the 

ARF: 

 

Town Centre  1,400 

Poolfields  300 

Kidsgrove  600 

Newcastle North East 700 

Newcastle South  300 

TOTAL   3,300 

 

TOTAL OVERALL  4,800 

 

A number of commitments within the ARF area will contribute to these targets: 

 

Collins and Aikman site - 160 dwellings plus the Extra Care scheme 

Silverdale Colliery – 300 dwellings 

 

There is also a commitment to clearance of 167 dwellings at Lower Milehouse, 

and approximately 64 in the Charter Road area. 

 

There is a significant amount of additional land for potential development within 

the area covered by the ARF.   Specifically in the AMI, land made available 

through clearance, as above, land adjacent to the Collins and Aikman site, and 

the current of Knutton Recreation Centre will be able to accommodate a large 

proportion of the additional houses required. 

 

Housing Market Potential  

In many respects the housing development market in the ARF area is not 

established and, as yet, untested.  Whilst there is a significant amount of 

potential development in the pipeline there has been little development in the 

ARF in recent years.  This is understood to be principally related to a lack of 

readily available sites, but also to a lack of significant, active interest from 

developers.  This combined with a relatively restrictive planning framework, 

tightly defined urban areas, the relative complexity of sites, the relative 

attractiveness of other parts of the local market (notably south Newcastle, 

Kidsgrove and the rural areas of the Borough) have further dampened activity.  

The concentration of the landownership of key sites in the public sector and/or 

‘greenfield’ uses has further restricted private sector site assembly and 

development activity.   

 

Consultation and research undertaken in preparing the Baseline Reports suggest 

that the ARF area does have the potential to capture and generate developer 

(and house buyer) interest.   Newcastle-under-Lyme has consistently 

accommodated housing growth against the structure plan forecast.  The majority 

of this development has taken place around Newcastle, Kidsgrove and in the rural 

areas.   This strong developer interest is underpinned by Newcastle Borough’s 

relatively position as an ‘attractive’ housing location – relative particularly to the 
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urban core.  The quality of the environment, services and other quality of life 

indicators all contribute to this position.   

 

Whilst the Borough has performed well clearly this has yet to feed through 

strongly into the ARF area.  As noted earlier there are a number of ‘structural’ 

land supply issues to be addressed in unlocking the potential.  However beyond 

that significant effort will need to be placed on enhancing the external 

perceptions of the area and balancing over time local needs and the affordability 

advantages of the area with the potential to accommodate larger, higher value 

housing. 

 

Phasing of New Development  

The phasing of development needs to take into account location and size of the 

proposed development sites and their relationship to each and other proposals. In 

the short term sites that have a greater initial impact should be brought forward, 

but this will depend on ownership, access issues etc.  

 

RENEW strategy recognises the need to deal with the poorest housing areas within 

the AMI first and all of the initial sites being brought forward support this aim. 

However, in respect of the Silverdale Colliery site it will be necessary to work 

alongside EP to ensure that the new development does not adversely affect the 

demand for new housing to be Lower Milehouse and Collins and Aikman sites. The 

issue being that if homes for sale are released from all areas at the same time, 

the Silverdale site being larger and positioned on the edge of the ARF could be 

seen as potentially more attractive than those being offered in the AMI especially 

if there is little price difference.  

 

A careful phasing strategy is required to ensure that the development sites are 

complementary to one another and meeting the wider needs of the ARF, rather 

than competing.  There can be considerable benefits from having two or more 

house builders developing homes in a locality, i.e. 

 

• Increased development activity attracts greater attention to an area and 

provides confidence to buyers particularly if national house builders are 

involved. 

• A broader product range would result attracting a greater range of potential 

purchasers. 

• Competition can encourage improved specifications to be provided. 

 

A developer could be expected to sell between 50 – 70 homes per year given a 

suitable site to create an attractive environment. With a single developer active 

in the area this would represent between 20-28% of the current completion rate 

for new homes in the Borough.  With an additional developer and release of 

properties from overlapping developments this figure could be increased to a 

maximum of around 140 units i.e. 56% of the current completion rate. 

   

Given that the figures in the RSS are to be set as minimum indicators it would 

seem prudent to estimate an initial sales level of around 100 units in the ARF 

area increasing upwards to 140 as the Programme momentum gathers and 

confidence in the area increases. (Note this assumes more than one developer 

active in the area). 

 

Housing Quality and Mix  

The housing mix in the ARF is varied but suffers from polarity of tenures and 

types due to the piecemeal development of the area within large isolated estates 

(both social and private).  The baseline identified the need to improve 

connectivity between the housing areas and local facilities, as well as the need to 

raise home ownership levels and provide a wider choice of homes. 

 

 In respect of the mix of housing it is recognised it will take several phases of 

development to change the residential profile of the area. Homes in the earlier 

stages of development should be aimed predominantly at the lower end of the 

market to provide affordable home ownership options and opportunities for first 

time buyers.  A mix of moderately sized 2 bedroom homes (for example, 700-750 

sq.ft.) and 3-4 bedroom properties would be suitable. Generally these would be 

two/three storey townhouses and semis, but with some diversity to begin to drive 

a new and more ambitious residential market. A number of flats should also be 

provided. This combination will begin to address the lack of housing choice the 

area.  

 

As the popularity of the area improves with more residents moving into the ARF 

and the affluence of current resident’s increases, later stages of development 

will build up greater buoyancy and interest in the market and house styles will 

become more ambitious accordingly.  The housing strategy for the area will 

increasingly target larger and more aspirational homes.  Silverdale Colliery is 

expected to provide a higher proportion of larger homes in the short to medium 

term. 

  

Widening Tenure 

 

Increasing opportunities for home ownership is a key objective in bringing 

forward the new housing in the area. In order to meet the needs of existing 

residents and address affordability issues it is important that a breadth of tenures 

is provided across the ARF.  

 

Social rented housing in NULBC currently accounts for 19% of the housing stock in 

the Borough, (circa 10,000 dwellings). The Council has expressed a concern that 

this number should be maintained i.e. any demolitions in the social rented should 

be reprovided elsewhere. It was recognised that in real terms the proportion 

would fall as more housing is developed in the Borough. However in order to 

broaden the housing offer, reproviding such housing within the ARF area may not 

be appropriate.  

 

The focus in the ARF should be on providing homes for private market sale to 

attract a larger proportion of home ownership.  However, low cost and shared 

ownership schemes will contribute to the mix and diversity of housing in the area 

and for this reason it is considered important to make provision for this within the 

new housing schemes.  It is not always helpful to use percentage guide for the 

amount of affordable housing to be provided in all developments as a robust 

financial appraisal will indicate the ability of a development scheme to provide 

affordable units. (Larger developments should be able to support higher 

proportions of affordable housing).  Having said this, a percentage figure may be 

useful in setting/monitoring targets for an area as a whole.  NULBC are currently 

considering a target of 25% affordable units for new housing, in line with the 

draft Core Strategy. 

 

It is also important to consider the new guidance in PPS3 in respect of the need 

to include provision to ensure that any affordable homes remain at an affordable 

price for future eligible households or for the subsidy to be recycled for 

alternative affordable provision 

 

There is therefore a need to provide an element of new high quality social rented 

housing in the ARF and as well as low cost and shared ownership schemes and 

private market development to contribute to mix and diversity of housing.   

Assuming that 80% of the new development in the AMI is sold for private home 

ownership, then approximately 500-550 new homes could be made available to 

this sector of the market, alongside a net reduction of social rented/affordable 

homes in Knutton and Cross Heath AMI of around 200 homes.  This would provide 

100-150 new affordable homes in the AMI. 

 

Developing Approaches to Affordable Housing 

An increase of new housing offered under private ownership will have an impact 

on the overall socio-economic profile of the area, increasing the levels of 

economically active people which will go some way to the long term viability of 

the area by securing higher levels of disposable income.   However, it is critical 

to the success of these new developments that they connect well with existing 

development.   

 

Physically this will be managed through the design process but there is a risk that 

the new housing areas are socially disconnected from existing communities.  This 

could lead to segregated communities, creating barriers to the development of a 

more diverse and vibrant area. To overcome this it is proposed that existing 

residents are engaged and supported through the development of the various 

initiatives proposed throughout the ARF to ensure that their social and economic 

needs are met.  

 

A further consideration in relation to the socio-economic impact of the new 

housing is to ensure that local people are not priced out of the new market. The 

housing boom over the past 5 years has led to affordability becoming an issue in 

the ARF area as the imbalance between house price increases and income growth 

has taken affect. Whilst house prices remain low in comparison with the rest of 

the Borough the lower than average incomes of residents mean that the ARF area 

is still affected. The situation has been exacerbated by the limited range of house 

types available in the area for owner occupiers who may require smaller units. 
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The number of right to buys has also meant a decrease in the number of units 

available for social renting forcing occupiers into the less sustainable private 

rental market. 

  

A number of approaches can be used to ensure an affordable housing offering as 

part of the new developments is developed to contribute to the area by ensuring 

that a wider range of housing choice is available to a more diverse group, 

creating an opportunity for local people to share in the investment in their area.   

Affordable housing is that which can be afforded where the dwelling has the 

smallest number of rooms appropriate to meet the needs of a household which 

cannot afford to buy or rent on the open market without some form of subsidy. It 

can include for example social rented housing and shared ownership schemes.  

 

There are many potential solutions to meet the local need for affordable housing 

within the area including: 

i) Government and National Programmes including New Build Homebuy and the 

First Time Buyers Initiative 

ii) A Knutton, Cross Heath and Chesterton Renewal Fund  

iii) Developer Led Schemes  

 

i)  Government and National Programmes 

Both The Housing Corporation and English Partnerships have specific Home 

Ownership schemes; New Build Homebuy and the First Time Buyers Initiative.  As 

these are existing initiatives, they present best value to all parties through 

economies of scale and their grant-funded nature.  They should therefore be 

considered as the first option for delivering affordable housing on the sites if 

available.  

 

 It is recommended that Newcastle under Lyme Borough Council and its preferred 

Registered Social Landlord partners work to define appropriate levels of 

affordable housing for the sites and include these within the 2008/10 National 

Affordable Housing Programme bidding round.  Developers could be asked to 

complement this approach by potentially bidding for First Time Buyers Initiative 

monies from English Partnerships for the sites, as appropriate. 

 

Income profiles suggest that significant levels of support may be needed and that 

the investment will need to be long term.  Grant funded Homebuy may therefore 

be the most appropriate option for a local affordable housing product as residents 

are unlikely to buy the properties outright.  

 

It may not be possible to fund affordable housing via either Housing Corporation 

or English Partnership monies as the currently affordable stock may have an 

impact on eligibility or national funding priorities may change.  Should grant 

funding not be available, and local affordability within the new developments is 

still identified as a priority, an ‘Affordable Housing Fund’ approach is proposed in 

these areas. 

 

ii)  Knutton, Cross Heath and Chesterton Affordable Housing Fund 

Newcastle under Lyme Borough Council may also give consideration to setting up 

an Affordable Housing Fund from commuted land proceeds.  This could be 

delivered either as a separately administered area specific fund or as part of any 

Borough wide approach brought forward as part of an Affordable Housing 

Strategy, if grant subsidies are not available. 

   

The Fund would work by creating a fund from commuted land proceeds where 

Newcastle under Lyme receive full sale proceeds from the site, although part will 

be held as an investment in property in the area. The Fund would deliver an 

affordable housing package in the area on the same basis as NewBuild Homebuy – 

one benefit would be that purchasers would be able to choose from all the 

properties within a development.  The Council’s contribution would be secured 

by a second charge and Owners would be able to purchase additional tranches. 

When the property is sold, sales proceeds and uplift in value will accrue to the 

owner and the Council in accordance with the percentage ownership. The Council 

could reinvest recycled sales proceeds in the area, or redirect funds elsewhere in 

the Borough as priorities change. 

 

Where there are other options, it is recognised that this approach may not 

represent best value as a small stand-alone entity or when compared to 

government-funded schemes.  It may be possible to accommodate such an 

initiative within the tools that are being developed as part of a broader 

Affordable Housing Strategy, lead by RENEW, and this could in part mitigate the 

cost issues. 

 

There are real benefits from this type of approach which include: 

• The ability for Newcastle Under Lyme BC to define the eligibility criteria and 

target groups for local affordable housing as a bespoke initiative, 

• The provision of affordable housing within the development in the absence of 

grant funding, satisfying local expectations 

• The development of other innovative products that could be offered for local 

people and other target groups, for example: attracting young workers and 

graduates into the area by offering an affordable housing product designed 

and targeted towards them, 

• The creation of a ‘Development Fund’ as a means of recycling subsidy for the 

benefit of future residents in the area and/or for alternative local 

requirements.   

 

The development of a similar approach has been used to deliver affordable 

housing on the Maine Road Development in Manchester.  The Maine Road Renewal 

fund was considered in some depth by Manchester City Council prior to any 

national funding sources becoming available.  A case study of this is illustrated 

overleaf. 

 

iii)  Private Developer Led Initiatives 
Another approach to affordable housing is for public sector procurers to request 

developers to come forward with approaches to achieving increased affordability 

as part of their offering.  A second case study demonstrating this approach is 

provided overleaf. 

 

Meeting vulnerable housing needs 

Both the NUBLC Community and Housing Strategies consider the housing needs of 

vulnerable groups within the community including the elderly and young people. 

The Extra Care scheme in Knutton is being developed to serve the whole of 

Newcastle and consists of 60 frail elderly independent living flats with a number 

of communal and ancillary facilities. The tenure is also split two thirds to a third 

between social rented and shared ownership to provide tenure choice for the 

elderly occupiers. In addition to the provision for the elderly, the addition of 

affordable 1/2 bed living in the AMI will also be of benefit to young single parent 

families and other vulnerable younger people who cannot live with their families.  

 

Housing management 

The RSL’s and in particular Aspire will continue to manage the improvement of 

the housing stock via their ongoing improvements programmes. The RSL’s have 

been proactive in reducing the numbers of voids and the management of problem 

tenants since stock transfer and dedicated teams will continue to address these 

issues.   

 

Consideration also needs to be given to the management of areas which continue 

to cater for private renting in the ARF, such as the terraced areas in the village 

centres or Parksite.  A landlord accreditation scheme may be beneficial to these 

areas and could be a requirement of any improvement works funded as part of 

the ARF proposals. 

 

Encouraging investment in private properties 

 

It is important that support is given to those owner-occupiers who wish to 

improve their properties in order that they can both share and contribute to the 

regeneration of the area.  Consideration should be give to a grant or equity loan 

scheme, where this appropriate. 
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Affordable Housing Case Studies 

Case Study 1 

Maine Road, Manchester – Manchester City Council and Lowry Homes 

Case Study 2 

Vermont Developments – Sefton Street 

 

The housing development at Maine Road, was the first new housing development for sale in the South Manchester Housing Market Renewal area.  The site itself had prominence in the city, 

being the former home of Manchester City Football Club.  During the consultation process local residents were promised that some of the units on the site would be affordable to them, this 

was important to local residents as the majority of the existing housing in the area was of small terraced type and they wanted to benefit from the improved housing choice. The chosen 

developer Lowry Homes understood that the housing development needed to attract new residents to the area, but also extend housing choice for existing residents.  They proposed:- 

 

• A range of house types/values that would meet the financial circumstances of a range of income levels 

• Early bird marketing in the local area, giving local residents first choice of new phases 

• 5% deposit paid/help with legal fees – initial costs of purchase are often a significant obstacle for first time buyers 

• The creation of a ‘Moss Side Renewal Fund’ to provide affordable housing for sale in the area 

 

Moss Side Renewal Fund Proposal 

Manchester City Council were to create a Fund by transferring an element of their land receipt.  The developer had valued and bid for the land on the basis that all units were sold at full 

market value, on the basis that MCC would fund the affordable units from their land receipt.   

 

Eligible local residents fund a minimum of 50% of the purchase from a conventional mortgage and top up loan finance is received from the fund which is secured via a second charge.  

Residents can staircase up, buying additional tranches if the property is sold, sales proceeds and uplift in value accrue to the resident and the fund in accordance with percentage ownership 

 

The fund would give residents maximum choice of housing units, as they could choose any unit on the development could be affordable achieving organic tenure blindness on the estate.  

There would be no loss in public subsidy, the value of the land receipt invested in property would keep pace with house prices in the area, would be repaid if the property was sold and could 

be re-invested in the area. 

 

Development work was undertaken on the Fund proposal, it was initially felt that the timescales for the development would mean that on early phases it would be the only mechanism by 

which local affordability could be delivered. Development work included reviewing local housing need, demand and income levels to develop appropriate discount levels to meet local 

circumstances, reviewing the financial costs of the scheme and legal issues. 

 

Delays in the development start timescale meant that other options for affordable housing became available including the New Build Homebuy and First Time Buyers Initiative.  After a 

review it was felt that bringing other subsidy into the scheme, represented better value for money as it did not tie up land receipt which could be applied elsewhere, there were no set up or 

development costs as these were existing initiatives and there were no administration costs as these were funded by allowances included within the grant.  It was recognised, that a bespoke 

scheme did offer more flexibility than government schemes, but this benefit did not outweigh the cost savings. 

 

Affordable housing is now being delivered on the site through a combination of New Build Homebuy (NBH) and the First Time Buyers Initiative Grant (FTBI) subsidies.  The developer is selling 

a bulk number of units at a small discount to a Registered Social Landlord and they will market these as NBH/FTBI.  It is assumed that the average percentage purchase will be 50% and the 

remainder of the value of the house will be funded through a combination of grant and loan.  The RSL will cover the cost of its loan costs through rental charges to residents on the unsold 

equity amount. 

 

 

FSquared, with Vermont Developments, on their Sefton Street 

development in Liverpool. The development was designed to 

transform an area of Liverpool with a 22-storey high-rise forming 

the centrepiece of the development, which also includes housing, 

office and leisure space and a boutique hotel.  

 

Vermont, a Liverpool based development company, wanted to 

ensure that local people could be part of the redevelopment, but 

recognised that local affordability would be an issue.  FSquared 

developed the Vermont Retained Equity Scheme for the developer, 

this was: 

• A developer funded approach to affordable housing which 

meant that there was no need for public subsidy 

• Targeted towards local people who had shown a long term 

commitment to the area or essential workers defined as 

follows: 

• Post code defined eligibility for first and second time buyers 

who had lived in the area for a specified period 

• Essential workers were locally defined for target employees 

and key workers rather than the UK Government definition of 

key workers 

 

Vermont committed to fund 10% of the properties on the site 

through the Shared Equity Fund.  The approach delivers 

affordability by effectively lowering the price of the property by 

20%. 

 

• The purchaser can move into a new home for 80% of market 

value, the remaining 20% is an interest free second charge 

loan from Vermont 

• The purchaser can purchase additional stakes in the property, 

in 10% blocks until the property is owned outright 

• There are no time limits on when the remaining 20% of the 

property needs to be purchased 

• If a home owner wants to sell the property the sale proceeds 

are split in accordance with ownership percentages 
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2. Delivering Design Quality 

High quality design and delivery will be required from all projects within the 

ARF, whether new development of the enhancement of a park or street.  The 

following sets out some broad design principles to support the delivery of the 

ARF and its objectives.  

 

The design principles have been developed using latest national design 

guidance document, including: 

 

• Better Places to Live By Design 

• By Design Urban Design in the Planning System – Towards Better Practice 

• Manual for Streets 

• Secured By Design / Safer Places: The Planning System and Crime 

Prevention 

• Building for Life / Eco-Homes: The Environmental Rating for Homes / Code 

for Sustainable Homes / Lifetime Homes 21st Century Living 

• The Principles of Inclusive Design 

• Paving the Way / Transforming our Streets 

• Biodiversity by Design: A Guide for Sustainable Communities 

• An Introduction to Sustainable Drainage Systems 

 

In particular these principles are aimed at ensuring that the projects deliver 

objectives for better design, layout accessibility within the ARF and reflect the 

local character and distinctiveness of the area.  There is also need for these 

projects to reflect the latest guidance on sustainable design, with particular 

regards to environmental efficiency. 

 

To reflect the need for high quality design in the area, Newcastle Borough 

Council are currently preparing a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) on 

Urban Design within the AMI area.  It is, however, anticipated that these 

standards will be adopted in the rest of the ARF and other parts of the borough 

in the longer term.  The principles within the ARF will also be relevant as part 

of the SPD and will be adopted, where appropriate, through the planning 

process. 

 

RENEW also have particular design standards for development and investment 

within the Pathfinder areas and these are articulated within this section, where 

relevant. 

 

 

Housing Improvement Areas 

It is important that existing homes in the ARF become more sustainable in 

terms of resource use and internal comfort over the lifetime of the property, as 

they are refurbished and improved. Homes should therefore be refurbished to 

meet decent homes standard within the ARF and where appropriate to meet 

Code for Sustainable Homes level 3 (see new housing development below). 

It is important that the improved housing areas are attractive. This can be 

achieved through use of high quality materials for building and streets and high 

quality street furniture and use of landscaping and trees for boundary 

treatments.    The environmental improvements to the existing housing areas 

should reflect the local character of the area and respond to local needs in 

terms of parking, traffic speed and children’s play space. 

 

New Development Areas 

In new housing areas the opportunity to improve the design quality is far 

stronger than for housing improvement areas. Consequently it is important to 

set clear standards for new development. 

 

High quality design standards should apply to all new developments in and 

around the ARF, and are particularly important for the larger new 

developments such as Newcastle College and the LIFT centre as they are 

landmark developments that will act as a benchmark to lift design quality in 

the area, as well as delivering more significant environmental benefit. 
 

Code for Sustainable Homes 3 

New build properties in the ARF should at least meet Code for Sustainable 

Homes Level 3 (within minimum NHER 9.0 and SAP rating 95) or relevant 

standards as required by the Housing Corporation at the time of funding for 

social housing units.  To achieve this, the following are required to be 

considered within the development: 

• Energy and water efficient fixtures and fittings 

• Natural ventilation and insulation 

• SUDs including green roofs and trees/greenspace 

• Space for biodiversity 

• Recycling of construction materials 

• Promote space for recycling bins 

• Incorporate renewable energy generation and recycling of energy (e.g. 

Combined Heat and Power) 

• Travel plans, cycle stores and improved bus service information 

 

There is a clear opportunity to achieve sustainable construction standards at 

the housing developments at Silverdale Colliery, Collins and Aikman site and 

the potential Kier and Knutton Village development sites.  These developments 

should also use only A and B rated materials from the BRE Green Guide to 

Housing Specification. 

 

Secure-by Design 

The opportunity should be taken to design out crime in new housing 

developments. This should be achieved by: 

• Improving lighting schemes in all residential areas and village centres 

• Creating public areas, open spaces and pathways that are overlooked, 

generating day and evening activity through mixed use and mixed housing 

types in new development 

• Generating activity through multifunctional streets, open spaces and other 

public areas.  The proposed street improvements and new layouts should 

contribute to achieving this in the ARF 

• Involving the public in creation of high quality public areas to generate 

community ownership 

• Creating be a distinction between private and communal spaces through 

improved boundary treatments which enable natural surveillance 

• Meeting the standards set by Secured by Design to enable achievement of 

the Secured by Design Award 

 

It is particularly important for the Charter Road and Lower Milehouse clearance 

and redevelopment areas, where there is a strong opportunity to deal with the 

crime and safety issues that occur within the existing housing areas.  Improved 

layouts and accessibility will help to improve natural surveillance and activity 

in these areas. 

 

Inclusive development 

To promote inclusiveness and diversity it is important that developments are 

designed to attract a mixed community by providing a range of house types and 

tenure. This can create diverse and inclusive new housing areas that are not 

merely restricted to those seeking more aspirational house types.  This will be 

important in the existing housing areas such as Lower Milehouse and Charter 

Road so as not to create segregated communities. 

 

To promote inclusiveness for all in new housing development, including 

providing for elderly, disabled and people with young children, buildings and 

streets should be designed to accommodate for the special needs of these 

groups. This should be through the provision of stair free and wide access to 

buildings, homes that can be easily be adapted to meet disabled and elderly 

needs, and use of suitable materials for pavements and dropped kerbs to allow 

easy access via wheel chair and push chair. New housing developments should 

achieve Building for Life Silver Standard and properties should achieve Lifetime 

Homes 16 point Standard.  

 

Environmental considerations 

New housing development that is positioned near to major roads or industrial 

areas or incorporates mixed uses should be designed to minimise exposure to 

air, noise and odour pollution. Exposure to pollution in these circumstances 

should be limited through careful selection of building materials that limit 

noise pollution, careful orientation of buildings and windows to reduce 

exposure to noise, air and odour pollution and use of trees and soft landscaping 

to buffer noise and cleanse the air. This should apply to all new properties in 

new housing developments and will be important for the new properties at 

Lower Milehouse Estate and their relationship with the Lymedale employment 

area and for new development adjacent to the existing Knutton roundabouts, 
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Attractive development and public realm 

It is important that the design of the new housing areas creates attractive 

developments. This can be achieved in many ways: 

 

i) The layout of new residential development should respect the density and 

design of the surrounding residential area. Sites towards the urban fringe will 

be more suited to larger family housing with high density developments and 

apartments more suited to edge of village centre locations.   Where sites are 

developed within existing housing areas the form and layout should respect the 

character of the existing development around it. 

 

ii) High quality materials for buildings and streets should be used as well as 

high quality street furniture, and use of landscaping and trees for boundary 

treatments. Materials, street furniture and landscaping use should also respect 

local character.  

 

iii)  An appropriate approach to car parking should be implemented to minimise 

impact on streetscape.   

 

iv)  Existing and new open spaces should be enhanced to make them more 

attractive and multifunctional and housing should overlook new and existing 

open spaces.  

 

These principles should apply to all new housing areas in the are and will be 

important at Lower Milehouse Estate and Charter Road where new development 

here can significantly lift the quality of the environment for the whole estate.  

New development at the Kier and Collins and Aikman sites should ideally 

respond to each other and their location adjacent to Morrisons, the important 

frontage along Lower Milehouse line and overlooking the open spaces of 

Douglas Road and The Wammy.  These developments will also have an 

important role in connecting Cross Heath and Knutton and the layout should 

respond to this by providing clear and attractive east-west links. 

 

 

Strengthened Centres 

Strengthened centres will involve a range of new developments including 

residential and non residential, the improvement of existing developments in 

the village and local centres and environmental improvements to public realm 

and open spaces. 

 

In village and local centres in the ARF it is important that: 

• new and refurbished buildings are sustainable in terms of resource use and 

comfort over the lifetime of the property.  

• movement for pedestrians and cyclists is enhanced ensuring safe access to 

and between services.  These needs take priority above the needs of cars 

and can be achieved through provision of new pedestrian routes, wider 

footways, new crossings, cycle lanes and traffic calming.  

• access to bus stops is easy within the village centres with provision of good 

information  

• the village centre is accessibility for all, especially for the elderly, 

disabled and people with young children.  

• new development in village centres is designed to minimise exposure to 

air, noise and odour pollution that is likely to be generated in these areas.  

• the historic character of the village centres is retained and enhanced 

through the design of the improvements and new developments in the 

village centres. This can be achieved through careful selection of designs, 

layouts and materials. 

• the quality of new development in the village centres is particularly high in 

order to generate interest and attract investment and visitors. This can be 

achieved through creating landmark buildings using high quality materials. 

• design of new development in the village centres should make streets, 

open space and squares attractive public areas that people use for other 

purposes than walking between shops and services. This can be achieved 

through provision of benches and greenspace and creating attractive and 

safe environments by using high quality materials, landscaping and traffic 

calming. 

 

New development and street improvements in Knutton Village Centre should 

seek to enhance the frontage onto High Street, creating a sense of enclosure 

and generating activity through an attractive environment and a better mix of 

uses.  Development on the High Street should also seek to address the need for 

better east-west links between housing areas either side of the High Street. 

The developments should also emphasise the gateways into Knutton, 

particularly at the existing Knutton roundabouts where there is the opportunity 

to attract residents from south of Lower Milehouse Lane and from Cross Heath 

to use the village centre, as well as passing motorists. 

 

At Cross Heath Local Centre, it is important to create an attractive gateway 

into Knutton and Cross Heath, as well as providing a better environment for 

local residents to shop.   

 

In Chesterton, there is a need for future proposals to seek to reduce the traffic 

dominance of the centre and to enhance the retail environment through wider 

footways and landscaping.  The GRA measures are already implementing 

measures to help to rationalise and improve the quality of the retail offer. 

 

Corridors and Linkages 

The main corridors within the ARF area should be attractive to enhance 

perceptions of the area and ease of movement. This can be achieved through 

use of high quality materials and street furniture and trees and soft 

landscaping. This is especially important along routes in the village centres and 

the key gateway routes into the ARF area, such as Lower Milehouse Lane. 

 

It is important that corridors and linkages between village centres, community 

facilities, residential areas, open spaces and employment areas provide 

attractive, safe and accessible routes for local residents.  New and improved 

routes should accommodate cyclists and pedestrians through designated space 

for cyclists and pedestrians and safe crossing points across highways. They need 

to be designed to minimise opportunity for crime through overlooking, lighting 

and constant activity.   

 

RENEW have recently commissioned a public realm study for Knutton Village 

Centre, which recommends improvements to a number of corridors and 

linkages, including High Street and the its junction with Lower Milehouse Lane 

(Knutton roundabouts or ‘southern gateway’).  It also sets out a number of 

useful design principles for improving corridors within the area.  These are 

presented overleaf. 

 

Parks and Open Spaces 

There is a large amount of open space in and around the ARF area and these 

should be improved to accommodate a number of roles: 

 

• attractive and well designed open space 

• multifunctional in terms of recreational uses 

• provide play space for young children 

• provide opportunities for healthy activity by all 

• accessible by all, including the elderly and vulnerable population 

• provide safe linkages between residential areas through good lighting 

schemes and overlooking 

• provide opportunity for sustainable drainage and increased biodiversity 

through habitat areas 

• education and training, where appropriate 

 

These principles are especially important for the Wammy, which provides an 

important open space and pedestrian link between Knutton and Cross Heath, 

but which is currently underused, unattractive and unsafe and acting as a 

barrier to movement and activity.  This can become an attractive recreational 

area through improvements to pedestrian links, planting and recreational 

space.   The public realm study in Knutton Village has also considered 

indicative designs for The Wammy to the north of Lower Milehouse, which are 

illustrated overleaf. 
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3. Access for All 

The movement strategy will contribute to improving accessibility throughout 

the ARF area.  The strategy has been developed in consultation with key 

partners, with the objective of contributing the guiding of future development 

proposals and the supporting infrastructure improvements that will maximise 

the use of sustainable travel modes and minimise the use of the private car. 

 
Local Bus Service Improvements 

Beyond the transport improvements and S106 opportunities presented by the 

existing proposals and initiatives that are coming forward across the area, the 

opportunity should also be taken to introduce measures that improve the 

attractiveness and use of the existing public transport provision. The key 

requirement for public transport is the need to provide improved waiting 

environments, incorporating modern shelter facilities and information, and bus 

reliability across the area.  The LTP is currently proposing these measures 

within both Knutton and Silverdale. 

 

One of the main public transport opportunities in the longer term is the 

removal of the ‘pinch-point’ created by Knutton Bridge, to allow two-way 

movements.  This would allow unrestricted use of Knutton Lane for low-floor 

buses and also offer potential for further pedestrian and cycle provision.  This 

is not currently included in the ARF proposals due to the high costs involved 

and limited benefits.  At present, SCC are more likely to consider re-routing 

local bus services before they consider the bridge widening but new 

development in the area could provide the opportunity for this improvement in 

the future.   

 
Improvements to off-peak public transport services should also be considered, 

however, it should be recognised that without developer contributions the 

scope to fund off-peak service improvements is likely to remain relatively 

limited.  The main opportunity may be through SCC efforts to improve 

accessibility and ensure that the existing levels of provision do not contribute 

to social exclusion.  Where there is strong evidence that limited off-peak 

services are contributing to limiting resident’s life opportunities, there may be 

potential that some form of provision could be instigated to improve 

accessibility for vulnerable members of the community. 

 

Improved signing 

Improved signing will be introduced across the ARF to highlight improved 

pedestrian and cycle links within the ARF area and neighbouring areas, which 

will assist in overcoming barriers to movement and better integrating local 

amenities.  The strategy will be developed to help to increase demand for short 

and medium length trips by providing attractive facilities for pedestrians and 

cyclists. 

 

Environmental Enhancements and ‘Gateway’ Improvements 

Environmental enhancements and gateway features will be introduced at the 

main access points to the villages within the ARF area to improve the 

streetscene and pedestrian environment.  These measures will be promoted to 

ensure that motorists realise that they have entered into the village locations 

and reduce speeds.  

 

New Developments 

The future Transport Assessments (TAs) submitted for development within the 

area will take both the movement strategy and principles forward.  Any TA’s 

should demonstrate that the development would contribute to improved 

accessibility for residents within the area.  They should also demonstrate that 

the development proposals can be accommodated within the highway network.  

Potential mitigation measures should be included consideration of the following 

types of measures: 

 
• Further public transport initiatives that will reduce traffic and allow 

capacity for additional development where appropriate; 

• Measures to encourage greater use of non-car modes or car parking 

constraint (where appropriate) 

 
To date SCC have identified a number of proposals for which developer funding 

will be obtained to deliver transport interventions to contribute to improving 

accessibility, tackling congestion and improving road safety, which form the 

priorities of the LTP. 

 

Travel Awareness 

SCC have also confirmed that where appropriate and subject to sufficient 

resource availability officer support would be available to support ‘softer’ 

transport interventions, including travel planning measures within the area.  

This type of support would contribute to wider aspirations, including reducing 

social exclusion and ensuring that residents have good accessibility to all life 

opportunities. 

 

It is understood that many local residents in the ARF do not currently make 

good use of existing good pedestrian, cycle and public transport services to 

access local facilities and employment.  A travel awareness campaign could 

therefore be undertaken with local residents to increase their awareness of the 

availability and ease of access to a wide range of places, including the town 

centre, with potential co-ordination from SCC, NULBC, NMP and the local 

RSL’s.  The campaign could include: 

 

• Travel information and plans for local bus services and other community 

transport services  

• Pedestrian and cycle route plans with walking/cycling times 

• Information events within the villages 

• Information to raise awareness of the LTP programme, including the safer 

routes to school and local safety campaigns 

• Free travel passes/vouchers for local bus services 

• Accompanied bus trips or walkabouts to demonstrate ease of use to access 

village centres, town centre, employment areas, leisure and community 

facilities and open spaces. 

• Community involvement to improve footpaths etc. 
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5. Delivering Local Benefit 

 

A key area for the ARF strategy is to ensure that regeneration activity delivers 

local benefits.  This section of the ARF emphasised a process by which public 

sector stakeholders can work together to develop and implement a strategic 

approach to securing the socio-economic and community outcomes that will 

ensure the long-term sustainability of the area. This is required to ensure that 

local people are offered increased opportunities to take an active part in the 

physical regeneration process and benefit both at an individual and community 

level.   

 

The proposals contained within this section of the ARF have been developed to 

ensure that the physical regeneration of the area is supported by initiatives 

that will support and deliver a range of social and economic benefits. By 

applying a range of interlinked and interrelated initiatives to the ARF a 

comprehensive approach to developing and improving the ARF will be delivered 

that responds to and address set out in the baseline report.  

 

• Reducing levels of deprivation and economic inactivity through a range 

of training and employment related initiative and the creation of a 

lead agency for skills 

• Raising aspirations and educational attainment through approaches to 

training and extended use and youth provision 

• Addressing poor health levels through the delivery of a healthy futures 

programme aimed to improve the health and wellbeing of all and 

compliment the sports village. 

• Encouraging community cohesion and accessibility 

 

The strategy outlines a range of potential approaches and initiatives that could 

further enable partners to address some of the issues and challenges identified 

in the ARF area under the following areas: 

 

• Skills and Employment  

• Education and Youth Provision 

• Approaches to the operation of community facilities  

• Approaches to increasing health through community engagement 

 

Together these initiatives will support a shared vision for the ARF to become a 

vibrant, economically and culturally diverse and sustainable neighbourhood. 

 

Skills and Employment 
 

There are high levels of unemployment, low educational attainment and a 

disproportionately high level of the population with no qualifications within the 

ARF area.  Although the area is surrounded by a number of key employment 

sites a core group of people remain economically inactive.  It is not therefore 

recommended that further land is given to employment sites, but rather that a 

series of different initiatives targeted at increasing levels of local engagement 

in training and employment are delivered.   

 

The initiatives proposed have evolved in response to the key issues identified 

through the baseline research and dialogue with local stakeholders. There 

exists a great deal of activity locally already and as a result the proposals 

below are designed to enhance and support the current programme. 

 

Current Proposals: 

There are a number of initiatives that are planned or underway that will 

provide potential opportunities to build skills and employment in the ARF area; 

 

• North Staffs Construction Technologies Strategy Group is looking at four 

main areas to ensure the employment and skills opportunities in North 

Staffordshire are maximised. 

• A North Staffs Employment Centre is being planned. 

• Building Futures programme by Groundwork is a brokerage service, which 

has the potential to resource the requirements of major contractors in the 

area. 

• Work is underway to develop a database of all people interested in 

construction employment in the area – this will support the brokerage 

activity. 

 

ARF Proposals: 

The proposed initiatives as part of the ARF include: 

 

• A Lead Agency for Skills 

• Development of a Local Skills & Employment Centre  

• Enterprise Centre Model 

• Construction Skills Training Opportunities Analysis 

• A Developer Deposit Scheme 

• Supplier Mentoring 

• Learning & Employment Action Package (LEAP) Model 

• Health Learning Works  

 
A Lead Agency for Skills  

Feedback from stakeholders has shown that there is a requirement for one 

agency to take a lead role for skills and employment within the area. This role 

should be fulfilled by Jobcentre Plus and they should take a strong role in the 

development, management and monitoring of training and employment targets 

within the Sustainability Strategy recommended in the delivery section of this 

report. This would compliment their existing plans to champion Local 

Employment Partnerships with private sector companies and respond to the 

requirements of the ‘In Work, Better Off: next steps to full employment’ Green 

Paper. 

 

Development of a Local Skills & Employment Centre  

At present there is no local Skills and Employment Centre within the ARF area.  

Consultation with the PCT has shown that initial discussions were held 

regarding Jobcentre Plus having space within the new LIFT Centre, but that due 

to funding priorities this was not achieved.  Discussion with Jobcentre Plus 

shows that they currently deliver outreach in the Knutton and Cross Heath area 

via the Children's Centre.  They also work closely with members of the NMP 

team in order to target specific groups in the area, such as the Street Reps. 

This type of work is particularly important outreach work should take place 

from community based facilities within Silverdale and Chesterton. 

 

There is a need for a more visible presence in the form of a local venue 

specialising in skills and employment. A model and delivery plan for the 

reprovision of the Knutton Enterprise Centre has been developed.  It is 

recommend that Jobcentre Plus has access to space to hold regular surgery 

sessions in addition to their existing outreach activity.  The surgery sessions 

could be delivered in partnership with local employers, developers and 

contractors working within the area.   

 

Enterprise Centre Model 

The baseline work recognised that North Staffordshire has experienced 

substantial manufacturing cuts in recent years particularly in the electrical 

engineering and related industries. There is a trend, however, for downsized 

firms to spin off a number of small firms, often set up by members of their 

former workforce, who may see a specialist, niche role for themselves. 

 

In physical terms a key constraint is the under supply of quality business space 

to attract and retain more professionals and entrepreneurs to the area. 

Redevelopment of the Knutton Village Centre and the provision of a new 

Enterprise Centre within the heart of the community will help to address the 

issue of under supply at the local level by offering the right conditions for 

business start up and grow on and relocation into modern premises. 

 

The centre would provide between 15-20,000 sq ft in a two storey managed 

office building requiring a site of around 1.25 acre. The proposal is for a fully 

serviced accommodation where security IT and other services are included. The 

space should be made available in a range of unit sizes to suit differing 

requirements and be on easy in easy out terms.  The project will serve the 

local area but at the same time has good accessibility to the A34. 
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Delivery and timescale 

0-8 months  

- Preparation of feasibility report to include a detailed market analysis, 

a site assessment, the preparation of an outline scheme, 

determination of optimum facility size, appraisal of costs and values 

and the development of a procurement strategy (4 months) 

- Identification of land ownerships, negotiations with landowners, taking 

CPO action if required (0 -6 months) 

- Advertising, shortlisting and selecting a development partner (8 

months) 

9- 27 months 

- Site preparation and building construction (18 months) 

 

The key risk to the delivery of this project is the availability of funding. The 

main funding source would be the private sector but it is likely some public 

sector support would be required. 

 

Construction Skills Training Opportunities Analysis 

Through the North Staffs Technologies Construction Strategy Group labour 

loading activity is taking place and it is our understanding that one of the 

RENEW developers is taking a lead role in this.  This approach is particularly 

important as the private sector is best placed to bring forward their 

understanding of past labour requirements and requirements of future 

developments.  

 

To support this approach it is recommended that attention is given to the 

formula set out within Appendix 1 to further identify the levels of training 

opportunities that can be supported in the ARF. This construction skills formula 

has been devised by FSquared and has been used by Construction Skills, the 

Construction Industry’s Sector Skills Council, as a means for ascertaining 

numbers of trainees on development programmes within the North West Skills 

Observatory. This formula can be used to compliment the existing labour 

loading work to enable procurers to develop a strong understanding of the 

opportunities presented by different developments.  It is important to carefully 

manage all expectations on developers against the nature, size and scope of 

the contract in order to establish fair but ambitious targets and the formula 

will support this. 

A Developer Deposit Scheme 

A new approach to secure training and employment outputs is being delivered 

within the West Midlands described as a ‘Developer Deposit’.  The scheme has 

been developed to support the work of an employment brokerage service Think 

Local Construction in Lyng. 

 

The scheme encourages Contractors and Developers engaged in activity within 

the area to sign up to working with the local employment brokerage to deliver 

a range of employment and training targets.  The targets are set in relation to 

the size of the work package secured.  At the start of the contract a monetary 

deposit is made by the developer or contractor to reflect their commitment to 

delivering a programme of training and employment outcomes.  Subject to 

adequate and regular proof of delivery of training and employment outcomes, 

the deposit is gradually returned to the construction partner.  In this way, if 

only part of a programme is delivered, only part of the deposit will be 

refunded, the rest would go directly to the brokerage service.   

 

This deposit approach is a cutting edge way to ensure training and employment 

outcomes are delivered.  It prevents the situation that can sometimes occur 

whereby a contractor or developer makes training and employment promises 

and fails or is unable to deliver.   

 

RENEW is already developing a means of agreeing contractually with developers 

a set of social and economic outcomes they expect to see delivered through 

their contracts, and that capacity to deliver is being managed in connection 

with the developer's expected profit margins.  To build on this it is 

recommended that consideration is given to using the ‘Developer Deposit’ 

model as an easy and effective means of ensuring that outcomes are delivered 

or that financial support is offered to Building Futures as the local brokerage to 

deliver on developers behalf. 

 

Supplier Mentoring  

Supplier Mentoring Programmes are developed to ensure that local small and 

medium enterprises (SME’s) receive support from larger companies through 

large scale capital developments. Supporting and mentoring local SME’s is an 

important aspect of securing a sustainable local economy. A supplier mentoring 

scheme should be developed as part of the ARF that seeks to engage all major 

private sector partners in the ARF in supplier mentoring activity.  

 

The supplier mentoring scheme will establish suitable work packages and 

encourage the private sectors preferred suppliers to mentor and support the 

smaller SME’s. Target enterprises should be drawn from those SME’s that have 

already engaged with RENEW through their Meet the Buyer events. This will 

support existing capacity building programmes for local suppliers.   

 
Learning & Employment Action Package (LEAP) Model  

Feedback from a range of stakeholders, including the Regeneration Zone, NMP 

and Groundwork is that the approach adopted by the LEAP project has proved 

to be a successful model for moving people away from worklessness into 

training and employment.  Feedback is that although the LEAP project has 

worked with a small number of people on a fairly intense basis it is generated 

impressive outputs.  It is recommended that an extension to the LEAP project is 

delivered across the ARF area on a rolling basis, providing pre-employment 

training and support to unemployed 16-64 year olds.   

 

A major barrier to people accessing training is concern that they will 

potentially lose benefits they get whilst unemployed. Therefore it is important 

that a training allowance is considered to support any pre-employment 

programme targeted at the long term unemployed. 

Health Learning Works  

The NHS is a substantial employer within North Staffs. The work to redevelop 

the North Staffs Acute Trust will potentially offer increased opportunities for 

local people to enter into Facilities Management positions within the health 

care industry.  Nationally the NHS suffers from staff shortages and spends large 

sums on recruitment campaigns. NHS and Jobcentre Plus have worked together 

successfully in the past to address both the problem of worklessness and NHS 

staff shortages.  This can work as a pre-employment programme for groups of 

long term unemployed people considering employment within the NHS.  The 

programme focused on the delivery of personnel development skills such as 

confidence building and assertiveness.  It also can deliver training on 

employment issues such as interview skills, time keeping and health and safety 

training. 

 

There is a Heath Learning Unit attached to the North Staffs Acute Trust and it 

is recommended that local partners seek to develop a pre-employment course 

for local people, which is targeted at supporting them to gain employment with 

the Trust or its Facilities Management partner.  The NMP, Newcastle College 

and Jobcentre Plus are appropriate partners to work on the development of pre 

employment programmes.  Employer engagement is key if candidates are to be 

guaranteed an interview if they successfully complete the programme.  

 
 

 

Community Based Provision and Education 
 

There is variable access to community facilities across the ARF area with some 

residential areas that are poorly linked to the village centres where the 

majority of community facilities are located. Educational attainment at the 

schools in the ARF area is generally below the national average with the 

majority of secondary and primary school performing poorly, this is further 

reflected in high level of young people not in employment or education or 

training (NEET). There is also a lack of high quality sports and recreation 

facilities in the ARF area as a whole and there are pockets of particularly poor 

health including mental health problems and long term sickness. 

 

Current Proposals: 

There are a number of proposals to enhance community facilities and 

education in the ARF area. They include: 

• LIFT Centre at Cross Heath 

• Sports Village on the Wammy 

• Redevelopment of Newcastle College 

• Redevelopment of John St Fisher under Building Schools for the Future 

• A new community facility is proposed as part of the Silverdale Colliery 

development 
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ARF Proposals: 

The ARF proposes the following to enhance community provision to support the 

physical interventions in the ARF. 

 

• New and improved community facilities 

• Extended use of Schools 

• Facilities for young people 

 

Each of the above initiatives are discussed individually below. 

 

New and Improved Community Facilities 

In addition to the existing proposals and the proposed ARF centre 

improvements to Chesterton, Knutton and Cross Heath, the following range of 

new community facilities should be considered in the ARF area in the longer 

term. These include:  

 

• Provision for a Local Skills and Employment Centre 

• Provision for dedicated Youth facilities 

• A new local centre for Crackley  

• Extension of BSF programme to Chesterton High School and its 

extended use facilities   

• Potential development of a new NHS LIFT Centre within Chesterton 

 

Extended use of Schools 

Ensuring that the three current high schools within the ARF achieve their true 

potential they must be seen as the heart of the community, so that their core 

learning aspirations are supported by engaged parents and local residents. 

Current and future redevelopments at schools should include the development 

their extended use potential to support the wider regeneration of the area. 

 

The benefit of extending the use of schools is recognised at both a local and 

national level. The concept of Extended Schools is central to delivering the five 

‘Every Child Matters outcomes’. The Government have set out their ambitions 

in relation to extended use requiring all schools to provide access to extended 

school services by 2010, these ambitions are summarised as follows:- 

 

• High quality 'wraparound' childcare 

• A varied menu of study support  

• Parenting support  

• Swift and easy referral to a wide range of specialist support services 

• Provision of wider community access to ICT, sports and arts facilities 

including adult learning 

 

In addition to supporting these outcomes, extended use meets the wider needs 

of children, young people, families and their community and will play an 

important role in the wider regeneration of the ARF. 

 

Extended use aspirations must be understood and developed in response to: 

 

• An understanding of the existing local market supply and demand 

• Identified local community need 

• Area wide priorities and local authority drivers 

• Potential partnership opportunities with key agencies 

 

Whilst each of the three schools are different, and the extended use approach 

will need to be tailored to fit each site, market and area, there are a range of 

common activities which will fit well and support the ARF and the extended use 

agenda, including: 

 

• Healthy Living Programmes and Health Facilities  

• Leisure facilities for community use 

• Multi use space for community/ voluntary groups 

• Adult and Community Education Programmes and ICT facilities 

• Business Seminars/Conference provision 

• Pre and After School Activities and Holiday Clubs 

 

As part of the future BSF programme in Newcastle under Lyme the Council 

should ensure that extended use is a key part of future redevelopments. 

 

Youth Provision  

The ARF suffers from high levels of anti social behaviour related crime. It is 

important that consideration is given to findings of a recent Government 

review of youth provision to respond to this local issue. The ‘Make Space Youth 

Review’ was an independent, one year body established to consider the lives of 

young people in the UK today and the support offered to them by society. Key 

recommendations from this review include: 

 

• An inspirational Young People’s Centre in every community. 

• Support for parents of teenagers 

• The involvement of young people in their community through volunteering 

and mentoring  

• Intensive support for troubled young people and outreach teams 

• Free public transport and leisure for all young people under 18 

• Action on bullying and a new Victim Support Scheme 

 

In response to the findings of this review, a Young Persons Centre should be 

provided within the ARF, this could be run by a local body such as the 

Community Development Trust discussed in the section below. 

 

 

Neighbourhood Management  

In the ARF area there are distinct social inequalities with pockets of crime, 

poor health, poor educational attainment and high numbers of young people 

not in employment, education or training (NEET). This is connected to a low 

aspiration culture in the ARF area that means some pockets of the population 

don’t connect to or utilise community facilities and services that exist in the 

ARF area. Consequently it is important to provide a link between the 

community and community services to ensure the opportunities they offer for 

the community are maximised.  It is also important to ensure that these 

services are co-ordinated in a manner that can effectively deliver a well 

managed neighbourhood environment, both physically and socially. 

 

Current Proposals 

The Knutton and Cross Heath Neighbourhood Management Pathfinder (NMP) 

works with the community in Knutton and Cross Heath to provide a link 

between the community and their service needs.  The Pathfinder’s objectives 

are around establishing partnerships to understand gaps in service provision and 

developing projects to address them with the aim that successful projects will 

then be mainstreamed.  They also have an ethos of engaging harder to reach 

groups and involving them in the process.  The NMP has several theme groups 

to focus activity, mirroring the Local Area Agreement themes of: 

 
• Economic/enterprise development 

• Children and young people 

• Health 

• Safe and stronger communities (which is also the Crime and Disorder 

Reduction Partnership action group) 

• Sustainability 

 
There are a number of initiatives that are planned by the NMP or are that will 

improve neighbourhood management, service delivery and community 

engagement in the AMI.   There is also a proposal for the NMP area to be 

expanded to include Chesterton in the near future. 

 

In addition to the NMP, Newcastle –under-Lyme Borough Council is currently 

considering the development of a leisure trust to deliver and manage leisure 

facilities in the Borough. The ARF area could benefit from investment by the 

leisure trust to deliver new leisure facilities in the area. 

 
ARF proposals: 

The following initiatives are proposed to support the ARF spatial framework in 

relation to Neighbourhood Management: 

 

• Extension of neighbourhood management to Silverdale 

• Management of Neighbourhood based facilities 
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Neighbourhood Management in Silverdale 

The Parksite area of Silverdale has particular issues with regard to 

neighbourhood management. To deal with these issues the ARF recommends 

that the NMP should extend its operations to Parksite in the form of regular 

intervention/management from the NMP base in Knutton and Cross Heath.  

 

Management of Neighbourhood Based Facilities 

It is important to build on the work undertaken by the NMP and develop further 

approaches to the ownership and management of neighbourhood based 

facilities. Use of a community ownership model via not for profit bodies, such 

as social enterprises, community development trusts and charities is an 

increasingly popular approach to the management of neighbourhood based 

facilities. The rationale behind this is that there is a strong relationship 

between engaged and active communities and successful economic 

development.  

 

The recently published Quirk Review ‘Making Assets Work’ looks at community 

management and ownership of public assets.  The review is focused on how to 

optimise the community benefit of publicly owned assets by considering options 

for greater transfer of asset ownership and management to community groups.  

The review draws upon best practice within the country demonstrating where 

community ownership and management of local assets has secured social and 

economic benefit.  It pulls together the key community benefit themes for this 

type of approach, these include:   

 

• Assets which are run by communities are better placed to plan for the 

future  

• Wealth creation and the revaluing through new use of an existing centre 

can have a powerful multiplier effect.  It can restore confidence, the 

viability of local businesses and land values as well as attracting new 

investment  

• Wealth creation activities, often aimed at job creation, will directly bring 

increased income and improved health within the local community  

• Asset ownership can have a major effect in building community confidence 

and a sense of worth  

• Surpluses generated by community organisations remain in the community 

and can support innovative projects through small grants and the 

community development support  

 

Potential benefits for the public sector and local providers include: 

 

• Not for profit organisations can tap into grant funding and charitable load 

financing which is not open to public sector bodies 

• Asset based organisations can respond to public sector objectives in ways 

which are more community responsive and related to local need 

• The benefits derived from a community based response can relieve 

pressures on local health, education and criminal justice services 

 

Given the potential benefits and the broad range of community facilities being 

developed or potentially developed, it is important that strong consideration to 

the development of an approach that enables a community based organisation 

to own and manage local facilities.  It is clear that some of the activities that 

may go on within the proposed facilities may not be financially viable if offered 

in isolation.  The critical mass of the buildings and services being discussed 

starts to make the case for establishing a single body to own and manage 

community facilities.   

 

There are a range of legal structures that would be appropriate for establishing 

such a body, for example a Social Enterprise, Community Interest Company, 

Charity or Development Land Trust/Community Development Trust.  The key 

features of all these models are: 

 

• A ‘Not for profit approach – meaning surpluses are not distrusted but 

reinvested in the local area 

• An asset lock or a covenant attaching to any asset transfer that ensures 

that any assets are held for the benefit for the local community in 

perpetuity  

• A commitment to local employment and developing skills within the 

community 

• A commitment to playing a leading role in the long term sustainability of 

an area  

There are examples of successful ‘not for profit’ approaches to develop, 

manage and promote: 

• Community ownership of neighbourhood resource centres 

• Extended school use by the wider community  

• Out of hours activities for young people and child care 

 

Two case studies of best practice community asset management have been 

provided that can be used to further consider the development an appropriate 

model for the ARF. They are: 

 

1. Building Learning Communities Ltd is a social enterprise approach which: 

 

• Ensures and provides affordable access to school premises for local people 

and community groups 

• Develops partnerships with local providers and public sector organisations 

to use the school buildings to deliver locally relevant services  

• Applies for funding to deliver enhanced community based activities and 

improvements to school buildings for example through a community garden 

project 

 

2. The Grass Roots Community Resource Centre is a model for sustainable and 

economically viable neighbourhood centre. 

 

It is recommended that a Feasibility Study is carried out into the development 

of a community based body. This body could as detailed above be responsible 

for the delivery of all or some of the following proposals: 

• Management of extended schools use 

• Management of community space 

• Management of open space 

• Neighbourhood Management including a Community Warden Scheme 

 

The Feasibility Study should: 

 

• Look at each of the proposed delivery areas 

• Understand the market potential / competition  

• Estimate costs / grant funding levels / required loan subsidy  

• Produce outline income/expenditure profiles  

• Develop options for the legal structure  

• Review delivery options  

• Draw conclusions about preliminary financial viability and risks 

 

The Feasibility Study process should also be used as a mechanism to assess 

levels of community interest in the establishment of such a community based 

body, without which a body will not be viable. If the Feasibility Study was to 

conclude that progressing with the proposal to create a community based body 

to manage all or some of the proposals listed above then the a full Business 

Plan would need to be undertaken. 

 
A Business Plan would establish / include: 

 

• A description of the organisation and its activities 

• Market analysis 

• A work plan – how the body will take the agreed proposals forward 

• A financial plan (for at least three years) including 

- Costs 

- Likely levels of capital grant funding and residual loan funding 

requirements of the capital shortfall 

- Income and expenditure assessments for operating activities  

- Estimates of grant funding levels required to meet any predicted 

operating deficits 

• A Marketing and Fundraising Strategy  

• An Operational Management Strategy, including a review of capacity and 

skills of individuals to take the organisation forward  
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Managing Neighbourhood Based Facilities - Case Studies 

Case Study - Building Learning Communities Case study - Grass Roots Community Resource Centre 

 
Building Learning Communities Limited is a not for profit company set up by Transform Schools and Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council. Started in 2004, it aims to 

develop, promote and manage the community use at the various school sites within the Private Finance Initiative (PFI) in Rotherham.  Employing a General Manager and a 

part time Administrator, the company aims to make the school facilities available to all, by having a mix of rates where those who can afford to pay subsidise those who 

cannot. 

If you don’t ask, you don’t get 

As part of a PFI programme, Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council (RMBC) had money to build or refurbish 15 schools in the area. They understood that the benefits of 

the new and improved schools should be extended beyond pupils and teachers to the wider community. 

As part of the bidding process, they asked bidders to put forward ideas to encourage community use.  Transform Schools (Balfour Beatty Capital Projects) proposed the 

creation of a not-for-profit company to promote and enable community use of the buildings. 

Transform Schools was selected as the private sector partner and worked alongside the council to set up the not-for-profit company which they called Building Learning 

Communities Limited (BLCL) to:-  

• Engage the local community with the school buildings 

• Manage, promote and grow community and other use of the schools 

• Secure other funding to improve facilities and community engagement, from sources that would not be available to RMBC or Transform Schools 

• Cover its costs via income from lettings, grants and other external sources, within two years 

• Invest its surpluses in its activities and the schools 

 
A steering group was set up involving key partner, RMBC, Transform Schools, Rotherham Primary Care Trust and Groundwork.  This group took the concept forward, involving 

head teachers, teachers and governors in the process, so that all schools were engaged and understood the benefits of the approach. 

Making it Happen 

• Committed Partners 

RMBC and Transform Schools were committed to the success of BLCL, and backed their commitment with financial support for the company. They shared the set up costs 

and covered the cost of a General Manager post and the corporate establishment costs. 

• Encouraging Use 

Charges were developed in conjunction with the schools and centres, and reflect both a fair charge for the facilities and the activity development plans of the schools. A 

three-band concession rate is applied to charges, to further support development plans: 

• 100% - private companies, or organisations who have income to cover premises costs  

• 50% - groups or organisations with limited income, whose activities directly benefit the school or the community 

• 25% - groups or organisations with very limited income whose activity directly benefits the school or local community 

 
In very special circumstances for a limited period a 0% charge can be agreed. 

Making a Difference 

The company is starting to make a real difference in the area through its improved facilities and activities, for example the Education Action Zone recently hired the space 

to put on a performance, allowing 180 people who had never been to the theatre before to have that experience. 

Bringing in Funding to Improve Facilities 

BLCL applied for and secured funding to kick-start an environmental project to develop an open conservation area that is available to both the school and the local 

community.  They are currently working on a funding bid for a 350 seat amphitheatre for use by the schools and the local community.  Plans include a Musical Proms event, 

a Shakespeare Festival and use by local theatre groups. 

 

The Grass Roots Community Resource Centre is the second of three community 

resource centres to be built by the West Ham and Plaistow NDC. The 

development of Grassroots formed an integral part of the regeneration of the 

Memorial Park a local, significantly under used asset. Each centre is a flagship 

building for the neighbourhood in terms of design and the services brought into 

the area.  

 

A Neighbourhood Resource 

Each centre was designed around a broad service model of Health, Education 

and Training, Childcare and Community Use, actual services were dependant 

on the building location and partner agencies.  

 

Grassroots was funded by New Deal for Communities, Neighbourhood Nurseries 

Initiative and the DTI. The operational building houses a range of services and 

organisations including a nursery, a crèche, a multi-purpose community hall, 

meeting rooms, The Early Start Programme, offices for the Surestart Team, 

Community Health Team Representatives, a Pharmacy and a Café. 

 

A Community Managed and Owned Resource 

From the outset the NDC wanted this to be a community asset that owned and 

managed by the community. The community were involved from the beginning 

- a consultation programme around the broad service model provided an 

understanding of the types of services and activities they wanted to see.  

 

The Centre is overseen by a Management Committee consisting solely of local 

residents - responsible for setting policies and the strategic plans for the 

centre. On a day to day basis the Centre is managed by a team of staff 

including a Centre Manager. The Centre is a valued local resource and ‘locally 

owned’ which is evidenced by the fact that despite being situated in a very 

deprived area there has been no instances of vandalism.  

 

An Environmentally Sustainable building 

The Centre is an environmental exemplar designed to be integral to the park, 

to avoid loss of green space the building has a green roof, the service access 

road is half grass and half concrete to maintain the visual appearance of the 

park and only minimal car parking is provided to encourage people to walk to 

the centre and enjoy the park. Renewable energy sources and efficiency 

measures are incorporated throughout the building as well as a rainwater 

harvesting system to minimise water usage.  

 

The CCTV system is a security measure for the Centre and doubles up as a 

wireless internet antennae offering free wireless internet to the building and 

the park. 
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Health 

The Baseline Report identifies that within the ARF area significant numbers of 

people experience poor health.  Chronic heart disease is particularly high with 

low levels of people involved in regular exercise and few people eating a 

balanced diet.  There are also notable mental health issues recorded by the 

NMP in the AMI area.  There are plans to develop a Sports Village within the 

ARF and we would recommend that in support of this a Healthy Life Initiative is 

developed to engage a those unlikely to access the sports village, involving 

local people in the improvement of environmental works which will add value 

to the Sports Village offering and improve health locally.   

 

Current Proposals: 

A number of projects are currently being developed in the ARF area that will 

contribute to improving health of its residents. They include: 

• LIFT centre at Cross Heath 

• Sports Village on the Wammy 

 

ARF Proposals: 

The following initiatives are proposed to support the ARF spatial framework in 

relation to health: 

• Healthy Life Initiative 

 

Healthy Life Initiative  

Healthy Life Initiative is an initiative that will promote the health and 

wellbeing of the local community. The proposal focuses on the development of 

an outdoor resource as part of the Wammy and the environmental corridor 

leading from the proposed Sports Village up to Apedale Country Park and the 

Heritage Centre.  The enhancement of this existing space into a community 

focused resource will support the delivery of a sustainable programme of 

environmental activities which will promote health and wellbeing, encourage 

community engagement and ensure increased skills.   

 

The Healthy Life Initiative programme builds on the ‘Green Gym’ concept 

developed by BTCV (British Trust for Conservation Volunteers). The ‘Green 

Gym’ is a relatively new approach to creating healthier communities and a 

healthier environment. The idea is based on a recognition that health clubs and 

sports centres do not appeal to everyone, so the ‘Green Gym’ approach offers 

people an alternative – the opportunity to improve their physical fitness by 

involvement in practical conservation activities such as tree planting, green 

space enhancement or improving footpaths. The Green Gym also benefits 

quality of life, through social contact and the support that comes from working 

with others. The aim of a Green Gym idea is to use the environment as a health 

resource and through its development offer local people the chance to gain 

new skills.   

 

BTCV Green Gym’s are independently evaluated by the Centre for Healthcare 

Research and Development at Oxford Brookes University. Its reports continue 

to show that taking part in regular Green Gym sessions can improve 

cardiovascular fitness, and therefore reduce the risk of heart disease and 

stroke. Participation can also improve muscular strength, which is particularly 

important for older people; as well as a range of social and mental-health 

benefits associated with reducing isolation, making friends, building individual 

and group confidence and self-esteem, and providing interaction with the 

natural environment. 

 

The Healthy Life Initiative for the ARF area will encompass the following three 

phases: 
 

• Phase 1  Design of a community green space  

• Phase 2  Implementation of the community green space 

• Phase 2  A sustainable programme of ‘Healthy Life’ activities 

 

Phase 1 - Design of the community green space  
This first phase will involve developing a design for a community green space 

stretching from the existing Wammy and along the environmental corridor 

leading into Apedale Country Park.   The design should be developed with input 

from a range of stakeholders including the community and local schools.  The 

design process will offer a number of opportunities to engage local people and 

ensure a sense of ownership of the area. It is anticipated that the design 

process is best managed by a partnership approach between the Neighbourhood 

Management Pathfinder and Newcastle under Lyme BC.   

 

Phase 2 - Implementation of the community green space 
This phase will see the implementation of the design for the community green 

space developed through phase 1. Groundwork, which has a strong local 

presence in the area and expertise within grounds maintenance and community 

open space, seem best placed to lead on this aspect.  Engagement with the 

local community in the practical development of the space is a key element of 

this phase and this aspect should be supported by the NMP.  This phase also 

offers the chance to embed skills in the development of the green space and 

there is the opportunity to incorporate Basic Skills training, including 

numeracy, into this aspect of the work.  Newcastle College should be involved 

in developing skills development opportunities such as Level 2 Basic Skills into 

the work programme with Groundwork.   

 

Phase 3 – Healthy Life Programme 
The Neighbourhood Management Pathfinder, Groundwork and the Primary Care 

Trust should collaborate together to develop a sustainable programme of 

activities under the umbrella of a ‘Healthy Life Initiative’. This programme will 

include a number of activities that will take place in the community green 

space as well as activities that link in with wider environmental projects within 

Apedale Country Park.  

 

 

 

The activities for the Healthy Life Programme will be accessible to local 

schools and the community as well as visitors to the area. The following list 

sets out some opportunities for activities that could be developed as part of 

the Healthy Life Initiative: 

 

• Health walks linking with Apedale Country Park  

• Community diet programmes, Health MOTs and Fitness checks 

• Environmental arts and crafts such as tree dressing activities or 

sculpture workshops to celebrate significant site features and create 

new features 

• Seed propagation activities with the local schools 

• Maintenance and development of the community green space 

 

Outcomes 
The main outcomes of a combined Healthy Life Initiatives for the ARF area will 

be to change the lifestyle of the community, so that they: 

 

• Incorporate healthy activities and walking into their daily lives as an 

inexpensive and enjoyable way to keep fit 

• Experience better health and a reduction in major illnesses such as 

coronary heart disease  

• Have increased levels of skill attainment  

• Have an increased sense of ownership and involvement in the 

redevelopment of the area through the provision of a new community 

open space 

• Reduce the cost burden of health care (estimated to be £160 per 

participant in the initiative) 

 

A Proposed Approach to Securing Sustainability Outcomes in the ARF 

Agencies within North Staffordshire are working together to increase the social 

and economic benefits that can be delivered from physical development 

activity taking place across the area.  The work of the North Staffordshire 

Construction Technologies Strategy Group (NSCTSG) and the subsequent launch 

of the North Staffs Employment Centre and Building Futures Brokerage service 

are all evidence of this. Through these bodies and initiatives there are a range 

of best practice approaches being taken to secure added value from the 

massive capital spend taking place.  These approaches include: 

 

• Inclusion of Social and Economic clauses within procurement contracts 

• Development of a brokerage service for labour and goods and services  

• Development and capacity building programme for the local SME market  

 

However, a number of potential barriers exist to the impact of this work being 

fully realised at an ARF level, including: 
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• Lack of knowledge and understanding of the work taking place within the 

North Staffs Construction Technologies Strategy Group at a local level 

• Lack of a consistent approach by public sector partners involved in the 

procurement of capital development within the ARF area to secure social 

and economic benefit 

• Lack of engagement with private sector partners to encourage them to 

play a wider role in the long term sustainability of the area 

• Poor communication between key stakeholders regarding the social and 

economic priorities for the area  

 

It is recommended that work is carried out to engage a range of stakeholders in 

addressing these barriers and develop an agreed approach to understanding the 

potential offered by the development activity and how this can be aligned to 

agreed priorities and delivery work in the area.   

 
To achieve this it is recommended that stakeholders come together to develop 

a Sustainability Strategy.  The development of such an approach would enable 

stakeholders to articulate what social and economic outcomes are needed to 

support the area in the long term and how can these be delivered development 

activity.  The first part of this process is to define the stakeholders who should 

play a role in developing a strategic approach to securing sustainable 

outcomes.  It is recommended that this group includes: 

 

• Newcastle under Lyme Borough Council  

• North Staffs Regeneration Partnership 

• Jobcentre Plus 

• Knutton and Cross Heath NMP 

• Aspire Housing  

• Learning Skills Council (also representing the NSCTSG)  

• Newcastle College  

• PCT/ Lift Co SPB 

 

This group would work together to define and agree a common purpose for the 

area, reflecting the objectives set out within existing strategies.   In 

developing a 'Statement of Common Purpose' for sustainable development, 

consideration should be given to key themes which clearly reflect stakeholder's 

vision for the area.  These themes may include: 

 

Theme What this might mean for the ARF 

Thriving • A wide range of jobs and training opportunities  

• Dynamic job and business creation, with benefits for the 

local community Economically viable and attractive town 

centres 

Vibrant • Opportunities for cultural, leisure, sport and other 

activities  

• Using art as a means for supporting community 

engagement participation in planning and in creating a 

sense of identity and pride 

Healthy • Has good access to healthcare services 

• Good provision of sports and leisure facilities 

• Promotes healthy lifestyles to individuals, community 

groups and businesses 

Well Served • Well-performing local schools, FE education institutions 

and other opportunities for lifelong learning 

• High quality local health care and social services - 

integrated where possible with other services 

• High quality services for families and children 

• Good range of public, community, voluntary and private 

services which are accessible to the whole community 

 

Once the key themes for the area are agreed, stakeholders will need to 

identify the deliverables which will directly contribute to achieving the vision 

for the area.  Deliverables will need to contain information on target numbers, 

local delivery agencies and existing funding mechanism.  This level of 

information will provide the private sector partners who will respond a clear 

brief from which to work.  Deliverables may include: 

 

Deliverable Target Examples Lead Agency 

Construction skills 

training 

15% of overall workforce to 

be a trainee position 

Newcastle College 

Affordable Housing 25% of all new housing to be 

offered as affordable 

Aspire / RENEW 

Not for profit model for 

managing community 

based facilities 

Establish Community 

Development Trust 

Newcastle under 

Lyme Borough 

Council 

 

The next stage is to ensure that articulation of these aspirations is embedded 

within procurement activity.  This would mean ensuring that information on 

the Sustainability Strategy for the ARF is held within all tender opportunities 

for development and construction.  It is recognised that the extent to which 

the expectation exists for a private sector partner to contribute to the strategy 

will be informed by the nature and size of work they are competing for.  

However all developers/contractors should be aware that if they want to work 

in the area then there is a clear expectation on them to contribute to its long 

term sustainability.      

 

Once a private sector partner has been selected it will be essential that 

sustainability commitments made are captured contractually and incorporated 

into the Key Performance Indicators for the contract.  Performance can then 

be measured and compared from scheme to scheme and over time. 

Performance benchmarks can be established and continuous improvement 

stimulated. 

 

The diagram below shows how this approach might be structured for the ARF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Potential Benefits 
There are a range of potential benefits to be gained from developing this 

approach and embedding it in the procurement processes, including: 

 

• Providing a means for public sector partners to articulate their aspirations 

in a clear and well thought through manner, focusing on social, economic 

and environmental outcomes. 

• Enable high levels of communication between stakeholders 

• Encouraging  private sector partners to increase their offering and levels of 

engagement in the area  

• Establishing strong and clear social and economic advantage themes would 

help to channel and focus responses from the private sector in a way which 

would maximise their impact 

• A clear articulation of expectations will help to position stakeholders, such 

as Newcastle College and the NMP, so that they can support the delivery of 

the initiative. 

• Developing a very efficient approach – saving a lot of replication of effort 

on individual projects and meeting ‘Gershon’ efficiency drivers effectively. 

• Strategy could be aligned with the Regional Economic Strategy and 

Regional Spatial Strategy. 

ARF Sustainability Standard 
[Public sector partnership] 

Community Based Approach/ 

Community Land trust 

Delivery 

Community Based Approach/ 

Community Land trust 
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• It could be transferable to developments, construction contracts, planning 

agreements and other areas of procurement. 

 

Community Involvement 

Significant community consultation in the ARF to date has raised awareness of 

the current regeneration activity and started to build community capacity 

amongst local residents. This affords the opportunity for RENEW and its 

partners to engage the local community in the successful delivery of the ARF. 

 

The approach to consultation, whilst comprehensive, has largely centred on 

giving information about current plans and seeking views. Future consultation 

could take a more active citizenship approach, building the capacity of local 

residents and linking this to improved skills, for example upskilling residents to 

develop their own website or newsletter and be involved in the consultation 

process. It could also give them the opportunity to contribute ideas and/or 

designs for the future of the area through workshops and design competitions, 

which generate a better understanding of the regeneration and design process 

and increased ownership of the area. 

 

Future consultation could target harder to reach groups more specifically to 

ensure that everyone in the area has a voice. As one of the aspirations of the 

HMR programme is to attract new residents into the area, work could be 

carried out to identify the views of potential future residents, for example 

through focus groups, to better understand this market. 

 

Although there has been a comprehensive programme of events, there is a 

danger of ‘consultation fatigue’, which should be taken into account when 

planning any future consultation. Future community capacity building should 

be: 

 

• Only seeking views where there is a genuine opportunity for influence 

• Developing imaginative, interactive and enjoyable methods of consulting 

• Ensuring clear and open feedback is given detailing how consultation has 

influenced plans 

• Ensuring any plans arising out of consultation include elements which are 

highly visible and delivered quickly 

 
Future consultation and community involvement on the ARF should be in line 

with RENEW’s Communications Strategy, which seeks to raise awareness of HMR 

activity and to engage local people and partners.  It stresses the need to 

consult local communities in a sensitive way to engender trust, build consensus 

and limit likely opposition.  

 

It will also be important for further consultation to reflect the broad 

requirements of the Newcastle Borough Council Statement of Community 

Involvement (SCI).  This is particularly important for the ARF to carry weight as 

supporting evidence and background to local development documents. 

Newcastle has adopted the SCI as part of its Local Development Framework 

(LDF).  It sets out, amongst other things, the way the Council will consult the 

community, stakeholders and statutory consultees when preparing any local 

development documents.   The SCI will provide valuable guidance in further 

consultation on the ARF. 
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6. Delivery Strategy 

 

 

This section sets out a programme for delivery of the ARF. It identifies the key 

stages for taking the plan forward and provides an indicative phasing plan 

building on what is already happening in the area, incorporating short, medium 

and long term objectives.  

 

The framework will be delivered through a partnership between RENEW, NULBC 

and other key stakeholders and the private sector including the preferred 

developer for the AMI area of Knutton and Cross Heath, Bellway. NULBC as land 

owner and planning authority will play the lead role, given the ARF credibility, 

utilising its property assets and providing support to RENEW to facilitate the 

overall delivery process. Development partners will bring the necessary private 

sector investment and property development expertise to take development 

proposals forward. 

 

Projects and Outputs 

Sections 4 and 5 set out a series of ARF Proposals for the area that build on the 

existing programme of activity in the area to provide a comprehensive 

framework for regeneration.  The tables overleaf provide a summary of the ARF 

Proposals and their outputs/outcomes.  

 

Table 2 presents a summary of the physical projects contained within the ARF.  

Table 3 presents the delivering local benefits projects. 

 

 

Phasing and Programme 

The phasing of the identified projects which takes into account: 

 
• Links to current programme of activity 

• Priority of project 

• Deliverability 

• Results of the indicative financial viability calculations, and other 

potential barriers in bringing the projects to the market such as current 

occupiers/ownerships/planning constraints. 

• Phasing of new development and number of developers 

 
Delivery of new development will also dependent on the success the HMR 

programme to attract new residents who will add to the vibrancy and vitality 

of the area. Clearly it will be necessary to monitor and review capacity and 

demand issues over the life of the masterplan to ensure planned developments 

are sustainable. The key projects by phases set out in Table 1. 

 

Table 1   Phasing 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 Short (0-3 years) 2007-10 
 

Medium (4-6 Years) 2010-2013 Long (6+ years) 2013+ 

Knutton and Cross 
Heath AMI 
 

Existing Proposals: 

Clearance and Redevelopment  

Collins and Aikman development/LIFT 

Estate Decent Home Standard Improvements 

Cotswold Estate Improvements 

Knutton Village Centre Terrace and 

Environmental Improvements 

Urban Farm 

LTP transport improvements 

ARF Proposals: 

Estate Environmental Works  

 

Existing proposals: 

Clearance and Redevelopment  

Collins and Aikman development 

Sports Village  

Estate Decent Home Standard Improvements 

The Wammy 

ARF Proposals: 

Kier Site development 

Knutton Village Centre Environmental Improvements 

Cross Heath Local Centre Improvements 

Estate Environmental Works  

Knutton Lane Corridor Improvements 

Lower Milehouse Lane Corridor Improvements 

Douglas Road Open Space  

ARF Proposals: 

Knutton Village Centre Masterplan and 

Redevelopment 

The Wammy 

Southern Gateway 

 

 

Chesterton Existing proposals: 

GRA Projects  

Estate Decent Home Standard Improvements 

Apedale Park Improvements 

LTP transport improvements 

Existing Proposals: 

Estate DHS Improvements 

ARF Proposals: 

Chesterton Regeneration Masterplan  

 

ARF Proposals: 

Delivery of Regeneration Masterplan 

Silverdale 
 

Existing proposals: 

Silverdale Colliery development 

Estate DHS Improvements  

LTP transport improvements 

Existing proposals: 

Silverdale Colliery development 

Estate DHS Improvements  

ARF Proposals: 

Vale Street/Station Road Improvements 

Silverdale Regeneration Masterplan 

ARF Proposals: 

Delivery of Regeneration Masterplan 
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Table 2: ARF Proposals: Physical Projects  

Theme Initiative and Activity  Key Delivery Partners Outcomes 

Kier site development for new housing 

 

 

• EP 

• NULBC 

• RENEW 

• Bellway 

Better quality housing with improved mix of house type and tenure for the ARF area.  

Attractive frontage for Lower Milehouse Lane and surveillance on the Wammy 

Improved accessibility between Cross Heath and the Wammy 

Complements existing housing and community development proposals in AMI 

Knutton Village centre development 

New development 

 

• NULBC 

• RENEW 

• Bellway 

Better quality housing with improved mix of house type and tenure for the ARF area. 

Better retail offer and increased use of the centre with new retail and community facilities 

Improves environmental quality in the village centre  

Improves access to the housing areas to the west of the village centre. 

Knutton Village centre environmental 

improvements 

• NULBC 

• RENEW 

Improves public realm and environmental quality of the village centre 

Increases potential use by the local community 

Enhances linkages and pedestrian and cycle safety in and around the village centre. 

Knutton Village centre terrace 

refurbishment 

• NULBC 

• RENEW 

• English Heritage 

Enhances historic character of the village centre 

Improves housing quality in some older terraced properties in the village centre. 

Southern Gateway                   

(Knutton Roundabouts) 

• NULBC 

• RENEW 

• Staffordshire County Council (SCC) 

Enhances vehicular movement through Knutton. 

Improves public realm and pedestrian and cycle safety at key gateway into Knutton 

Cross Heath Local Centre 

 

• NULBC 

• RENEW 

Improves the quality of retail and service offer in the local centre  

Improves the environmental quality and links to the local centre at a key gateway into Knutton and Cross Heath 

Estate environmental works 

 

 

• Aspire 

• RENEW 

• NULBC 

Improves the environmental quality of existing housing areas, including front gardens and streetscape  

Improves ease of movement with better parking and more attractive pedestrian and cycle linkages  

Knutton Lane Corridor 

 

 

• RENEW 

• NULBC 

• SCC 

Improves the environmental quality and cycle and pedestrian safety along a key gateway in the ARF area. 

Lower Milehouse Lane 

 

 

• RENEW 

• NULBC 

• SCC 

Improves the environmental quality and cycle and pedestrian safety along a key gateway in the ARF area. 

Knutton and Cross Heath AMI 
 

Douglas Road Open Space 

 

• NULBC 

• RENEW 

Improve the environmental quality and functionality of this open space.  

Improves pedestrian  linkages between Cross Heath, proposed development on Collins and Aikman  and the Wammy 

Chesterton Regeneration Masterplan 

 

 

• NULBC 

• RENEW 

• Aspire 

A longer term strategy for future regeneration in Chesterton, including Crackley and Waterhayes 

Potential to deliver improvements to the village centre and existing housing areas, including new housing development, 

new community facilities and environmental improvements. 

Vale Street/Station Road 

 

 

• EP 

• RENEW 

• NULBC 

Better pedestrian linkages and accessibility between Silverdale Village and the new development at Silverdale Colliery 

Improved quality of environment on Vale Street and Station Road. 

Silverdale 

Regeneration Masterplan 

 

• NULBC 

• RENEW 

• Aspire/Beth Johnson 

A longer term strategy for future regeneration in Silverdale, including Parksite 

Potential to deliver improvements to the village centre and existing housing areas, including conservation area 

improvements, new housing development, new community facilities and environmental improvements. 
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Table 3: ARF Proposals – Delivering Local Benefit 

Theme Initiative and Activity  Key Delivery Partners Outcomes 

Housing Developing Approaches to Affordable 

Housing 

• RENEW 

• NULBC 

• Bellway 

Affordable housing offered within the ARF 

The creation of a ‘Development of a Fund’ as a means of recycling subsidy for the benefit of future residents in the area 

and/or for alternative local requirements.   

A Lead Agency for Skills and 

Employment 

• Job Centre Plus A co-ordinated approach to skills and employment for the ARF 

Increased numbers of people moving out of unemployment in to work 

Development of a Local Skills & 

Employment Centre 

• Construction Technology Group 

• Building Futures 

• Job Centre Plus 

• Regeneration Zone 

• NRF 

• Groundwork 

Increased access to employment and training opportunities for local residents 

Enterprise Centre Model  • RENEW 

• NULBC 

• Regeneration Zone 

A managed office building that provides a supply of quality business space to attract and retain more professionals and 

entrepreneurs to the area. 

 

Construction Skills Training 

Opportunities Analysis  

 

• RENEW 

• Construction Technology Group 

• Construction Skills 

• Newcastle College 

A clear understanding of the level of training opportunities that can be supported within the ARF and future developments 

An increased number of training opportunities available 

A Developer Deposit Scheme • RENEW 

• Bellway 

Training and employment outputs 

Subcontractors meet stakeholder targets 

Supplier Mentoring  

 

• RENEW 

• Bellway 

Suppliers are contractually obliged to deliver on local benefit 

Smaller, local suppliers are in a better position to won work 

Learning & Employment Action 

Package (LEAP) Model  

 

• RENEW 

• Job Centre Plus  

• Building Futures 

Pre-employment training and support to unemployed 16-64 year olds 

Increased number of people moving in to sustainable employment 

Skills and Employment 
 

Health Learning Works  

 

• NHS Pre-employment programme for groups of long term unemployed people considering employment in the NHS 

Increased number of people gaining work within the NHS 

Extended use facilities and activities • Local Schools 

• Newcastle under Lyme Borough Council  

• North Staffs PCT 

Delivery of ‘Every Child Matters’ outcomes 

Wider needs of children, young people, families and their community met supporting the wider regeneration of the ARF. 

Community Provision and Education 
 
 

A Young Persons Centre  

 

• Newcastle under Lyme Borough Council Reduced levels of anti-social behaviour 

Increased levels of youth activity 

Community Development Trust  Management of community space to facilitate increased community involvement Neighbourhood Management 

Extending Neighbourhood management 

• RENEW 

• Newcastle under Lyme Borough Council  

 
Reduced levels of crime 

Management of open space 

Health Healthy Life Initiative  

 

• Groundwork 

• BTCV (British Trust for Conversation 

Volunteers) 

• North Staffs PCT 

More attractive environment which promotes wellbeing 

Activities which health and wellbeing  
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Costs and Funding  

The costs and funding programmes for the ARF as they appear in the RENEW 

Business Plan 2008-11 are included on this page (Tables 4 and 5) 

Table 4 – Costs  
 

Costs 2008-9 £’000 2009-10 £’000 2010-11 £’000 2008-11 £’000 
Indicative 2011-14 

£’000 

 HMR TOTAL HMR TOTAL HMR TOTAL HMR TOTAL HMR TOTAL 
 
Total build 
 

0 4,900 0 8,200 0 4,500 0 17,600 0 13,500 

 
Demolition 
 

200 200 200 200 0 00 400 400 500 500 

 
Total refurbishment 
 

0 300 0 300 0 300 0 900 0 900 

 
Total acquisition 
 

600 600 300 300 700 700 1,600 1,600 1,400 1,400 

 
Land 
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Quality/remediation 
 

0 0 0 0 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 0 0 

 
Delivery 
 

100 100 100 100 100 100 300 300 300 300 

 
Other programmes 
 

0 5,000 0 5,000 0 5,000 0 15,000 0 12,000 

 

Total 

 

900 11,100 600 14,100 1,800 11,600 3,300 36,800 2,200 28,500 

 

Table 5 - Funding  
 
 

Funding 

 

2008-9 £’000 

 

2009-10 £’000 

 

2010-11 £’000 

 

2008-11 £’000 

 

Indicative 2011-14 £’000 
 

Housing Corporation 

 

2,500 

 

500 

 

500 

 

3,500 

 

1,500 

 

Local Authority Housing 

 

300 

 

300 

 

300 

 

900 

 

900 

 

Private Sector Housing 

 

1,300 

 

6,800 

 

3,500 

 

11,600 

 

10,400 

 

RSL’s 

 

1,100 

 

900 

 

500 

 

2,500 

 

1,600 

 

Advantage West Midlands 

 

0 

 

500 

 

500 

 

1,000 

 

0 

 

Other Public Sector Programmes 

 

2,000 

 

1,500 

 

1,500 

 

5,000 

 

9,000 

 

Private finance – non housing 

 

3,000 

 

3,000 

 

3,000 

 

9,000 

 

3,000 

 

HMR Resources 

 

 

100 

 

100 

 

100 

 

300 

 

1,300 

HMR – Capital 
 

800 

 

500 

 

1,700 

 

3,000 

 

1,900 
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Delivery Funding 
 
The ARF will be funded from a number of sources both including RENEW, 

NULBC, LTP, RSL’s, PCT and private sector investment secured partly through 

receipts from public sector assets and Section 106 contributions. 

 

The following is an overview of the funding sources that could be drawn upon 

to deliver the range of projects outlined in the Plan.   

 

Private Sector 

Whilst public sector funding will act as important catalyst in bringing forward 

the proposals in the ARF securing private sector funding is essential to the 

redevelopment of the key sites. The private sector should be engaged to 

deliver the development and the preferred form of delivery vehicle will need to 

be flexible enough to allow the developer some leeway in commercial 

decisions. Bellway the Preferred Developer in the AMI will play a major part in 

the delivery of new housing in the ARF area. 

 

Developer contributions  

Section 106 agreements can be required by the Council to provide a pot to help 

deliver public sector facilities, environmental improvements or affordable. 

housing. Negotiation in respect of such contributions will be part of the 

planning application process 

 

RENEW - North Staffordshire Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder 

The Pathfinder plans to invest £2.3 billion over 20 years throughout North 

Staffordshire and £67.5 million is currently being invested across North 

Staffordshire in 2006-8 round. A bid is currently being made to the Government 

(DCLG) for funding to continue the programme of activity between 2008 and 

2010. The ARF area has already attracted in excess of £10m of funding since 

the inception of the Pathfinder and further HMR funding is expected to help to 

deliver the ARF.  

 

English Partnerships 

Expenditure of £13.6m for the Silverdale site is already approved with the 

intention to seek approval for a further £3m dowry to support the long term 

management of the public space. EP’s proposed investment at Silverdale will 

therefore represent a significant complementary scheme for the RENEW 

programme.  

 

Newcastle-under-Lyme Borough Council 

Discussions with the ARF Steering Group have suggested support for the 

principle of using land owned by the Council to help deliver the ARF. In 

addition the Council has circa £5m set aside to match RENEW monies. 

Staffordshire County Council -Local Transport Plan 

This represents the main framework for investing in local infrastructure/ 

transport in Newcastle. A number of projects which could attract contributions 

towards highways and public realm improvements have been identified in the 

current LTP to 2010/11. 

 

North Staffordshire Regeneration Zone 

Funding is already allocated for the redevelopment of Newcastle College in the 

south of the ARF area but further funding could be made available for the 

redevelopment in Knutton Village Centre which includes business enterprise 

space. 

 

RSLs 

Funding will be made available to the RSL’s operating in the area through 

• National Affordable Housing Programme – funding provided from the 

Housing Corporation to provide affordable homes both for rental and 

ownership  

• Housing Capital Allocations – funding provided to enable RSL’s to bring 

their stock to decent homes standard.   

   

The RSL’s and in particular ASPIRE, can use this funding contribute towards 

improving the housing stock, the quality of environment and the provision of 

new affordable housing provision. 

 

External Public Funding 

A variety of green space improvements have been identified for the area. 

Green space funding has to compete with other services the Council provides 

and revenue funding for maintenance and capital funding for physical works is 

limited. New resources will needed to be delivered through a range of sources 

external to local authority budgets.  The Government has allocated additional 

funds for public spaces and parks in recent years. Other potential funding 

sources to complement the allocation of Council mainstream funding are the 

Heritage Lottery Fund, The Landfill Tax, Big Lottery Fund, Home Office, Sport 

England, Natural England and the Environment Agency. These organisations 

provide a range of funds to improve or create green spaces.  The Safer and 

Stronger Communities Fund brings together DCLG and Home Office funding 

streams.  The Cleaner, Safer, Greener Element of SSCF provides additional 

funding for areas in particular need to help deliver the DCLG Liveability Public 

Service Agreement target (PSA 8) and Home Office (PSA2). 

 

Working with Key Partners 

Public Sector Funding 

The development appraisals indicate that the SRF would require a degree of 

public funding to enable delivery. The packaging of sites together is important 

so that projects that produce a negative land value can be linked to viable, 

self-funding schemes.  More value can also be extracted from a more 

comprehensive development that creates a meaningful step change to the 

physical environment of the area.   

 

Where council land is sold for development the delivery mechanism should 

ensure that the land receipt is captured and recycled into the community and 

environmental improvements identified.  Additional public funding should also 

be sought to help implement the full package of community and environmental 

benefits, including the refurbishment of existing properties. 

 

Working with the Private Sector 

The strength of the ARF area lies in the amount of attention it is receiving from 

influential bodies and the private sector. Much work has already been done, 

and a range of well-equipped and experienced partners are already heavily 

involved in changing the housing market in the ARF area. 

 

Bellway Homes have been selected as RENEW’s preferred development partner 

for the Knutton AMI and are progressing work in developing proposals for 

housing sites on Collins and Aikman and the Lower Milehouse estate, along with 

other development opportunities. Aspire Housing, Staffordshire Housing and 

Beth Johnson RSL’s are also already significantly involved in the regeneration 

activity across the area. 

 

The opportunity exists to further the involvement of the private sector and 

other partners and to maximise the value of their investment by: 

• Expanding the role of the lead developer across the ARF 

• Preparing a strategy for securing s106 contributions from developers which 

are reinvested into the ARF area 

• Securing socio-economic benefits with key partner, such as local labour 

initiatives and training 

• Considering the opportunity for using the private sector to match fund 

applications for other funding pots and initiatives 

• Consider the benefits of wider joint venture with range of partners. 

• Involving the community in design 

• Using private sector marketing and branding to raise the profile of the 

areas and change perceptions 

• Achieving high quality and innovative design that is recognised as best 

practice nationally 
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Partnership Working 

The key to the success of the ARF lies in forming robust and sustainable public– 

private partnerships. This brings together the leadership, planning powers and 

property assets of the public sector partners together with the development 

experience and investment potential of the private sector. There are several 

ways in which development can be taken forward; the most appropriate 

approach is dependent on the nature of ownerships and other complexities 

facing the site in question.  A number of approaches are set out below: 

 

Private Led 

Sites where private landowners can, under the guidance of a detailed planning 

brief, take forward land assembly and the development process independently.  

 

Public Asset Based 

Sites that are in public ownership and can be taken forward quickly to the 

private sector and delivered through a development agreement. 

 

Public/Private Partnership (PPP) 

A PPP involves a number of parties coming together by contributing funding, 

assets and or expertise.  In this way the public sector can engage in 

regeneration projects by raising capital without disposing of its assets and off 

loading risk. There are significant benefits, to both the private and public 

sectors in forming a partnership involving a package/portfolio of public owned 

sites.  

 

For the developers these include:  

• being able to take a long term view of profitability on the package of 

development,  

• obtaining economies of scale through having a guaranteed supply of land, 

• land can be drawn down from the public sector when needed thereby 

reducing costs and  

• relationships can be built between the developer and the public sector. 

 

For the public sector benefits would include:  

• retaining control,  

• the opportunity to obtain wider benefits, e.g. profit sharing,  

• associated development,  

• environmental works,  

• training and local employment,  

• better quality and more sustainable development, etc. 

 

The partnership arrangement being drawn up between Bellway and RENEW for 

Knutton and Cross Heath AMI will be based on the principles outlined above. 

 

Newcastle/ASPIRE Partnership 

An emerging partnership between ASPIRE Housing and Newcastle Borough 

Council aims to maximise the regeneration benefits of their land assets and  

provide an innovative approach to delivering a sustainable mixed income 

communities and housing renewal programme across Newcastle.   As two of the 

largest landowners within both the borough and the ARF the partnership will 

seek to deliver new development in the area by partnering with a private 

developer. 

 

Key features of the partnership will be: 

• A long-term (10-15 year) partnership between Newcastle Borough Council, 

Aspire Housing and a major developer. 

• A partnership that can contribute strongly to delivering Newcastle’s 

housing strategy with the ability to strategically masterplan and phase 

development. 

• A proportion of development should be for market sale to contribute to our 

approach to sustainable communities, Government policy and to maximise 

the value of our land to pump back into communities. 

• Aspire’s current ability to undertake large-scale environmental 

improvements on our estates is limited due to financial capacity.  This 

proposal would potentially ‘sweat our assets’ allowing for investment in 

decency-plus improvements to our wider property base across the borough. 

• The approach is in line with emerging Government policy regarding 

public/private partnerships and sweating public sector assets. 

• Strategic capacity from the public and private sector will be injected into 

Newcastle to support a currently stretched infrastructure. 

• This proposal will build on the existing developer relationships in place in 

the AMI and emerging in Galley’s Bank – all will be built into the wider 

strategic masterplanning process. 

• The proposal will be broadened to develop a co-ordinated approach to 

neighbourhood management and addressing the Respect agenda. 

• Pump priming through capital funding and capacity building will be 

necessary from Renew and other public sector funders through 2008-11 to 

build a really sustainable programme for some of the most deprived 

neighbourhoods in the UK. 

 

The initial focus of the partnership will be the ARF area, however it has the 

potential to span out across the rest of the borough in line with housing 

strategy priorities.  Many of the potential sites across the ARF lie in the 

combined ownership of Aspire and Newcastle, as do many of the poorest quality 

properties and open spaces.  This approach is therefore supported by the ARF 

as a valuable and effective means of delivering projects, particularly outside of 

the AMI.  The partnership is potentially one of the key vehicles for delivering on 

the ARF outputs and for providing an appropriate exit strategy for the RENEW 

programme within Newcastle-under-Lyme.  

 

Risk Management 

It is essential to identify and mitigate against any potential risks to the delivery 

of the ARF strategy as early in the strategy making/development process as 

possible through the adoption of a robust risk management system. 

 

The approach to risk management adopted for the ARF is based on the existing 

risk management system used by the North Staffordshire Regeneration 

Partnership (NSRP) – a robust system based on the principles set out in the 

Office of Government Commerce’s (OGC) publication “Management of Risk: 

Guidance for Practitioners”. 

 

The system is recognised as best practice and is based on an assessment of four 

levels of risk including:  

 
 Strategic risk 
 Programme risk 
 Project risk 
 Operational risk 

 

The responsibility for managing the risks and the method of capture and 

recording any potential risks differs for each level of risk as follows: 

 

 

 

Level of 
Risk  

Responsibility for 
Management of Risk 

Method of 
Risk Capture  

Method of 
Managing 

Risk 

Strategic  NSRP Board and 

Executive 

(Managed through 

the Strategic 

Commissioning 

Groups) 

Risk Assessment 

Sheet 

Strategic Risk 

Register  

Programme  Delivery 

Programme Board  

Risk Assessment 

Sheet 

Programme / 

Project 

Management 

System 

(Hydra) 

Project Project Board Risk Assessment 

Sheet 

Programme / 

Project 

Management 

System 

(Hydra) 

Operational  

Risk 

Management 

and Audit 

Committee 

Heads of Service Risk Assessment 

Book 

Operational 

Risk Register  
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Table 6   Risk Register 

 

Risk ID Risk Type Risk Owner Risk Description Risk 
Probability 

Risk 
Impact 

Risk Response Risk Status/ 
Priority  

R1 Project/ 

Programme 

RENEW Development/legal agreement not 

signed up between the preferred 

developer (s) and the Partners 

causing uncertainty and risk to 

delivery. 

2 5 Establish development/legal agreement working group with regular weekly meetings and appoint legal team with experience/capability of 

resolving the issues as efficiently as possible. 

1 

R2 Project Developer/RENE

W 

Development partner does not 

perform to the satisfaction of the 

Partners 

2 4 Performance will be monitored and assessed according to an agreed set of Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) as set out in the 

legal/development agreements. In the case where the developer partner does not perform, sufficient safeguards should be built into the 

legal/development agreement to allow us to take action and seek alternative developers.  However, in this scenario there would be a 

significant delay in delivery of schemes. 

2 

R3 Project/ 

Programme 

RENEW HMR funding is not sufficient to 

provide enough grant assistance to 

trigger schemes 

3 5 It is anticipated and generally accepted that to create the quality and mix of new housing required by the HMR strategy grant support to 

schemes will be required.  If, when schemes are designed and appraisals undertaken, there is insufficient HMR grant funding there is a strong 

possibility that the scheme will not progress in accordance with plans.  There are two basic mitigating actions that can be taken in this 

circumstance: revising the scheme specification to reduce the grant requirement; or via funding from another part of the programme to provide 

sufficient grant funding. 

2 

R4 Project/ 

Programme 

RENEW/ 

Developer 

Community dissatisfaction 2 3 Community/stakeholder buy in is essential to deliver the strategy and proposals and will require a robust communications and engagement 

strategy in place during all stages of the strategy/development process. 

1 

R5 Project RENEW/ 

Developer 

Land assembly/ decanting 2 4 Land assembly is a complex and lengthy process that if not managed properly can jeopardise the delivery of a project. To minimise any 

delay/objections to land assembly a clear land assembly and decanting strategy is required that recommends the most appropriate method of 

land assembly/acquisition to the specific circumstance. To avoid opposition to land assembly either via negotiation or CPO it is essential to 

maintain community buy in through widespread consultation and engagement at all stage of the strategy/development process. 

1 

R6 Project/ 

Programme 

Developer Lack of demand/market collapse 2 4 The limited supply and choice of quality new housing set against relatively stable economic conditions should make a local collapse in the 

housing market unlikely. However it is important that the design, phasing and price of new housing should be established against a robust 

analysis of need and demand before detailed proposals are developed. 

3 

R7 Project/ 

Programme 

Developer/RENE

W 

Increased costs 3 3 Increased costs due to unforeseen site conditions and inflationary pressures on capital costs and staff costs will place pressure on the ability to 

deliver the programme to the scale and quality required.  To minimise costs it is important to undertake appropriate detailed feasibility work 

at the outset of the project and to establish efficient project delivery and supplier procurement models. 

4 

R8 Strategic RENEW Blighting due to clearance 

programme 

2 3 The impact of regeneration proposals can have negative impact as well as positive and it is important to ensure that any proposals/phasing for 

clearance are carefully managed to avoid long term blighting. Information on clearance areas should be carefully controlled and phased to 

minimise any long-term impact. 

3 

R7 Project/ 

Programme 

Developer/NULB

C 

Planning Process 2 4 The local planning authority has been an integral partner in the development of the strategy and hence at a strategic level it is not envisaged 

that there will be any major planning issues. A planning strategy will be developed in collaboration with the local planning authority to steer 

the proposals through the planning system and to minimise delay and objection. 

3 

R8 Programme/ 

Project 

RENEW 

/Developer 

Failure of complimentary 

regeneration/funding initiatives.  

3 3 The regeneration programme will work alongside initiatives in the identified through the masterplanning process. The non-performance of other 

initiatives e.g. infrastructure and transport improvements could have a detrimental affect on the success of the delivery of the programme. To 

mitigate risk of this all partners need to maintain other agencies awareness of the importance of their role in delivering the overall HMR 

Pathfinder programme. 

2 

R9 Strategic All The complexity of the programme 

and number of agencies involved 

leads to communication and co-

ordination problems. 

3 3 To avoid problem/conflicts with cross agency policy/decision making it is important to establish clear roles and responsibilities of each of the 

partner agencies understood and agreed through a written inter-agency protocol. 

3 

 

Score: Very Low = 1, Low = 2, Medium = 3, High = 4, Very High = 5 
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In terms of the ARF the level of risks associated with the strategy and proposals 

is likely to overlap across a number of the key risk areas and as such the 

management of risk will be controlled via the Risk Management and Audit 

Committee supported by the appropriate strategic, programme, project and 

operational Boards.  

 

The process of risk management is consistent across all levels of risk and 

includes a four stage process as follows: 

 
 Risk Identification 
 Risk Evaluation 
 Risk Response 
 Risk Action 

 
The identification of risk is managed through the use of a risk assessment 

sheet/register to help identify and evaluate the likely risks to the project and 

delivery agents. The risk assessment sheet/register identified below includes 

an initial assessment of the likely risks to the ARF strategy and delivery agents 

at a broad programme level.  

 

It should be noted that this is an initial broad assessment of the likely risk to 

the delivery of the strategy at a programme level and more detailed risk 

analysis will be required on a project-by-project basis once the 

strategy/funding has been endorsed and projects approved for more detailed 

development 
 

Land Assembly and Acquisition 

The key to the realisation of this ambitious regeneration framework is the 

“pooling” together of the resources: land and monetary, of each of the main 

partners.  Land interests that are not in the control of the partners will need to 

be brought into scheme. The key to the delivery is the partners’ control of land 

and therefore the Council and the partners need to make as many opportunity 

purchases as possible. 

 

A key consideration concerning these development schemes will be the 

approach to acquisition. There are two ways of assembling land. The first of 

these is through negotiated purchase whereby sites are purchased on an 

individual and incremental basis. If this can be achieved relatively quickly, it is 

considered to be the better approach. 

 

For this reason it is important that RENEW/NUBLC continue building on the 

existing acquisitions strategy and the earlier progress which has already been 

made in the area. The next step will be for the partners to agree the best 

approach to engaging landowners of the relevant properties. Care will however 

have to be taken to avoid issues of blight in the early stages.  

 

 

 

 

 Negotiated land assembly can however have a number of drawbacks: 

• it can be time consuming; 

• it creates uncertainty – land owners may refuse to sell their property; and 

• it can be very expensive, particularly where land owners understand the 

‘bigger picture’ and can hold out for an inflated price for their property. 

• it can be time consuming; 

• it creates uncertainty – land owners may refuse to sell their property; and 

• it can be very expensive, particularly where land owners understand the 

‘bigger picture’ and can hold out for an inflated price for their property. 

 

The alternative approach is the CPO route, under which sites are acquired 

using the Council’s legal powers. CPOs can also be expensive given the 

inevitable legal and compensation costs incurred, and can be considered 

controversial. However, the Council could reasonably expect the developer to 

fund the process via a back to back purchase agreement. 

 

Under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, local authorities (and 

some other bodies) will be better able to acquire land compulsorily for the 

carrying out of development, redevelopment or improvement on the basis that 

they think it is likely to be of economic, social or environmental benefit to 

their area. It is considered that the Council could make a strong contribution to 

the justification of a CPO on both economic and environmental grounds on the 

basis of the Area Regeneration Framework.   
 

Any programme of land assembly needs to be set within a clear strategic 

framework. The scheme, therefore, needs to meet regional and local policies 

to give a CPO the best chance of success.  This highlights the necessity for the 

Area Regeneration Framework to be promoted by RENEW and the Council 

through their strategic policy framework. 

 

In terms of timing of a CPO, it is clearly beneficial that any negotiations on 

land acquisition are made within the context of a CPO process, i.e. this helps 

to “focus” minds and ensures that time is not lost when negotiations 

breakdown and a CPO process has to be started.  However, for the process to 

be successful it is essential that a compelling case justifying acquisition as in 

the public interest can be advanced. Thus it will clearly be important for the 

scheme to be consistent with local planning policy.  This would suggest a CPO 

should not be pursued until local planning policy has been changed to enable 

the development to be pursued. In the meantime the partners should seek to 

acquire sites by negotiation. 

 

Another important consideration will be the disturbance and temporary 

accommodation for businesses and other occupiers relocated through the 

scheme’s development, for which suitable arrangements will need to be made. 

 

Planning and Design 

NULBC are currently preparing the Core Spatial Strategy (with Stoke-on-Trent 

City Council as well as a Design Brief SPD for the ARF area.  The guidance is 

intended to provide further guidance on the specific development projects 

proposed as part of the RENEW programme as well as providing a vehicle for 

further community input into the process.  The preparation of this SPD is 

helpful in the delivery of the strategy, provided the key projects are given 

further clear planning and design advice through this process.  

 

In the longer term the opportunity should be taken to develop similar strategies 

for both Chesterton and Silverdale and to review the further potential for 

development in the area. 

 

 

Marketing and Branding 

Increasingly communities are realising they need to act more strategically to 

raise their profile and attract greater income and investment. It is essential  

therefore that the ARF partnership develop a co-ordinated promotion and 

marketing programme. 
 

In considering the approach to marketing and branding it will be necessary for 

key partners to decide what it is they are trying to achieve i.e. 

• To change negative perceptions 

• To attract inward investment 

• To boost local pride 

  

For the ARF area it is likely to be a combination of all three of these 

objectives.  Executed well, rebranding can help establish a sense of place 

which is essential for effective regeneration. 

The key will be to identify what makes The ARF area distinctive and to build on 

what is special about it i.e. its unique selling points.  

 

Engaging with businesses and local residents will also be important. This will 

require being clear both about the brand –values and ambitions – and shifting 

and raising aspirations in the target audience. Finding an individual project 

champion can be the key to the success of a project. 

 

Experience from developers, urban designers and public sector chief executives 

alike suggests that rebranding should not be seen purely as a way to get a good 

press and to solve a problem of perception. Creating and sustaining a brand 

identity should be a continuing, long-term process – just as regeneration itself 

should be. It is far more than a vision, logo and a slogan. However, by being 

clear about what it is and what it wants to achieve, a brand identity can play 

its part in transforming the area. 
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Appendices 
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Appendix 1 - Standard Construction Skills Formula  

 
FSquared has developed a Standard Construction Skills Formula.  Principally, it 

calculates: 

 
• The numbers of Construction Workers required to deliver a notional £1m 

construction project per annum; 

• How many Construction Trainees a notional £1m project can support per 

annum; and 

• The breakdown of the Construction Workforce on a notional £1m project per 

annum. 

 
It is based on published data produced by the DTI and Experian.  The former 

produces Construction Output and Employment figures.  The latter produces 

Construction Workforce figures.  The Formula has been developed in consultation 

with Construction Skills and is being used by them to inform the development of 

their National Skills Academies. 

 

A  full workforce breakdown is provided in Table 1, based on Experian’s published 

data. 

Construction Skills Formula - Calculation 

 

Total UK Construction Output (DTI) (£) 
Total Number Construction Workers UK 

(DTI) 
 

= Output per Construction 
Worker (£) p.a. 

£ 107,006,497,398 (2005) 
1,799,010 (2005) 

 

= £59,481 p.a 

   
£ 1,000,000 

Output per Construction Worker (£) 
 

= Construction Workers per 
£1m p.a. 

£ 1,000,000 
£59,481 

= 16.81 Construction 
Workers per £1m p.a 

   
Sustainable Proportion of Workforce in 

Training 
x 

Construction Workers per £1m 

= Construction Trainees per 
£1m p.a. 

15%1 x 16.81 = 2.52 Construction 
Trainees per £1m p.a. 

   
Proportion of UK Workforce (by Trade/ 

Prof.)  
x 

Construction Workers 

= Trade/ Profession per 
£1m p.a. 

Looking at Wood trades for example:   
10.72% x 16.81 = 1.8 Wood Trades per 

£1m p.a. 
Looking at Bricklayers for example: 

 
  

4.64% x 16.81 = 0.78 Bricklayers per £1m 
p.a. 

 

                                                       
1  The basis of this assumption is that FSquared estimates that trainee/ apprentice numbers in 
excess of 15% of the average firm’s workforce is unsustainable because of supervision 
demands, quality of work and productivity. 
 
Whilst this assumption has not been fully tested, FSquared has received widely differing 
anecdotal information from colleges, contractors/ developers and construction advisors.  The 
figure of 15% represents an informed estimate based on FSquared’s experience of the 
national picture for major contractors/ developers. 
 

Table 1 – Construction Workforce Breakdown per £1m p.a. 

 
Trade/ Profession Construction 

Workforce 
per £1m pa. 

Proportion of UK 
Construction 
Workforce % p.a. 

Managers 1.81 10.79% 

Clerical 1.43 8.49% 

Engineering, IT & Other 
Professions 

1.00 5.93% 

Technical Staff 0.42 2.49% 

Wood Trades 1.80 10.72% 

Bricklayers 0.78 4.64% 

Painters and Decorators 1.03 6.13% 

Plasterers 0.32 1.88% 

Roofers 0.27 1.61% 

Floorers 0.33 1.96% 

Glaziers 0.28 1.68% 

Other Specialist Building 
Operatives

0.36 2.12% 

Scaffolders 0.14 0.81% 

Plant Operatives 0.37 2.21% 

Plant Mechanics/ Fitters 0.17 1.02% 

Steel Erectors/ Structural 0.14 0.81% 

General Operatives 1.00 5.97% 

Maintenance Workers 0.05 0.31% 

Electricians 1.51 9.00% 

Plumbers 1.17 6.99% 

Logistics 0.08 0.50% 

Other Civil Engineering 
Operatives

0.20 1.20% 

Non Construction 2.14 12.74% 

   

Totals 16.81 100.00% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 






